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FOREWORD

Once more, Earl J. McGrath provides us with his appreciable
insight into the current state of American higher education. The
present debate, set as it is, in the midst of the pressing problems
of enrollment and finances and collectivization,, is presented in
the following pages in sharp detail. -And we are promptly made
aware that the urgency of today's discussions about general education,
indeed of the nature of the liberal arts college itself, is the product
of several .decades of development. Dr. McGrath has captured the
history and contemporary significance of the ongoing academic
dilemma. In doing so, he has not been unwilling to express in con-
vincing terms his own viewpoint, a viewpoint developed on the
academic iring line over five decades.

We commend this vital work to your reading. Not everyone
will agree; nor will everyone disagree. Yet it is inconceivable
that anyone will regard what he has to say with indifference. The
issues which he identifies with such clarity are not bland Or casual
or remote from the very heart of American academe. Dr. McGrath
focuses on what he senses are re-emerging emphases for the
American college. The Lilly Endowment has invested substantial
resources as a demonstration of its faith in the importance of the
historic mission of the liberal arts college. This publication is one
more piece of evidence of that faith.

We cannot fully express our gratitude to Earl McGrath for
undertaking this task and then for doing it .so superlatively. But,
we are not surprised.

James B. Holderman
Vice President for Education
Lilly Endowment, Inc.
Indianapolia, Indiana
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PREFACE

The ascent of nun will go on. But do not assume that
n will go on carried by Western civilization as we know it.
We are being weighed in-the balance at this moment. If
we give up, the nela 'step will be taken. --but not .by us. .We
have nOt been given any guarantee that Assyria and Egypt
and Ruine u ere ntt giv en . We are waiting to be somebody's
past too, and not necessarily that of our future.

J. Bronowski.

In discussions vith a hOSt of faculty members and adminis-
trators over the past several rears about the subject of this volume,
the author has time and again- been asked the question,. "If the
general eaucation Movement of the thirties. forties, and fifties
failed, what reason do you have to believe it will succeed in the
seventies?" Hopefully the 'complicated answer to. this query will
be found in the following pages. but at the very outset it has to
be admitted that in atteMpting a revival of this movement one
must be impelled as much by faith as by fact. One faCt, how-
ever, is abundantly clear. The interest in and the concern -about
general education never really died out in the intervening years;it merely lay dormant under a cover of distracting events.

Today there is in the professionsignificantly among SOme
of the most distinguished persons in their respective fieldsa
strong and growing minority who believe that although our
colleges may be successful in producing well-informed and skilled
specialists they do not turn out citizens broadly infonned, about
the complex world in whkh they live. Consequently, as a people
wei_ are unable to cope with our personal and civic problems.
These intellectual leaders hold the firm conviction that success
in the effort to equip students mentally and morally to lead more
effective lives will be contingent on basic reforms in the struc-
ture and the substance of our system of higher education. The
author unreservedly shares this view and has faith that 'once the
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members 'of the society of learning focus their- attention on the

present disordered state of affairs in our culture and the unique
resources institutions of higher education have for restoring, as

_

Whitehead put it. a vision of the world in W'hich reverence and

order will prevent the riot into which modern society appears to
be moving, they will undertake the essential reforms in policv

and practice:
With the purpose of aoselerating such a 'social regeneration,

the authO'r undertook the task of assembling these ideas on the
subjett of general education. A word netds to be said about
the use of a term whidi regrettably, beause of earlier mis-
advent-tires under its -riarne. today often arouses negative reactions

it) the teaching. community. Over a period of years the author
has sought* unsuccessfully- for a substitute phrase that would Carry

the essential connotations, while- avoiding the earlier negative

,attributes. If geral is taken to embrace the meanings
expressed by Harry Carman's definition 'of some years ago, as

quoted later in this monograph. and rLiders will dissociate it

from some of the favorable ackretions of the pasty- the term
is adequate today to cover toth abstract connotations and con-

crete substance. In fact. 110 other expression seems to serve the

purpose as well.
Sortie members of the teaching guild, especially those in the

liberal arts colleges. prefer to use the ancient . phrase liberal

education. The latter _locution, however, is 'even more confusing

than generai education. Unfortunately, much of the instruction
now offered in liberal arts colleges bears little semblance to the
subject !natter and the purposes of the traditional education that

bore the name, an education designed to prepare students for

the common responsibilities of life by Acquainting them with

the great literary and philosophical works of our 4ntellec-tu2l

Vradition: So-called liberal education today has neither common
content-, nor meaning. .The .objectives and prokrams of liberal
arts colleges vary infinitely as perforce do the characteristics of
their graduates. The term general education has been used here
to suggest implicitly that a restoration of the commonality of
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learning is essential to enable citizens to understand one another
as they discuss the matters about which all members of a demo-
cratic society must: be toncerned. .

The principal purpose of this ti t e is to- call attention to
a matter that it; the author's judgment surpasses in %importance
all others in the acadernic community. The presses-annually spew
forth tons of commentaries. plans. research reports, and analyses
of the existing state of affairs in colleges and universities. Manyof these works, perhaps the large mojoritv. deal with currently
commanding matters. Too few, however, are concerned with the
basic philosophical' and s'ocial decisions which ought to deter-
mine the future character of these institutions and the impact of
their services on the fate of our confused society:,

Dozens of kv)111:ncs treat such topi"cs as open-admissions
policies, tuition fees and easy ao:e.ss tO higher education, agovern-

ment support. tenure rights for Faculty members, new buildings
and equipment, innovative types of curricula, and coeducational
living facilities, all ot which at the proper time eerve serious
thought and planning. Considerations of such matters, however,
should follow' arid be derived from basic decisions concerning the
kinds oi services the thitd century of our national existence will
require of its,iriStitutions of higher education. These decisionsacan only be reached through _a. penetrating determination of our -goals as a healthy and progressive democratic society. If We
reallybelieve in the -uperiority of the type of social and political
institutions on whi1/4:h our nation was founcied and has thus far
prospered, we can assure their survival and adaptation to the
emerging coalitions of life in the years ahead only through the
more efective general education of our -people. The,...validity of
this thesis is the_ foundation on which the propositions and pro-
posals in this volume rest.

It will be maintained by some thlt the lower schools and
indeed other social agencies must take large responsibiley' for
the general education of all citizens. Obviously the most indis-
perisable elerrients in basic education are the abilities to use the
English language and the fundamental processes in mathematics;
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capabilities which since they are largely culti'Vated in institutions

,which prepare youth for higher studies should be considered in
any treatment of general education. There is, however, a limit
to the scope of subject matter which a volume of this type can
attempt to handle.- Moreover, the condition of general -education

in the loWer schools, whatever its limitations. is superior both in
conception.and practice to its state in the colleges_and universities.

Hence, the author makes no apology for not attempting a more
comprehensive treatment of the subject at this time.

The reader Will note that more expert opinions an usual

are quoted verbatim. The autlior adopted this practice to bring
to bear on the issues involved, in their own words, the serions
reflections of some.of the best-inforned minds of our day: These
citations: it is hoped, will also- incontestably.réveal the fact that
the subject under discussion can no longer be considered academic.
Rather' it must involve the most serious) consideration of the

_widest range of enlic!htened, informed, and .disturbed citizens.

Moreover. since this account of some aspects of Americati.society

and American higher education has .1 somewhat ominous ring,
the author hoped to dispel the notion that the dikturbing ap-
praisals _of our present condition represent the subjective utter--

ances of a melancholy mind.. Rather they represent a growing-
:

consensus among -thoughful and concerned persons who consider
this age to be in crisis. They believe it is not too late to do
something about the matter if s6ciety will use the full power of
higher education tcr deal with the situation.

For their contributions to this voltime the auther owes a debt
of gratitude to innumerable persons not only in academic life,

-but in many diversified callings. In this country and abroad he
has sought advice, opinions, facts, and interpretations concerning

the state tit Wes'tern culture and the responsibility of institutions

of higher 'education in iMproving the unpromising conditions that .

now prevail in the human enterprise. To others who -helped
assemble and collate the facts related to the subject he is also

indebted, especially to Ricliard -Neese of the Program in Liberal
Studies at the University of Arizona and Heather Eubank of the
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-.Lilly Endowment, Mary Jo -Rubasch of the University. of Arizona,
Irene Stebbins of St. Michaels College, and Esther Glenk of
Warner Pa6fic College each performed invaluable services in
tping and ...retyping the manuscript for publication.

My -deepest debt. however, is_ to tbe Lilly EndoWment, of
Indianapolis, for supporting the. entire project from the -begin-
ning, and especi4ly to Dr. James B. Holderman, vice president
of that orgarlization, whose constant stimulation, critical 'corn-.
mentary and numerous fruitful suggestkons incalculably enhanced
the -quality of the volume. Needless to say, the ideas expressed
do not necessarily rellresent the pOlicies of the Lilly Endowment.

Mardi. 1S. 1976 Earl J. McGrath



I. THE CONFUSED HUMAN CONDITION

The-civilization we live in at pl,esent 'is a giganti:: tcch-
nologkal structure, a sky-scraper . . high enough to 'reach'
the modn, It looks like a single worldwide effort, hut it's
really a deadlock of rivalries: it looks very impressive, except
that it has no genuine dignity. For Wall it5 wonderful ma-
chinery., we know,it's teallv a crazy ramshackls.:thuilding, and
at any time may 'crash around Our cars. ---- Nordirop Frye

The human community is in a, chaotic 4ncl confused condition.
For sever,d decades tile internal decaY of ivestern culture and its
waning position in the world community have been observed by
students of history and current. affairs. Wells. Spengler,. Toynbee.
and Mumford to mention but a few -.leading thinker --,- have
commented on the deterioration of the quality of life, eSpecially
in the democratic societies.

Today no one can be acused of hysterical impatience if he
-, reaffirms. H. G. Wells' seritntious admonition to his contempo-

r'aries several decades ago that civilizatio'n is in a race between
education! and catastrophe. To validate this view one need only
observe some of the ominous l'eatures of life titit have emerged

'in. the years since- Wells uttereA his waiiiing. Wars have erupted
in Europe. Asia, the Near East. severid regions of.. Ahica, and
Southeast Asia. Internally, like the :conflict in Ireland, break-
downs or subversions of-- democratic government have been
ubiquito'ds, Nuclear weapOns have )seen developed, and, at least
by the I:nited States, plyt to dcv,tating use.. The - third world
represented in the ( 'llittA Nations 'increasingly rejects this country
as a freedgm-loving -and' compas lonate people. Violence has 'dis-
placed reasoned discusion at brrie a.nd abroad as the means of
resolving differences. Crime Ind disorder have multiplied geo-
metrically. The slaughter oLmillions of opponents by those who
contend that they are figh ng for personal and national freedom
has becorne the 'accepted Order of the day. Conflict at home be-
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tweet.. the'conservators and the exploiters .of our natural resources

is intense. Labor and its employers demand continued rises in

prices and wages_ when every knowledgeable person knows both

.
lead eventually only to inflationary disaster... The uncontrollable

increase in the use qf alcohol and other driqzs is common through-

out our society even, among pupils in elementary and seco.alary

schools. _These and *dozens of other human problems which cry
for solution could he cited to, prove that V'ells' race has been

accelerated :ind education is not winning. Obviously the utopian
visions. of those who contended that the education of the people

generally would nullify the.. burdens of mankind and make life
more secure and satisfying have fallen far short of realization.-

' The pessimism of persOns like .Wells; Toynbee, and Mumford,

men of philosophic-mind and historical- perspective about the
human wndition has recently . spread to the, members of society
who, are less well informed about the great movements of history

.--and the momentous events 'of the day. An increasing number of
ordinary citizens express attitudeS of hopelessness and frustration.

A convinciniz manifestation of their disillusionmOt is portrayed

in their lack- of confidence that either political party can govern
the country with justice and quietude for all. The fiscal, political,

and moral disarray in New York,is . only symptomatic nf more
disturbing and widespread events already on the threshold of
our evolving society.,

The' comments of many liritishers 'on their elections suggest

that theY. too,- feel _that regardless of which party holds office

the processq of government are no longer respected or expected

by the peop1e to be able to deal with such vexing tasks as

stemming inflation ,and controlling taxes. Similar .disillusive break-

dOwns in the orderly processes of living can be' observed. in
Italy, France, Spain, Portugal, and other Western nations. ' Equally

disturbing to those_who believe in the free and democratic pro-

cesses of living are the -conflicts in some of the more recently
establihed commonwealths Where freedom from the evills,.. of

colonialism has been replaced not by respect for _human digffity,

but by .vicious forms' of tyranny 'and a total abandonMent of the
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thought. could realize pern:! happiness and achieve perpetual
utopi,:. The paucity of information. the inahdity to think criti-
cally, and the lack of skill in putting knowledge to prictkid use
m the solution of tne myriad prohkins with which mankind
inescapably has to cle.i! Acre considered the primary causes of
individual unhappniess and of social pathology.

Although some of the advanced thinkers of the eighteenth
c:entury. Lei Ptrlopithrs tor example. assun.-.rd that only a small
pecsentage of liuman beings were capable of the kind of higher
education required to estabhsh a sane and just society, others
steadfastly belitved that the well being of mankinid and indecd
the salvation of the entire human undertaking dtpended on the
extension of schoohng to all tht people Only as the advantages
of educatitm were briladb spread throughout the whole borly

. they ,ontended. wuLl Stkiey achieve responsible demo-
cratic government and tiil tr.inquility. Wnting 792. one of
the most illustrpius of these men cif learning. Gindorcet, in thc
following words epitomized then tonvittuni that the education
of all citizen., was a s011al imperative.

Never will J ist.11-4 MON A siabk And assu mil liberty if instruction in
the political 1. rim is Is 410( Kt.114f al, If a IS f4IJA nedirtmkni of ill social
institutions, it, the enihussawn aroused in the souls of the citizens is nnt
giakit4 by tr.ison, st thes are carabk ot hung inspired by anything hut
truth . sf you do not prairie 1'01 than. etwer,41 e4airdtroil the
means of adoes ing a friOrt reti acerettution, 14 making better taws, and
oi qwrtn a mote complete hberty,'

Concionet resealed his oinsiction, now popular but then un-
usual, that education must not only be universal. but continuous
throughout life

Finally. it has waned to us that education should not cease when the
individual kale, %boo! lt should be of alticern to all ages; for there is
no age at what it n not psalm:114r and mfitabk to karts. and this later
iilietUrtire MIT 132Mirtr 1IUrt tictatitvr the educotion remind it chid-
hood was contitwd to the narrowest Ionics. hi islet one of the prineirel
causes ce- die tgemczetur in *Nth the Norte claws of society aze today
Firmsed es that it is cosset for them to obtain primary eeharathms than

iviserve dor advantages derived from nt
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Among the founders of this Republic such men as Thomas
Jefferson and Beniamin Franklin knew about itnd were deeply
influenced hv these rioposal, tor social reform, The11. NA), firmly
believed that the evtensi4in t edu,-ation to all youth Y As essential
to national well-hein,c:_. Jettenson. 1,,Ontimuing Ins country-
men to proy ILJt ti If the .`k:11.1k..iti11 ,trnng 1.7CnetatiOnS. wrote to
Jiadize John I vier in

rthocii hiL h republic
Citn iF.nfl t*44.1it. tr. : Th,d I.fl4.1 to enable

J.. S bW 4.11,111141ft-1 his fv:edoin.
1,, .1i4drcn of

relter,4e,), m 4,
fiLitcldv, he

r the vs hole

(...1' i.. I 2.-C'NOUrt t_ fib rit tO
t`t' rdit.;:! ,,, ;; ; ii:,. -r( ;.!:,,:: Ilk: \ irtlie, and

,4

Both imeT, thei; fl kiert i the Inyher
edu,,Ation 7: , eiPert , t he h`tritin inditwti first hr

the! Iv{H;itil:: Iffilov4fIve
, eatlti. the I .1,it ef %qt. c,t and

th t tuver$Ity . 4 Pc

Ver th ottry kilt; rractices re-
v aticd th.t6 11+ the 1 tit, ipe,itt t 'Ill tt, twit the 11151 Settlers
emcgratc.d. theq: Icy, xc tiC t },y1 let.d

accept:114e t.! tht: krh,Iit. or feasi-
bility ecen ni! The practical rr,alization of
that ideal as the touncla,1.1 L atisic itig retsi"ina/ and An
enhhtened hte rc,jklired L'" "s"" jeLf
do.c.'ged rer.w.ten.e fir m,,re quo the raft of a
ded4cated up I rad,

The lonc: rru,:gie t.,r a system nt tanyersal fIk edtt-ah(ln
led by such histiork figures. ,.;.A Horace Mann and )kitty Barnard
needs tu) review (in.:- educ,!th',nal history amply fes ej 15 that ft
took rnin tC rI iri loca', And state school strstems into
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being. Ii the latter half iat the thrieteenth century. however,
publii.ly supported education had bekome available at the ele-
mentary level in mist suffitiently Lacy piipulatunt (craters. AI-
thriugh still opposed bc some groups the ea-Inc of 3 t'ommon
clenientati edu,:ation tot .1.11 had bekome recognized as an
mivr Ara: r and a Min-eliver. in Is7-1, when
the Mitlitp.in Sttyreme ourt in the KaLunayik) case (Stuart r.

. S1. likA DIittk t +ustaikcd the t.t..,ht ot the 3ppropru1te pulitiLI
entitic.-. tor the Ntipeorr t ewndar; edu,ation. the same
groviiin.; ak,eptan,e ,t thc v,tth t Tilrc iju1i.j formal s,hool .
ta.2. hei,ircte nutinti,t.

Fven het,,te hc h hokkever. rWirlinunt 13V iti
,TIi VId cdih'31,: 1!1...`,:1- the :t.,t,icrhip Ot St:flat, fr. JUStin

t Vtrnunt ;iiHR haL:her edukation
the .:.:,,ketntnent Their cttorts led to the

tutthet ,:t !eatpan,.. In I SO.2 hCTI PreSIdellt
1,..!(-3A.i HA. Lt! cdu, 3t1,113, c!risk,ounity upward
,tnd utrro,l1;,jr1;2, 1,11,w t. nutter. The depth

,,rnnt,Itmen! pe,p'c r, the nica that edinanon would
It, !,,ttiAILAI Isrenti, wait; sub.

stant(ted 1.)e ,1,,bnun,o1,i; ,t this leslation .1t a time when
the ,.,!:cr:1 <,.i 1: !IS Sr'irft It (41 ro t+ ea" absorbed in
Oh: Froti.t'L fl 14 + .,33ti r. 11(11 I1.' lilt nitlia. Thr; .343

added cfl I di. . i. 1: 113(':, 1131 .Minittr3.114. ti$ the con-
Ler that ed6i,ol,I; provide the Les to the abundant life
and the !th ihertv. !usti,etittl 1. c11-1:klin.; for all.

The r t

i4 out ht,t.or\
f hriet tevIew ot tale aspect

tilt rt.; ..itionship between our social
kk!...4111.d pta,tue. It reveals (learlv how

the ;,,o,v.!t% st,:nellnWN LIMN anngiv to he sure and at
times .i.C.1111St k ,r1 'ONIt/i °U. to .Illert the bask- tenet
that ediiiatwn 'A.., the mi.'r i. hit!) the laves of the indisidtul
(itizen and the :ivt, ,,,mmunttv ,ould be ettrithcvl and stabikred.

It Is relevant t poir,t tau. (kit thv other tuitions from which
our earliest cdn,ati,,nal iNdkIes and praktkes were transplanted,
though thev Jiltrted the filltisophi of extending edukation to
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an ever-growing percentage of youth much more slowly have,
in recent years been moving toward Our own goal. In such
Western countries .as England, Germany. and France, an elitist
process of selectivity has until Vero; recently prevailed and an
exam:nation of the percentage of the appropriate age groups
receiving advamed education suggests that this selective practice
continues to be dominant. Yet, even in these lands, the tiend is
for ever-larger numbers of youth to receive instruction at the
uniyersity level. The large percentage of the population of pre-
revolutionary Russia and China that was either scantily educated
or totally illiterate stands in marked contrast to recent progress
in making formal. s(hooling more generally' accessible. The swift
growth in Russian science and technology and similar more modest
developments iii China rcveal comfy-able belief that no people
can today attain the creature comforts and the general well-being,
to say nothing k )1 the military strength, of the West except on
the basis of ; broadei and rthire intensive education.

EDUCATION NOT A CURE FOR StWIAL ILLS

Net erthele ss. a is the orate ointention of this treatise that the
of eilkiaton and other public figures and the

suite ( or, fijelh tht people generally that education codd
he relied upon ui urt humanity's ills hare not been realized.
in fact, there is mounting evidence to support Hacker's conten-
tion that Western culture, like so many of its predecessors, is

now in precipitant decline. Many intellectual leaders inside and
outside the academic profession, patently no Cassandras by nature
or training. lelieve firmly that mankind is at a critical cultural
watershed and perhaps we are already on the downward slope.
Others of a more optimistic view believe that the confusion in
the public mind and the disdlusionment of many with the pur-
poses, programs, and products of higher education though valid
can be remedied by an immediate and unreserved re-eramination
of the philosophy on which our system has been based and in
inquiry into the reasons why.the high promises of universal edu-
cation have not been realized. The author is firmly committed
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to- this view and believes it is time to raise critical questions
about the eharacter and quality of education.

After several centuries of commitment to the theory that the
continuous extension of education to an ever-growing percentage
of the- citizenry is the sine qua non of personal and social well-
being, is it not time to raise some searching questions about t,he
practical results of the presuppi3sitions on which this political'
doctrine rests? Should we not be making objective inquiries about
the outcomes of the kinds of education we have had, not as
measured by subject-matter tests, but by the qualify of our na-
tional life, by the satisfactions the individual achieves, and the
effectiveness and stability of the government under which he lives?
Have. in fact. those In government. industry, and the proliessions
who have been the beneficiaries of .I. higher education. 'New so
instructed as to place the public good above their ov.:n private,
corporate. or professional interests? Do those who have had the
advantages of advanced education achirve a more complete
self-fulfillment than their contemporaties who h..ve received less
formal schooling? Do the commonwealths like the United States,
England, Germany, France, and the other Western states exhibit

i
the table conditions ot lite and the prckesses of el lightened
yovernment essential for the constant improvement of the human
lot? In practical terms. does the average person with all his
knowledge .ind (Istensthle sophistication enjoy greater happiness
and self-fulfillment tidav than did his forebears or than his
contemporaries in ,.ither lands where the opportunity for educa-
tIclin has been more restricted!

Since these questwils deal with intangible matters of personal
feelings arid the omhtions Of private lives, reliable miswers are
hard to tind. Surface esidence seems to indicate that as a rthlrle

enNy A fuller satisfaction of the rising expectations of
humanity then ever before. Statistical studies in the fields of
e:onomits. sociology. and psychology related to health, average
income fuller opportunity for entertainment, and the like, seem
to pnwide ineluctable evidence of rkh dividends on our. invest-
ment tri an ever-expanding educational system.
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CoMparisons of ect tu1ic, political, and social indices between-
developed and developing countries would seem to suptiort the

thesis that the more education the better the condition of life

for all. -As two University of Oregon professors., of :political

science recently, stated, in todav's interdependent world there are

interrelated quantitative realities that impinge upon each and
everY terrestrial inhabitant --- militarism, world-wide destruction of

our natural environment, the population explosion, hunger, and

the expans,..,n of technology and sciente. There are interrelated

qualitative realities .1.s well. intluding natnnialitn, diauvnnsm,

ethnocentrism, and racism_ With this perspective in mind, a

comparison of the qti.ntit.ntive index of economic disparities

.imurn. and 'ts ithm inatniOi i. partitularly disheartening because*

the gap is 1% idemog and the bitterness Mt reasing between the

-haves- and the havenottlf.

46-
Is PRO(.RI s Rl'Al.!

0

In Our to.t n ¼ ountrv tor exmnric. (am. o nold note that our

commitment to education has been suctessful in raising the

median years in tormal schomdmg completed among our people

twenty-five Yeats ot age and older from 8.6 years in 1940 to 12.3

in t174:. Dunng this same time span. the rapid expansion of

research and loc teased educatiiinal Opportunity has contributed to

a steady growth in the average annual, earnings of American

citizens., even when measured in onstant dollars. and this aver-

age income has m.untoldly exceeded the average income of citizens

in 'developing countries with less .formal schooling While

family Income has been rising, the hours in the worker's week;

averaged for all categories of the employed, have been falling

from 61.8 in I8. to 1K i in 1943. and to 39. in 1973.* Con-

currently with these reductions in .the hours devoted to work.
technologKal inventions have succeeded in lifting the physically

exhausting burdens of labor from the backs of workers am'.

homemakers.

Advances in medieal science and other meliorative factors have

dramatially extencted life expectancy for the resident population
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of the United States. Gimparisons of those born in 1929, with'
those born in 1974 reveal an increase to an all-time high: for
men from, approximately 59 to 68.1 years and for women from
approximately 60 to 75:8 years.' Moreover, in spite of inexcus-
able deficiencies among sonic sectors of our people hunger,
malnutrition, lack of shelter from heat and cold. inadequate medi-
cal care. d-earnwss of life. arid other traumatic fe-atures of living
the'se features of a hard, unrewarding life have been dramatkAly
reduced. Pleasures_unheard of only a generation or two ago have
now enriched the lives ot average citizens through the phenomenal
.levelopments in the communications media and the spectacular
improvements ni the speed and mode of transportation.

Whatever conclusions these masses of data may be presumed
to prove akint the edifying rel..toonship between education and
the quality cit life, they regrettablY reveal little indeed they
tend tu ôii cal inti irma tlt ill all( )1.1t SUMC ot the most rewarding
features of the gooi life, a teehm.i., satistactain with one's lot
arid a Lt ITIL ern fig' the sA el -beiiu. if one's fellow creatures. The
foregoing and _other evidences of a constantly enriched life for
all, a will be observed, are hrimed to a IlarRiVs. range and rela-
tively mean level ot human satisfiknons. :They need to be
scrutinized in relation to other tac tors..in the condition aad quality
of (Mr ;,erSilial and thitic111.11 lives, for in spite of incontrovertible
evidence showing an improvement in the matc.:rial lot of mankind,
especially Amen( MIS: a large percentage of people obviously live
unsatisfactory lives. Regardless lit their-advanced education. many

not seem to know what, to do to human:ze and meliorate
their aimiess.e:Ostence. For mane, including the beneficiaries of
an education in the liberal arts and sciences, Tho'reau's 1854
statement III 11-aileiz that -the mass of men lead lives of quiet
desperation- is iniire valid now than it was when originally
written in a day marked by comparatively low average formal
schooling. Further, the liar(' statistical data fail to disdose whether
the kinds of know ledge and intellectual skills the educational
system now provides do in fact equip its patrom with the qual-
ities of mind and character the eigIverith centurv secial reformers.
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considered the hallmark of a satisfying private and effective public

GROWING DOUBTS AMONG INTN_LIECTUALS

Some contemporary thinkers oL real intellectual stature are
concluding that the extoision oft. education, at least the kind we
have, provided.. dethed by the thinkers of the eighteenth century,'
has not in fact enriched our common lot. One of the most cek-
brated philosophically oriented scientists of our day raises serious
doubts about the authenticity of the Enlightenment's faiths

education. at least the kind of instruction that has develoried over
the intervening years. Rend Dubos, in..his epoch-making volume,
Reason Awake. hJs this to say on the suhject:

Reason has been immensdv productive of sckntitic knowkdge and
technokgical achievements since the.Renaissance. But.it -must have suffered
from intoxication and nightmaro during the'past few decades if 'one judges
from the technological monsters it has engendered.

Scientific knowkdge co!ild certainly 'liberate .mankind from grinding
pqresty and enlargv our view of the"universe and of life. In fact, until
recent years, all scientists and most laymen- had taken for granted the
assuinption that sc.ience was inherently good and that the technologies
derived from it constituted the major agents of desirable change and sodal
progress. This .view was challenged by only a few humanists and romantics
unrealistically-Advocating a return to thif good days of the past. The publV
mood is now changing, as evidence accumulates that technology is forging
new shackks for nun from which he s.eems unable to escape. Nuelear
weapons threaten to dotroy all living things; industry and tramport are
polluting the world with waste products, visual insults, and deafening
noises; mass; Mediaare conditioMng and cheapening mental and emotional
responses; and microelectronics are invading all aspects of life and making
privacy almost impossible. The prodigious achievements of modern teth-
nology seem to be' paving the way for a new kind of totalitarianism.

The uneasiness of the public about the present state of affairs and the
consequent apprehension about.the future are reflected in the.,topics selected
by science fiction writers and in the popularity of anti-utopian literature.'"

When one considets thi'quality of life in the nation's third ck-
tury Dubos' continuing remarks are ,not reassuring.

In view of the resources that will become available if only a small
percentage of the predictions now made by scientists become a reality, one
might assume that life during the twenty-first tertury will be safe, coin-
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fortable, and exhilarating, at least in the prosperous coUntries of the
industrialized, world.

Yet, despite All the modern scientitic miracks aml the promises of many
more to come, the -new pessimism-, is prevaknt in the most successful
technological societies. One poslible reason for this 'pt.radox is that the
technological utopias now hying forecast do not correspond to what people
really want. . . . The breakthroughs that they predict are trivial hecause
they do not even suggest approaches to the problems that must he'solved
if mankind is to survive."

But the essence of the 'iSsues involved - the revival and in-
.'igorati9n of an adequate general education is captured in the
affirmation of Dubos

We can certainly develop powerful techniques to control and transform
our environment, but our man.made and natural landscar+es are inferior to
what they were two hundred years ago and are rapidly degenerating still
further. Technological proficieruy provides us with things -a-nd services in
nauseating profusion. but the harrassed faces and the harSh voices of men,
women, and children,- especially in affluent social groups, reveal that this
kind of prosperity does not generate either kappiness or peace of mind.
Our sumptuous universitivA and reaserch institutes accelerate the growth and
disseminatiqn of knowledge but do not know how to apply professional
expertise to fundamental human needs and aspiratkons.":-

Vie% irg the American scente today, one could, as Jean Jacques
RotL,eau did, Rake a reasonahly strong case disputing the firm'
conyence that most of his contemporaries lodged in reason and
the education they conceived to cultivate it. In 4, prize-winning
essay composed in 1750 for the Academy of,Dijon, he defended
the negative'side of the question: Has the progress of the sciences
and arts tended to the purification or the corruption of morals?
his resounding rqponse was that the arts and sciences as repre-
sented in the education of the day tended to lower rather than
raise the quality of life. One need not be accused of denigrating.
or,depreciating the motives or the social contributions of scholars
irtte points out that puny of the Tresumpiive benefits to the
human enterprise_ resulting from the advance and spread 'of
.knowledge since that era have been attended by_ offsetting losses.

In addition to ..the disfunctions 'of reason that Dubos cites,
one must view with concern the incongruity of education flourish-
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ing coextehsively in urban communities ,with such problems as
the proliferation of crime. With the 'spread of fo?mal schooling
to ever-larger percentages of,young people, some types of criminal
activity, such as those that mulct public funds intended to aid
the aged, the sick, and the hungry,. for instance. are perpetrated '
tilt by the ignorant and needy. but by tbe relatively well-to-dä
products of our colleges and professional schools. The greedy:
exploitation of the nations irreplaceable natural resources for the
immediate personal gain of the already affluent with- callous un-
concern 'fiir the impoYerishment of succeeding 'generations. is by
and large, not the work of the untutored mind. but the achieve-
ment of those whose amoral tutelage has guiltlessly enabled them..
to circumvent the common good.

Even those who admit that these social evils exist iirgue that
education for total living is not the sole responsibility of the
educational systeM. They reason, to a degree properly, that other
social agencies the church, the family, the -communications
media, and politiCal organizations. to name but a fewhave
large..responsibilitY to -.provide knowledge and cultivate .attitudes
and qualities of' diaracter as well as the more formal educational
agencies. Although partly valid, the basic flaw in this reasoning
is that the human beings who diFirct and operate, and indeed
determine the purposes of, these sial institutiolis are also the
products of our educational system, and therefOre- suffer from its,
limitations.

,
The author has recently treated values and, social priorities-

in a companion puhlication entitled. Values. Liberal Education, and
National Destiny,'" Hence, the values of the individual American
and of the society of which he is a part will be reconsidered in
this work only as they have, reference to interdisciplinary studies.

itThe point that de.serves emphasis i. that the disorders in our
society and the maladjustments amoi,,,-our people are in 'signifi-
cant measure ,the result of ignorance about the comprehensive
and interdependent character of the social, physical, and spiritual -
elements in the cosmos in which we exist. .Most of the 'graduates
of colleges and universities today have gained the knowledge and
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skids of A novinate scholar in United field. Mans- know little
else except as personal inquisitieeness has moved thon to extend
their own karmng. This kondition is a grave indktment of our
educutionul institutions It serikyush undermines the legitimacy of
the concepts of -knowledge is INOSVet' -knowkdge for its owq
sake.- The demand of the Wiv is for knowkdix th-it will enhance
the eondition 44, perh.Ars VVCI1 the hurrun race. and the use
01 power inlierent in in+. At. iedgc. to order soeitty. toward corn-
mendable goals.

If it he i:ralited th.it oitr sotiet is in 4 state. of unprecedtmed
ciAnfusion.. tilit we seem to he intre.iiiiF;.y impotent in coping with
the problems of demoer.itit polity M whidi the citizenry as
whole dere-mints the Lists sekcts thcise who govern, and
if see o.intinue to brine th.it edutation aid be the prUnay social
instrument b% whikh we establish more tornmenduble eonditions
and A highcr quality 4 d Amerikan life, then it follows that the
ethik'ation e .114).0 Ltd tl...11 bren t.ultv. Apropriate reforms must
br made. and the time ac.ul,ible is running out.

15.40.it Filt rioi R t MS NTRL

In this kritik.d period kit' horn in history. the hilt respinsibility
of .ill citizens, eye-kr-ill% thise in the iwilsC of learning. must be
to re-examme the purposes, ihe lontent, and dr: practiees of
education and to ,Jet Ise more- seindling meawres to .1SSCSS its
results. There at those, like Tovnbce jnj Mumford, who. having,
studied history and ex.:it-flux-if 'the human, condition, believe that
Wrs.rcfn tuJtule MA1, Like passed the point of 11+0 return: that it,
hke its rredeiessors.. win sink nito ishsturity Others believe that
mere surVI V.11 IS 114 )%.1" the Kest we t bore tor while keeping
afloat on a tultore set .i.drift. t ,itting the sho.ils as best site can.
letting nAturC take its toutse and ixtting as mot.h as .possible
out of life by day. This latter iititlook debates the buena.,
varit. It is unu orthy of a lisnig being who has intelligence. moral
semativitv, and regard for his children arid L's children's anklet'.
Such a dismal view airStirtieS that even an education properly
designed and Cakulatej *to use knowledge to correct existing de-
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ficiencies could not, given time, save our culture from descent
into obhvion. Our destiny as a peoPle will be determined hy our
ability to rise Aholie this defeatism_ Educators, hy their very choice
of occupation. have committed themselves to the most crucial
rote in this effort of scxial regeneration. If they default on this
critical responsibility. lay citaens will of necessity step into the
brea-ch.

It should be ryi,drut th-tt in ret..i>ung of the purposes of
higher education and any hasi t. restiutturing of general education
whidi fails to ccinne to grips ia ith the refationship between the
ends of personal Living. and the broad goals of the human enter-
prise on the one hand and leariung experiences on the other will
be less than worthwhile. More accurately, if the present bodies
of factual information and the course organization are merely
reshoteird As too often happened in the earlier efforts to make
the undergradia,re experience more meaningful. the profession will
be izoilty of IMMilfal negligence. for these alleged reforms, super-
ficial At best, ill lead uninitiated students to believe that they
are being prepited to deal competently with the urgent prOrAenis
of our ittmeS when in reality..they may only have Acquired a body
of isolated facts and a IntAest t<mceptton of the structure of
abstract know kdge.
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GENERAL EDUCATION PAST AND PRESENT

If it h not nothense to seek for unity in knowledge, then 4r

it is nonsense not to seek it. And in fact this seeking is the

great intellectual underuking o: this time and of A rcnewing
Alex-in/der Meikkjohn

Thr positive relationship between a proper general, education

and human well-being is not a new concept in the society of
learning. It recurs in the thought of social philosophers fmen

Plato to Hutchins. Couched in the classical conception of liberal

education, general education's claim to be a prerequisite of an
effective public and a satisfying private life goes back to the days

of the medieval university. The earliest modern specific treatman

of general education in extent() appeared in the inaugural address ,

on February 1, 1867, of the renowned British philosopher, John

Stuart Mill, then the newly elected rector of the Pniversity of
St. Andrews. Much of the argument in that essay is as relevant
and AS fresh today as it was then. In this exposition of the need

for a capacious education for the living of an effective and enhght-

e-zed life, Mill expressed views that merit widespread re-examination

by educators in our time. CAmtending for a general education
comprised of the classkal or literary tradition and the modern

sciences, Mill argued:
For if the inexorabk conditions of human life make it useless foe one

man to Attempt tn know more than one thing, what is' to become of the
human intellea as facts accumulate ? In every generation, and now more
rapidly than eser, the things which it is necessary that somebody should

know are more and more multiplied. Every dePartment of knowledge be-

comes so loaded with details, that one who endeavours to know it with

minute accuracy, must ceJme himself to a smaller and smaller portion of

the whale extent: every science and art must kw cut up into subdivisions,

until each man's portion, the district which he thoroughly knows, hears
afloat the same ratio to the whale range of asefoi knowledge that the art

of putting on a pites head does to the field of human industry. Now, if

in order to know that little ounpletely, it is necessary to nmain wholly
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ignoranrof all the rest. slut.will slam be the worth -01 man, for any human
purpose except his own infinitesimal fraction of human wants and require-
ments? His state will be even worse than that oi simrle ignorance. Ex-
perience proves that there is rt, one study or pursuit, which practised to
the exclusion of all others. does not narrow and pervert the mind; hreedit.r,
in it a class of Fri:ludic-es speeul to that pursuit, besides general preju-
dice. coin:non ro al' furrow specialities. against large views. from an in-
capacity to take in and appreciate the grounds of therm We should have
to exrcct that human nature would be more and more dwarfed. and unfitted
for great thmgs. by its very prosiciencv in small ones. Government
and civil SOCIety, ife the 1:10St ,AnrliCated ot _d1 subjects accessnAe to the
human mmd and he who would kil .omç'ezcrnh with them as a thinker.
and not as a blind folIower,of a ram. rtquircs not only a general knowl-
edge of the leading facts of life. both moral and material. but an under-
standing exercised the pillories and rules of sound
thinking, up to a point whkh neither the CA rencnke et- life. nor any one
5aencc or brindi of knowledge, affords. Let to:der:tan.I. then, that it

?eamtn, '. nierel; the ,ne thing t4htch
:,7,if n, a. url: .:. ii h inoun, but to Jo

thus an; r kr; the yreat Jah.,,ect, of human in-
tere.,t; taking_ care to know that something accuratdv, marking well the
dividing lint en w hat vi tazow accurately and what we do not: and
remembering that our of,ject should be to obtain a true view of nature and
life in their broad outhn:-. and that it is idle to throw away time upon the
details of any-thing which is to form no pan of the occupation of our
practical cneries '

All through the acrimonious debates which occurred at the
time of the breakup of the required classical curriculum during
the middle and late nineteenth century in our own colleges and
universities, the question of the broad education of all college
students was a central point of contention. Especially after 1869,
when Charles W. Eliot. the newly elected president of Harvard
University, began- vigorously to advocate the adoption of the
elective system. the controversy over general versus specialized
learning was intense and prolonged. It is important to observe,
however, that even Eliot in his argument that students should
he allowed to ccristruct their own individual curriculum in accordance
with their personal intellectual abilities .and interests did not
abanJon the concept of a common set of educational objectives.
lie merely contended that the intellectual traits which should
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characterize the thinking and behavior of all those ,who had had a
liberal education could with proper teaching be cultivated through
the study of any subject either in the ancient classical curriculum

or in the newer disciplines in the natural and social sciences.

The academic soil of the nineteenth century nourished an.
unprecedented growth of knowledge: "The Yale catalogue for

1829 managed to include the entire four-year course of study in
. one page; in 19s5 It took two hundred pages to list the under-

graduate courses of study.- Concurrently, radical ,change in tb .

role o the teacher occurred in which the traditional British view

that the teacher's task was to prepare young people to live en-
lightencd'and civilized lives was supplanted by the German idea
of the graduate school. This cfmiception rewarded teachers f9r

'their research activities rather than their participation in the moral
and spiritual, as well as the ntellectual development of their

students.

The debvcs concerning the proper content of a liberal education

continued in the early twentieth century. As faculties became dis-

enchanted with the license of unrestrained election ahd the intensive
specialization it made pi)ssible. system of distribution requirements

almost univctrsally replaced the elective system. :This modified
.elective system was adopted without adequate provision to assure
that students weuld choose broad courses from the major divisions

of the curriculum. Advocates of this curricular device sought to
regain some of the objectives of a liberal education by having
students pursue a specific number of hours of study in each of
the major divisions of knowledge the humanities, the social
sciences, and the natural sciences. Throughout the first decades

of the twentieth century new and more specialized units of instruction

were added to the co!kge curriculum and prospective faculty
members pursued an ever-shrinking subject matter leading to the
PhD. degree. As they became teachers of undergraduates they
tended to narrow their course content to fit their own intellectual
interests rather than the broader needs of students. The distribution
system-under these circumstances failed to instill the breadth of
'learning its advocates intended. F-ach student's program of studies

- 22 -
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came to have little resemblance to that of his classmates, and
particularly to the required curriculum in the colleges- of. 1850, to
say nothing of the original seven liberal arts of the early days
at the University of Paris.

The fruits of these efforts as they ripened in the early decades
of the twentieth century dismayed many educators, social theorists,
and_ laymen. They saw the emerging graduate schools tolerating
the undergraduate colleges as a source of recruits for their disciplines
and as a subvention for their faculties and research projects. These
views were important for liberal learning because the graduate
schools bred 'teachers for the liberal arts colleges who consideredc.

research rather than teaching to be the emblem of professional
status. College students who did not choose an academic calling
with its emphasis on reseaich graduated tragically unprepared
to deal with the problems :aid decisions that would dominate the
greater portion of their lives, interpersonal re!ationships, citizenship
in a democracy. and the creative use of leisure time.

_

The patent deficiencies that .appeared to have infected every
branch of American higher learning kindled the initial reactions
that were to iv organized around the concept of general education.
First, there were experimental courses: for example, at Amherst,
under the leddership of President Alexander Meiklejohn, a course
to integrate the social studies: at, Columbia, the World War 1
Student Army Training Corps course and John 77skines Great
Books colloquium. Soon follow ed the founding of experimental
colleges, such as Sarah La wrence, Bennington, the Ftperimental
College at Wisconsin, and the Great Books program at St. John's
at Annapolis. New units were organized within existing universities:
the University College of the University of Florida, the General
College of the L'inversity of Minnesota. the .7tasic College of
Michigan State University, and the Genera! College of Boston
University.'

In the l940s, general education gained still wider acceptance
as a viable reforming agent in higher education, perhaps bringing
half of the tolleges in the nation into its sphere of influence by
1955. Although the programs it inspired reflected the indigenous
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conditions and &Verse concerns of the many institutions of American
higher education, there Were themes common to the main: (1)
definition of the broad outlines of human knowledge, an objective

-that was commonly impkmented by developing interdisciplinary
courses and a core curriculum in which all students participated
regardless of their field of specialization; (2) a recognition of-
the importance of the teacher and some scattered attempts to
provide doctora1 programs that would train -for the professional
activities involved in inttalisciplinary courses; (3) the development
of the- ability to think Lrinially which Lould be transferred to
all fields and problems t7f human endeavor; and (4) a conscious
effort to intlucnce the student's values and behavior.

Writing with the hindsight and perspective of the late 1940s,
but embracing the issues that spurred the experiments of the 1920s.
Harry Orman. an original part4ipant in the Columbia undergraduate
reforms as a member of the history department (1917-52) and
dean, of the college (1)4-3-50, offered his personal reflections on
the task and method of general education in the training of youth:

We live in an age of rapid historical transformation. All over the
world, old institutions, old traditions. and old ways of life are either
disintegrating :4 Iseing outmoded. Our Principal task is the training of
youth for citicurship and leadership in 1 democratic society in a new.world.
How best can this be dont ? Cm it be accomplished through a system of
free ekctives? Or can the goal he attained by exisosing the student fo a
rigidly prescribed program of study covering his entire college course? Is
specialization in a narrow tie!ci the answer? Are the methods employed
at Bard, Antioch, Bennington, and Sarah Lawrence the surest way to pro-
duce the kind of can:ens we %V nt and need; citizens who have broad,'
perspective, a crieical and constructive approach to life, standards of value
.by which mai, can live nolsl. a dc:cp sense of re:sponsibility for' the welfare
of their fellows, who Arc persons of integrity easily motivated to action
in the cause of individual freedom, social justice, and international peace,
who will use their leisure in ways creative and not corruptivf, and who
}Live e.ipacity . to go on learning throughout life, adapting themselves
to thange without losing conviction?

In the last analysis we should be concerned with results rather than with
the method of obtaining the re-stilts.- But I do not believe tz, t the best
results can be achieved by .following a program that fails to take into
account indisidual differences intdkctual and emotional. Mat is overloaded24
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vocationally, that fosters naa.....ow specialization, that is not. rich, in historic-
cultural significance, and that is not .closely %related to the contemporary
scene.

What do we mean by the term general education? You may not -agree
with my definition. To me, general eduiatiOn is that kind of education
Which provides a common core of knowledge and which stresses. behavior-
in a free society in terms of motives and attitudes. Knowledge, ihough
important, is not enough. If_ citizens are to act intelligently, they must not
only understand the world bur accept persona! responsibility for what goes
on therein.. Especially is this true in a land where the way of -life rests
upon democratic ideals and processes, even though at times these processes
are almost smothered by selti,ihness. greed, and the guest for material wealth
and power.* .

During this period of academic .ferment in the United States,
one of the more perceptive analysts of the defects in European
higher education foresaw the impending social convulsions of
succeeding decades which he attributed in large part to the narrow
education of the professional and politjcal classes. Educated in
the German university tradition of research and- specialized instruc-
tion José Ortega y Gasset, a Spanish scholar, journalist, philoS-
opher, and statesman, became increasingly conscious of the ignorance
and the disrupting social influence of the putatively well-educated
classes. Protesting that he loathed giving public addresses, he
nevertheless eagerly accepted an invitation in 1930 from the
Federation of University Students in Madrid to address them
about the urgently needed reform of education. His treaunent
of this subject. published under the title, Mission of the University,
extended fir beyond the realm of Spanish higher education. Any.
member of the profession of American education or layman who
wishes to consider the reforms that are necessary if higher education
is to discharge its task of girding our people to giapple successfully
with the global problems of our time could profitably examine
Ortega's argument for a more comprehensive and germane education:
. . . the gentleman who professes to be a doctor, or magistrate, or general,
or philglogist, or bishop that is, a person who belongs .to the directiVe
class of society if he is ignorant of what the physical cosmos is today for
the European Man, is A perfect barbarian, however well he may know his
laws, or his medicines, or his Holy Fathers. And I should say the same of
the person who has not a decently coherent picture of the great movements
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of history which have .brought Humanity to its present parting of ways
(for our is a day of crucial situations). And. I should say the same again
of the person who has no definite idea of how specuhtive philosophy,
conceives today its perpetual essay to formulae a plan of the universe; or
how biology endeavors to interpret the fundamental facts of organic
life, . .

From_ all quaners the need presses upon us for a new integration of
knowledge, which today lies in pieces scattered over the world. . . .

-It has come to be an imminent problem, one which mankind can no
longer evade, to invent a technique adequate to cope with the accumulation
of knowlrdge now in our possession. Unless some practicable way is found
to master this exuberant growth, nian will eventually become its victim.
- The-need to create sound syntheses and systenutizations of knowledge,
to be uugly:' in the -Faculty of Culture.- will call out a.kind of scientific
genius which hitherto has existed only as an aberration: the genius for
integration. Of necessity this means specialization, as all creative effort
inevitably Zoes; but this time, the man will be speCializing in the construt-
ticin of 'a whole. The momentum which impels investigation to- dissociate
indefinitely into particular problems, the pulverization of research, makcs
neceisary a cOmpensative control as in any-heahhy organism which is
to be furnished by a force pulling in the 'opposite Airection, constraining
centrifugal "science in a wholesome organization.

Men endowed with "his genius come nearer,being good professors than
those who are submerged in their research. One of the evils attending the
confusion of the university with science has been the awarding of pro-
fessorships, in keeping with the mania of the times, to research workers
who are nearly always very poor professors, and regard their .teaching as
time stolen away from their work in the laboratory or the archives.5

The integration of knowledge and the integrity of man were
'obviously dominant themes in the general education movement.
Their recurrent influence will be apparent in thc discussion that
folloWs.

Before speculating about the health of general education in
the ration's liberal arts colleges in the seventies, it would be in-
stinctive to examMe briefly the programs at three major institutions
of higher educatin\ cOntrasting their objectives and curricula fol-
lowing World War -- the pre-Sputnik period when enthusiasm
and support for these iirograms was,, for the most part, peaking
with their current statements of purpose and companion curricular
expressions. The colleges were integral parts of three great uni-\



"a

versities: 'Columbia, Chicago. and Harvard. -These colleges arewidely regarded as the innovative spirits of the general education
movement. The'Harvard report of 1945 entitled, General Education.in a Free -Society, commonly known as the Redbook, served an

,especially nOteworthy role, Daniel Bell has remarked, as "die_bible
of general education," particularly in smaller col14es and state
universities. Limited resources, varying academic style, aversion
to uncritical conformity, or the opposite urge to clirOl; -aboard an
educational bandwagon undoubtedly contributed to some of the
fanciful tra(islations that some of these latter institutions fashioned
into programs they hoped would assure their entry into the company

: of the general education's elect..
eine ivho wants to see the trend in thinking about the future

of general education could use as a point of departure Daniel Bell sbook ,of 1966." In his later statement in 1973 he made the
following remarks in a room crowded rd the doors with eagerlisteners:

If I look' since the publication of_ my book to the elements. which havefurther eroded general education it would be those three factors: thecontinuation, until now, of an emphasis on graduate education and researchat the expense, institutiOnally and intellectually, of general education; thecultural Attack on authority and the emphasis on personal experience at theexpense of adtural tradition; and the inability to bring knowledge to bearon the solution of social problems, thus raisng. questions about the synopticefforts to cross disciplines and make policy the focus of the integration'of general education.

Behind all this, however, may be an even larger problem;.parnely, a setof -crises iP" the disciplines themselves. The first major efforts at generaledutation those from the 1930s earough the 1950s was based on somenotion of intellectual, or philosophical unity of subjects or some common
grounding in common subjects. The second revisionist effort (among whichcount my own), was an effort to locus on unity of method (conceptual
renovation) and grounding in a discipline in order to bring that knowledgeto bear on intellectual and social ..issueS. But if application of knowledge
has faltered, and the disciplines themselves are in trouble, then some en-tirely different intellectual approach maY be in order.

-Going on, speaking of new curricular grounds for re-establishing
genetal education in the seventies, Bell identified two themes
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the value aspecti of social policy and the recurrent" question of
political philosophy that should oc.:upy the educational arena:

One, I would say, should be, 6i must be, the centrality of normative

questions. Pundamentally, a university 'simply cannot escape these issues,

not in terms of taking sides no university can .do this without destroy-

ing itself but by making nornutive questions the pound for an educa-
tional inquiry into-Vut is happening to people, and by forcing the stadents

to think through the grounds of their own philosophies as they confront,

relevant and real issues. . . .

If one returns to the question of the normative problems of society,

one can specify a whole range of issues. which are immediately around.

us. . . . If the debate is conducted as it should be, with strict attention t6

the philosophical underpinnings of any particular position, one can, nist,

try to clarify the sociological proceSs to determine why and how people

hold the particular -i)ositioni they have; then, by convening these indi-
viduals to relate their interests to some larger body- of principles, one can

challenge them in their logic -and'exposition to force them to rethink the

grounds of the values they hold. 'This is the recu:ren.: power of Dewey for

general education. This emphasis on normative questions could be. I think,

'a--revivifying formula for general education in the next decade or. so.

The prescription is not just to take up ethical and political questions

but to deal with the normative components of social polky, to specify the

underlyihg values and to assess the consequences. Thii is only to confront

the existing and emerging social -geniiis." We need a return to political
philosophy itself as the central spine of general educatkin. Political philos-

ophy, necessarily, has to define the nature of man -- his destructive as well

-as his creative potentials -- and from that nature define the rules which

can govern a just. society and shape virtuous then."

COLUM !3IA COLLEGE

In 1917, Harry Carman, a first-year history instructor, found
Columbia College to be an institution still largely under the influence

of the Eliot free-elective system, allowing students, if they desired,

to.collect the 120 credit points for the A.B. degree without ever

electing a course beyond the sophomore level and without pursuing

the objective of obtaining a balanced education. Recognizing these
fleficieucies, at the close of the war, a small group of young men

from the philosophy and social science departments began to
ask --hat the major educational-objectives of the college should be:
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Incrwsingly, we came to the conclusion that_ the college should be a
liberative institution in the sense that ,it frees the mind from ignorance,
fear, prejudice, and superitition, and enables one to search for, and
contemplate &uth.- The college, we agreed, should be concerned with
education for 'effective citizenship in a ,clemocratic society: citiiens with
broad perspective .and a cr;tical- and constrQctive approach to life, who-are
concerned about values in :terms of integrity of character,. motives, atti-
tudes, and excellence of behavior; citizens-who have the ability to think,
to communicate, to make intelligent and wise judgments, to evaluate moral
situations, and to work effectively to good erias with others. Columbia
College, we further insisted, should provide well-balanced education for its
students, thus enabling them nor only to deVelop a philosophy of life but
also an educational foundation for whatever career or vocation each might
enter upon. Having agreed upon overall objectives, we next asked our-
selves whether the then .existing curriculum with its multiplicity of often
unrelated departmental courses was adequate for the realization of these
purposes. We det-ided unanimously that it was entirely unsuited for the
purpose we had outlined.

The offspring of this critical spirit vs.as the "Peace Issues" course
,the social scjence requirement known as Contemporary Civilization,
a pioneer effort in. the general educatiOn ;movement that would
constitute the cornerstone of the reform of undergraduate education
at Columbia for the .next thirty-five years.

Conteniporary Civilization began as a one-year course admin-
istered by theCommitte on Instruction that cut across departmental
lines and emphasized current social, economic, and political probleins
and their historical background. The mode of instruction chosen
was small discussion groups (twenty-five to thirty students) with
an instructor or professor assigned to each section for a full academic
year. The würse was prescribed for all freshmen irrespective of
vocational or professional intentions. Even as is true:today; earman.
regarded the selection of staff as the greatest problem in all of .

-the egeneral education efforts: .
We have never drafted a man to give instruction in any of 'our general

education courses against his will. Moreover, we have exercised' the greatest
. care in selecting teachers for our respective courses. To this end we hdve

resisted all efforts to wish off. on us persons who, we deem, are wanting -
in qualifications for the Course. From the first we have set our standard -
high and have insisted on having teachers who are dynamic and inspirink
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and who are persons of fine character, ilitelligence, broad education, and-
-craftsmanship. We want teachers who are concerned not merely with
imparting factual knowledge but with the meaning of knowledge in terms
of attitudes and behavior, and with moral values. We regard a teacher is
unfit for instruction' in anyof oUi general education courses who is not
interested in students as indi:iduals and who cannot win their confidence
and respect.9 ,

. .
After thirty years' experience in Columbia's general .education

experiment in 1957, Carman_ expressed an optimistic assessment
of the program that suggested fo-r the time being at least the
staffing problem had been mastered:14%,

Obtaining status and proper recognition for those- who devote time to
general education was at, first very difficult. When the social science course
(Contemporary Civilization) was introduced, many of the elder statesmen
of the faculty looked .down their noses at the course and those associated
with it. The number of times the course was mentioned sarCastically or
sneered at would fill a book. But it was not long before the students
began to assert that it was the best Course in the college. Even its oppon-
ents dn the faculty soon learned that the students who had taken the course
Were better prepared for 'advanced departmental work than their prede-

.cessors had been before the comic was introduced. The character of the
course and the instruction therein soon won not only .academic respecta-
bility but praise. Today faculty: recognitidh of thosç who participate in the
general education course ik relatively easy. Recommendations for promotion
or aikgsicernent in salary are initiated by ,the several departments. Only
rarely now is a departmental chairman reluctant to give credit for work in
general education on the ground that the 'instructor is "wasting valuable
time that should be- devoted to research and publicatio;.." In fact, we bave
only one such deparment, aad that one is loaded with prima donnas few
of whom are really concerned about the education of yoUng men and
women. Their god is research and publication, and they, are oblivious of
the fact that most undergraduates are -not going forward to advanced
scholarly work but that. all, irrespective of what they do, should be edu-

-gated to be responsible citizens.'"

Through several decades general education eVolved at Columbia,
In 1929 Contemporary Civilization became a two-year sequence,
the first year.. Of which explored the. European- foundations of

, ^ .contemporary culture in preparation for the second year, an'intensive
study of 4.economic and political problems in the United 'States%
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A oor Humanities mum introduced in 1957, sioveled the
kteratine sad Fei Iwo& from Home to the

eintteatti century. In 1947, the Humnities recrirement became
two-pm sorence me secnnd year eras denoted to the milk

,01 selected 1114114t.ilievs of. the fuse arts and of music The NOW
11114114441011111 01 Went Acidetok committrot to inaupuste a "specialty
cunstniceid And weltintegrated twro-year course in the natural
sciences' and courses -so stress inclusive organizing principles of
the 'times tattles than Twat tediniques for flustering specialised
subject .matters" was less sockessful. The two-year cooperative
sequence. Science A and t, was initially offered in 1934 as an
option n the sfeciahzed silence courses, hut 440pusition from the
science f acub- and dithciiitin in statfing caused its discontinuance
in 1941.

Alen the war, Ernest Nape cblited COMMiktee that Mimi
a fere? C414114 611 i kNinke sequence to compbenent those is

Cmitsokin and IlhinianitWs, The plan envisioned
inserorpartmental come fashioned foe the general student .

sini4ensentatnin was tittalted by Usability to 4.1444 sp
and SO toustrr soppon from the science depazuments,

Float. the faculty settled foe A Mileied distribution increment
spine Mkt for the putpcisei pf metal ethiCatiCe as tonceitof
in de abet densiuns nit losowkdge The bachelor of arts candidate
was reqinred to tali* two wars, off work in nuadiennatimerienor,
either a futl-yeat mune in amy two ik.insors ot a single two-rw
mum in one of the sciences. The tq,4i-7'6 Cnanbáa Cave
&Aron leleiCAtel that the StietiKe dientution revilement has
bow forthie attemased to ow rot (too ottios) chosen hem
the Maim of themituy, iroirphy, genlagy. pib ysics,. air popcholiza.

A hrief emaieistiars of the bachitiot Of atts-degrue porseam
fee 1941.411 popoides a Noe litto foe assraiii the chimp dm
hew teimmted possess, owe the learn" To satisfy the minise-
Mnies fot die *helot of am Jerre. ads tisaiidate hid to INN
Is 41444 rate, 44 von& sai elutes CO mowity maw Valrit

simitem maid ciessonutem SW he hod the evalwalet 4 Ire
aegriptireas b pasat aa Adirerromeri rere the hallowing wanes
one preactitsa for Ike Amor
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Camenaparaay Cif/disarm A an4 I (Iwo ran)
lliantailies A and III (two .years)
English A1-A2 (ne yeas mune in the practice el writing)
Phpical Education A and tatinnen and sophomore years)
Hygiene A

2. One twtsterin await from each of ans7Wiilf the following poops:
a. Mathematics
b. Clumatry, phssics
c. Astronomy. botany. biology. Paulen

5, Proficiency in reading one ol the following lanpuges : Latin. Greek
Trench German, fipmush, ftikn. Portogoesti Itoseian. Chinese,
infuntie, or Hebrew. or &ruttier lanpuge with siwcial penning*,
of the Committee on instroction

4. Attemiacce at weekly orientation lectures

midition. before being recIntiniended for graduation the student
must have satisfied the fakolry AS to tin upright ..haraatee. hd

ontelkctual progress in ollege and has accomplishment in
scholarship."

The quality -)f this early general education program and the
mitre:ice ot the faculty are deencostrated by the names of woe
of thoie distinguished scholars who taught in it: Harry Carman,
Jacques harnan, Mon Randall, Jr., Herbert Stbritider, Luis Harker,
&dam! Hnistadter, Charles Frankel Gilbert Millet. Ernest Nagel.
jaws Gateau', and Moses Hada, For rompanson, the 1971-76
Cohambia Colkge ,regpuretneritt for the degree of hache:tor of stb
me: completton of 1241 poina, the last 30 of which mast be talons
in the cotlege or in other divisions of the uniinettiey, and unless
the equivalent of the requirement can be demonstrated by poissint
an achievement test, die Wowing mono we parsathed:

t. Cookoloney Civeimaica C1101 -C1102 (two terroa; sae yew)
Hinwaines Cito CIw. sed Out tett. yews)
Irsmiumm Compotstio. Glom rosy lens)

Eabwear CHOI -CMOS (owe yew)
I Too *emus of roorses a the notinal wiewes, is setware vane

fala Ohe fatbrarair
& Astiammy Cam aid C1104, of C1205

30lebon (11007. C1S01 Om one NIcArovil bini
mem et beim 1.2 (Ileabeme)
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Chemistry C1405.04434, at C140/ and 04011; (Chemintf
C1001C1002 0 no low named, but students who hisse
successfutly compkted the sequence may offer it in fulfilhemnt
of this requiftessent)

it Geography CI005-C1tX16
Geolon V1621-V1022, or V1011-V1052, or any two terms saf
COurscs selected from VUM, V1041, W1042

f. Physics CloCli-C./00,2, V1003-V1004, CloonCi Cum.
C1022 (Jr ,)01,-V 1 306

g Psythalogy ti I or C121.1 or L1.13, or W1261 -
11111202

3. Pasting or achieving the second ttrro of to intermediate langnage
sequence. la t.k in t more advanced course in the Wowing Ian-
paws. Armeniaa, Chense. Frinck Cumun, Greek, Hank He-
brew. ltaluo;, !wanese, Lam, Persiaq, Russian, Spanish, Swan*
Yiddish, or another language !fte permission of the Office al
Student Affairs

4. AU students mun cornrittc either maior ex a concentratie.
A "remote-nen requirement" must he ohatered: two terms (a mini-
mum or sor points) meows in cubyects remote from the fatuity
of the madent's mayor or concentration

The dilferemes between these two curricula separated by sane
thirty years sugmts a significant contort of the rok of the college
in general education at Columbia. In its emphasis on pressuring
the student to choOet a arerr early, to identify a vorstional in-
tuition, to select a tr1,00r, to -conientrate- his kliOrrefors, arld tO
accelerate his passage through the iolkge and nit° graduate school.
the Columbia College of 1976 is more akin to the Cultumbia of
1901 represented by )ain Burgess and Nkholas Murray Bader
dun to the Columbia of is46 represented by Harry Carman, popes
Barn" ix' bona Trifling. There were wine significant stepp
!runes dot brougl.: about this change in erkiranonal phihnophy.

fiegnming with the dais that entered in 1914. the admit
ahandoned the -outwit credit- systesr . which had allowed students
to take a general *pee. and submit ittil the requirement that
ah stvidents comapkte a "maioe- or "concentration"

A second step it the nuncio of the general education pogrom
Inas the decision in 1919 to abandon die conunom secondiest
Gontemporazy Civiti---tion anew In response to inieflectnal

.53
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difkukies regarding the purpose of the course, pressure fmm
the social scierwe departments for students to begin work in
their disciplines ui the sophomore year. and difficulty in recruiting
wrier faculty to the aaff, a substitution was allowed of two
dnierern terms, or a continuous year's work, in 'anthropology, eco-
nomics, geography. government, sociology. Oriental civilization,
oe the old Contemporary Civilization course, to fulfill the ft-
qutrement of c4 mid %ear I ot work in cOintemporary dvthiation.
flv 1''''i, ren r rm %dined set (Aid sea r retlulrcrncllt has been
abandoned. IN:rmstring student% 110% ti t' t 1..l.PUrSCS as they-choose..

Se.ond,year (..ontemporart tosiliranon drOC's still exist Among a
number it iJnii 1.to-t'd various departments whkh
rurrurt to treat general. ,ontemptirary probkms from the perspet-
tINV tot SpC% Iriinc

Ftnallv. the ritriidu,tion mit ks- in the various
di 4phres plated a positive emphasis on adaptation of materials
to the doter-cm ci uii1 rest-4 ot deferent kinds tit students
vtoll Ari .tttiiLur fret1L:fia st1.14.kur+ to se their u1,41: pa.e in
!he tollege. there Acre detrimental dfetts: the erosiOn
it ,MITM:kna krV Pi the Luirk.ulian .0 student% *ere isolated from

swipe another in %ern, al shafts astending direttiv to 5'..411i54S riluate
school sp...cialttes arid the irrtsista'de urge of graduate specialties
to intrude fkirttict rid f,':rther n the chaff into the unckrizraduate

viith rirtlons fur a.,.Ivan,...ed materials and new
retro tes t, be graduAte and pri.itesutNial students.

Me Pr s-o et5in of required courses in the natural sciences
illustrates the funoion uit multaracks The physics department, for
example. itttis I, Hilt Fve,zinning sequences-

C uU 4.14 or VIW'NVi 5l 045 for the: rtotr(.kno. Itudent (the
so-tAtied 'pht.stts for rocts- trsci)
%Walla VIottS, Wieloa.NVI00-4, Vine3.V1104 waft Laboratory:
mous* tot prtrotNiscal and ctbrr rrarrolucsional arasdaaits
I 1000. f. 100 or II 111- (tot and 0 1 2 'w.Ith Laboratory: a
four term ,o-cmcfr. (s)tutus; pratuttly tratamit:d for engineer-
sog atria rhvask..,I gal.:Alit *upon
C: _c 10:2 with iii.irator.. rerlacra tht hns there mans of thr
foskr.b.rrm ,arlairtrxe tom s small groi t. of stictird firths:um wit°
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enter with Advanced placement in ntitheinatks and who have special
facility And interest in mathematics and physks

From the natural sciences, multivacks have spilled into the
serial sciences: histnty, economics, psychology; and even into the
humanities, indudin., the freshman Lnglish course. Again, without
denying the peligngt,, merits of multitracks, their use, particularly
by the sok ial sc.-limes, contributes amither divisive element to the
curnecilunn that further isolates students, departments, disciplines
from one another, and re-enthrones srPeciilization.

Moreover. the teachers of the general cours:s today do not to
any degree include the great 9NA:us of an earlier age. Preceptors,
graduate students who exceled in their seminars and performed
scintillatingly in their orals examination, have been liberally em-
ployed in the staffing of Contemporary Civilizatinn. Preceptorships
are cotisidered dipartmental plums that 'Pay comparatively well
($4,000 an aLackmic year) for a minimal teaching load (one
popatation a term) and allow students to devote their remaining
time to the completion of the dissertation. Particularly in the boom
years the- t000s the departmental push to advance as many
worthy doctoal t.aininiates as possible resulted in A tutrIOIref of
precertors every two or three years. The guidance and support
of sensor tatulti or Icier preceptors was rarely available to the.
new teathirg recruit, and Students searching for experientied
instructors iintevripiir ry Civilization likened the process to
playing the lout-1s:-. Also during the sixties it Was common for
departmental chairmen. ma nt of uhim were convinced that them
was no future for young teachers in the area of general education.
to -promote.' their pre-eel-cies f Ontemporary Civilization oc
Humanities tiro a department where thee +Amid devote themsdves
to them discipline and advance their careers. 'these various forces
combined base caused a decay of generareducation at Columbia:,
Two years .brioir his death m November of to71. Lion#1

'Columbia's mterna'tionalle noted hterary tritit and gifted teacher,
pat it well whewhe tormented:

Frain env long eicernent (Amen* toiler' I tin mill no nittfings
on evikitationil tort( Attie were so roorfi Attrmird And so lacting in



attention and vivacity as those in **ids the Bell report was iimnsidereid.
ft I remember correctly. these meetingi led to no action whatever, nor
even to the resohe to look further into the matter, The faculty simply
was aCit interested.

HAIWARD COLLEGE

Similar weakeningi of support and creatine restructuring have
occurred at Harvard and Chicago. In :943, then President James
B. Conant appointed a university committee which he charged with
the responsibility of developing "objectives for general education
in a free society." After two years of deliberations, the committee
published its report. under the title Geveral !location 1,, a Free
Society. This volume, which was to Ivzcome better known simply
as '''tht Redbook," was.to serve as the basis for the Harvard general
education program until the teport of the Doty Committee in I96/
The title cif the Redbook suggests the aims of the report; to wit,
suggesting those educational experiences and objectives which
would prepare the citizenry to function effectively in a dcsnocratic
society."

In their report. the authors of the Redbook suggested two
premises from which they hoped to derive their educational phil-
osophy. The .first concerned the nature of the change which the
Amerkan educational system was undergoing. The authors perceived
that the system was burgeoning and divmsifying. buollments of
students of more varying abilities and interests rose dramatically
in seccedary schools and colleges during the first half oi the
tuentieth centuri, spurring a splintering and diversification of the
curriculum as schools sought to meet the needs of a new and
largo population of learners The fragmentation of the curric-
ulum was further abetted by the 'fiourishing of scholady'research.
whith had opened up new arras of study.

The authors of die Itedbook did not view the diversification
of the :vinculum as an evil in' And of itself. They Applauded the

_attempt of the schools to meet the needs of a diverse stuient
population They did, however, fear that the &versification of
curriculum would serve to eliminate the commonality of an ediara-
tional exierience which they believed to be essential preparation
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for citizens living in-a democratk society. That is, they believed
tha the curriculum was in need.of a commot and unifying elernent

Hence, the authors' second premise suggested the unifying
element. The Redbook stresses throughout the essential valiiiity
and viability of liberal Western 'democracy. One ought not be
surprised at the ,very central role, which values and heritage of
Western sod- :y play in the Redbook, nor should the work of
these men be dismissed as chauvinism. Rather, one must remember
that a nation which had gone from depression to world war to
glObal power in the span of ten years stood in need of reassessment
and reaffinnation. One jzets the feeling from the Redbook that the
recent threat of fascism and the perceived threat of communism
were'very much on the minds of the Harvard committee members
who .authorci thr Redbook, Whatever the merits or faults of
the political and sosial philosophy implisit in their report, the
emphasis on V ,.stern uidety was later to become a :MOW target
of critics of t' metal education program of Harvard.

Beginning with the two aforementioned premises. the committee
established what it termed theory of general education." The
"theory" was in fast an :1 ttem pi to establish A number of rather
broad objectives for the general education program. The authors
expressed the belie throughout the report that attainment of these
objectives would serve as adeouate preparation for dtizens in a
democratic society.

The committee eventually established five obiectives for general
education:

First, general education ought 'to differ fundamentally from
specialized edikation in its intellectual approach. A general edu-
cation program ought to be a unified whole, which had at its
focus the tights and responsibilities of a free man in a free society.

Second, general education should seek to cultiv' ate certain
characteristics of mind. Those abilities which the Harvard Committee
held in high esteem induded the capacity -to think effectively .
to communicate thought. to make relevant judgments, to discriminate
among values:
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general education ought bring to the student an uncle--
standing and appreciation of the cultural heritage of Western
civilization.

Fourth, metal education should function as .a means whereby
the fundamental values and principles of each of the major divisions
of human knowledge are made manifest to the student. The report
urged that the methodology of both the natural and SOCial sciences
be a fundamental part of the curriculum. The authors furthe1
stressed the centrality of human values in any consideration of
either the humarties os the social sciences. The committee argued
that the humanities are by their nature ultimately concerned with
human values while the social sciences are the study of the conflict
and institutionalitation ot human values.

Fifth. those responsible for a general- education program ought
to remember that while general education is primarily concerned
with the student's intellectual development, the ultimate objective
of general education is to develop the capacity for intelligent
orticirt. Hence, the integration of thought and action ought to be
a central concern of the ed'acator.

Having established goals for the program. the Committee on
General Education went on to recommend the establishment of
a number of specific courses, and that a total of six of the sixteen
courses reqUirel for gr3duartoti be general education courses."
Of the six required general education courses, at least one .was
to be i tom each divasion of the college the natural sciences, ,
the soc:ai sciences, and the humanities. The student was to be
permitted some latitude in his selection of the remaining three
courses. thiiugh the realm of choice Was to be limited to the list
of courses approved by a prorti standing committee on general
education.

The committee was iWiStelitz throughout that courses approved
for fulfillment of the general education be distinct in purpose and
content from specialized courses. To this end the Redbook outlines
the proposed content of the three required courses. The course
in the humanities Ivas to consist of -great texts of literature." The
Iltedbook indicates that, while the instructor's discretion could play

ss_
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a part in the development of X reading list for sucii zr course, the
list, for example, might begin with -Homer, one or two of the
Greek tragedies, Plato, the Bible, Virgil, Dante, Shakespeare, Milton,
and Tolstoy." The committee suggested that the optional general
education courses be developed by .he faculties of literatuir,
philosophy, and tine arts,_

The social science course was to be entitled -Western Thought
and li'stitutions,- and was to explore the development of Western
culture and society. The committ7r ad..ised that the course be
structured so as to present the social, political, and economic context
out of which emerged .the major political and social philosophies
which have affected Wester6 civilization, and proposed that the -
list of readings include works by Aquinas, Machiavelli, Luther,
Bodin, Locke, Montesquieu, Rousseau. -Adam Smith, Bentham,
and Mill.

The cmmittee's' recommendation for fulfillment of the natural
&orates' role in general consisted of establishing two courses in
the sciences. One course was to focus on the physical. the other
on the biological sciences. In both caws the committee counseled
that the courses be taught in a historical framework with stress
being given to dlr. development of 'major concepts in each field
and the methodology of scientific research.

The Redbook which was released to the Har zard faculty in
October 1945 was approved "in prindple.- After ses;731 years of
experimentation the faculty approved implementation of the pro-
gram in March 1940 The das, entering in the fall of 1950 was
the first to be sulNect to the requirements of the full general edu-
cation program.

With two exceptions. the program approved by the facAty was
essentially that which had been.peoposed in the P.edbook. First,
the facultv ruled that students whose program of concentration in-
cluded substantive work in the natural sciences could be exempted
from the science requirement of the general education program.
Secondly, the range of courses deemed suitable for fulfillment of
the three elective general education courses appears somewhat
larger than that ofiginally envisioned by th: members of the com-
mittee.

59
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The program remained relatively unchanged and unchalleiged
fel almost tea years. Equipped with the hindsight which thirty
years of history can provide, one can see that the seeds of the pro-

_gram's demise lay in its rather narrow ,perspective on the world
and a dubious psychology. It is a tribute to the early faculty" of
the program that_it carried on as successfully ,as it did.

The first break in the consistency of the prOgram occurred in
1959 when the faculty accepted the report of the Committee on
Science in .General Education, better known as the Bruner report.
The report reiected the historical and philosophical approach which
had dominated the structure of the natural science requirement,
and contended that -little is served by historical or philosophical
treatments of the development or significance of science." What-
ever the merits of such a contention. thellarvard faculty accepted
this premise of the Bruner report and consequently permitted
students to substitute any two natural science courses offered in-
the departments for the eneral education requirement in natural
science. This was.essentially a reversion to the distribution system
of the first decades of the twentieth c-...ntury.

The second major dunge in the Harvard program came when,
41 the face of motinting criticism that the.general education pro-
gram had become out of date and unduly rigid, the Committee
to Review the Special Status and Problems of the General Educa-.
tion Program. popularly known as the Doty Committee, was ap-
pointed. In 1962. the Doty Committee quickly found that the
Redbook was simply an inadequate basis for an educational pro-
grarn of the 1960s. Aside from the rather parochial commitment
to the supremacy of Western society-, the Redbook, it was charged,
dictated a set quantity . of knowkdge. primarily historical and
philosophical. whkh would no longer suffice as prepartion for
partkipation in a rapidly changing world.

If the institutions of Western sodety could no longer serve as
the focal point of education then a new means had to be found
to unite the curriculum. If, as critics of the Redbook contended,
courses focusing on non-Western societies and contemporary social
dikmnus could have at least equal value to the student-citizen as40
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a selection of 'readings from John Stuart Mill, then one would have
difficulty defining what could properly be termed general education
and what laY outside the parameters.

The report of the Doty Committee was returned to the faculty,
in_ May '1964, with the recommendation that the general education
program consist of two major divisions, the humanities and the
sciences. This classification was an attempt to separate the

. quantitative. empirical approach to human knowlc.ige from those
disciplines which did not utilize quantification as a central metho-
dology. Thus ec000metrics, behavioral and social statistics, andthe like, would fall into the realm of the sciences while the
theoretical areas of the social sciences-.would be relegated to the
humanitiei. The social. scientists did not accept this proposal witli
any great enthusiasm. The report, as one member of the Doty
Conimittee put it, -was bombed into oblivion.- In March 1965
the report was sent to the Committee On Educational Policy for
reformulation.

in December 1965, a new General ,Education Committee was
appointed and presented with legislation from the Committee on
Educational Policy in April 1966. The Committee on General
Education, under the leadership of Edward Wilcox, was mandated
to create a more flexible general education designed to meet the
needs.of students of the 1960s while maintaining the old structural
divisions of die Redbook. The committee responded to its mandate
by inspiring the creation of a set of new, often interdisciplinary
offerings. The rapid profusion of courses included in the general
education program has become its .thorniest educational problem.This rapid multiplication of courses reveals that .the committee
had been trying to tread the thin line between diversity of offerings

,..and chaotic eclecticism. The program has retained the structural
division of natural sciences, social sciences, and humanities. Withinand among each an ...mazing variety of courses may be found
ranging from the principies of physical science to- the history, of
France. Though the attempt to diversify- the general education
program is certainly laudable and necessary. its lack of coherence
and uniiy ..as a whole leaves unclear the educational outcomes. In
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March 1971, the splintering of general education reached its climax

when the Harvard faculty voted to permit the sUbstitution of any
twa .departmental courses in the. appro.priate rea for any one
general education course. This move appears to vitiate the general
education program at Harvard by returning it, at least as fUr as
any individUal student is concoined to the .distribution systein in
vogue. before Conant's day. It reintroluces all the evils in that
system which the general education conception was calculated to

eliminate. .0

The tensiOn betwlerri flexibility of design and clarity of purpose
which has marked the history of general education at Harvard
is perhaps inherent in the nature of general education, An educational
program designed to meet the needs of students in a rapidly
changing society %yin inevitably flirt with ambiguity and confusion.
Many of the courses listed as gen&al education courses in the
Harvard catalogue appear well designrd, iiiterdisciplinary, and
in keeping with the aims of general education. The current
catalogue lists such courses as The Social Context of ,Medicine and
Heaith in America, The. Social .Context of Science,. Technology,
War and Peace, and Law 'and Social Order. What is unfortunate
is that the Harvard faculty has been unable to establish criteria
for distinguishing those courses wh'ch fulfill the funi.tion of general
education from those which dearly do not. Certainly the revisionists
have a responsibility to ,develop a clearer central theme and a
new system of curricular organization 'consistent with it. In any
event the original concept of general education at Harvard has
been considerably replaced by an early and intensive specialization
for any student who chooses his courses in accordance with this
Litter goal.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

In the earlier days of the general education movement, the

clearest, strongest, .most cogent voice urgihg basic reforms in

higher education so as to provide a proper general education
for American youth was Robert M. Hutchins, president of the
University .of Chicago. A perfect exemplar of the depth of intellect42
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and the breadth, of learning of the type he advocated for all, youth,
whether tlier continued their fornial education ln one of the
specialized divisions of. the university or not, Hutchins contended
in 1936 that:
. .. The times call for the establishment of a new college or for an
evangelistic movement in some old ones which shall have is its object the
conversion of individuals and finally of the teaching profession to a true
conception Of general edutation. Unless some such demonstration or some
such evangelistic movement can take place, we shall remain in our con-
fusion; we she have neither general education nor dniversities; and we
shall continue, to disappoint the hopes of our people."

That Hutchins was not only a most perceptive observer of
the conditions in American society and in the house of learning
in his day, but a prophet as well, is proven by the state of our..
society today. We have universities to be sure in- abundance, but
we do not have general education. As he predicted,_we are in a
greater state of confusion forty years later than we were in 1936;
and the attitudes of our people, old and young, shoW that* their
hopes to .a marked extent havq been disappointed..

Since Hutchins' institution, the University of Chicago, early
adopted the most radical program of general education in the whole
cot1ntry, and for .a score of years served as the example for, the
development of related programs in other colleges, it is appropriate
to review ,it critically..From the time Hutchins arrived at Chicago
in. 1931, he engaged the collaboration of a group of colleagues
committed to the idea that basic reforms were essential in under-
graduate collegiate education in the development of a' unique
program of general education. The results of their efforts led to
the establishment of a separate college division with distinctive
features derived frOm Hutchins' concepts expressed in his Higher
Learning in America. After some years of experimentation and
revision had occurred the college program was firmly established.
By the mid-forties, it differed in several important respects from
undergraduate education at most other collegiate -institutions. It
allOwed and encouraged students to enter the college after two
years of high school. It placed students in . the program on the
basis of examinations which determined the:extent of their earl*
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schboling. Most importantly, and distinctively, iteprogram consisted
of a serieS' of integrate& courses cotering the major fields of
knowledge, a feature which differed materially from the practice
elsewhere of allowing the student to choose a large propOrtign
of his undergraduate instruction from a variety of courses, often
completelk unrelated, and it placed primary 'responsibility on the
student for his oval education by determining his eljgibility for, the
sbichelor's degree by re9uiring him to-pass a series of comprehensive
examinations not prepared by his instructors, but by an examining
bbdy.

The catalogue for 1947-48 describes the major objectives and
general features of the college in the foilowing words:

The Chicago faculty has developed a system of general courses which
cut across many special fields and consist of a careful selection of funda-
menta1 materiMs in mathematics and the natural sciences, the humaniti8,
and the social sciences. A program in writing and language parallels these
general cotitses. As the student acquires information and learns to think
for himself, he should develop :in ability to communicate this knowledge.
The course in _writing is designed to, teach students to present inforznation
dearly, to explain-a position or to set forth an argument in a precise and
orderly way, to urge a proposal or to present a plan of action persuasively.
In the last year. of his college work, the student takes a course concerned
with principles and methods,.and designed to integrate the studies he has
pursued. A reasonable mastery of the material of these courses is required

--of all students.

The content of liberal education has been but one of the concerns of
the college. A good college course must do morethan provide a survey of
the present state of knowledge. The body of that knowledge Li not only
vast but constantly changing. It is more important that a college siudent
should' learn how knowledge is acquired and tested in any field than that
he should memorize a body of alrrently accepted information. It is' more
important, for example. -that a college student _should learn what kinds of
problems the physicist investigates, how he formulates them, and by what
methods he seeks to solve them,..than that he should memorize a set of
generally accepted facts or theories of physics. Knowledge worth the name
must be more than a memory of facts and of favored interpretations of
facts. It involves an understanding of the_ ways in which facts are acquired
and the processes of reasoning by which they 'have been interpreted. All
real knoWledge incltides a grasp of reasons. College education must, there-
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Emu inosist fundamentally al the of &foments and tbe
peactice of reasiming.

in the main, the college had its own separate organization and
faculty which freed it from the domination of members of the
upper divisions, many faculty members of which opposed the
prose= of the college in principle

In accordance with this philosophy and these goals, the college
program consisted of the following course requirements: two one-
year courses-in writing in English, three sequential one-year courses
in the humanities, three sequential orie-year courses in the social
scienoes, a one-yeir course in mathemzties, three otie-year courses in
the riztvril sciences, 4 one-year course ill the biological sciences,
a one-year course in the physical sciences, an elementary one-year
worse in a foreign language, a one-year course in the History of
Western Civilization, a one-year course in the methods and relation-
ships of the fields of knowk4-, entitkd, Observation, Interi retation,
and Integration. There were some exceptions in diese requirements
depending upon the amount and kind of formal education the
student had had at the time of admission, but no one could
receive the bachelor's degree who had not mastered this subject
minter aind these intellectual metlxidologies.

This program tif education was general in two respects. It
was based on the thesis, advanced by Hutchins that all citizens
irrespective of their persona! intellectual' interests or their future
calling have to hare an "intellect properly disciplined, an intellect
properly habituated." able to operate in all fields. Second, the
program assumed that specialized education for a life of scholarship
or any (Art .4.ation should rest upon and not be confused with
bioad intelkaual development.

The Oncago program had the merit, too, of placing the emphasis
in education where it properly belongs, not on grades of achievement
in a specific course, but on the body of knowledge and the intellec-
tual abilities which the student had mastered and made a permanent
part of bit intellectual equipment At the time of Hutdsine
departure, opponents began to dismantle it structurally and restore
features of the old distribution system which reintroduced specialized
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majors and free electives inconsistent with the existing philosophy
of a general, common intellectual experience fit all students.

F. annspion Ward, who served ..ta dean of the college for a
number of years characterizes in program and faculty in the
following words:

The collcge offered a babincrd and pascnbeil program of studies in
the humanities, Axial sciences, and natual sciences, mathematics, awl lan-
guages, with adininating efforts to employ history and phiksophy as
menus of "integration" Students were admitted to this program after ten,
eleven, oe twelve years of schoobog, and they were placed in it at a kvel
appropriate te their peeparatioct and competence; therefote, they compkted
it in varying lengths of time. Three yeais (ay, there was the rub) pivoted
to he the time required of must stodenb. Upon completion of this autse
of study. the University of Chicago's bachelor 41 arts degree was awarded.

This curriculum WAS developed arid taught hy an autonomous faculty
of the univn*ty, grouped in divisional staffs but without the convaitional
departinaus offenng "majors" an singk subiects. These teachets had the
intla =death: au:kraals im specialized fields. Some 4110 beloved to
depatunonts of .ffie grachote faculties; some did not_ Advance-
ment in the college iit-Aty was tubed upon tenthing and upon Contrisations
to the iimpropensest of the &vinculum. Therefore, it was not pawl* to

_ruin eihe tseptitx..ton iA nIvit est the colkge faculty by -Iceotaing thr
naafi' (Mtge Ow fie was a gsoo4'.1tacher.

711he puritcapal enuterituli Amish:lied in the college were original weeks Of
WIC0111306 tfitgrekiati ( rut Snipmets"), rather than textbooks, and the
prinoippl usinho4 t tc!hii.iiiin#1 was lby discussion of these =Aerials in peep-
Amami for Oiattitit4.1fOTTS MO( set Itiy the instructor. Contrary to a number
af widetwood lefirlftSftni*, awe Was no master list of Gre.t Books; most
of the .textu were modern in dater; the medieval period was 00 the whole
neglected; sekoions kwerc chub/zed more rapidly from year to year than in
mat courses ns tL2Fr. of individual teachers; and two yeats of labotatory
work Wine requitted in the three-yeat natural science sequence.

The tvomrall end of this education was to teach students "how to think.-
In a fire and increaungly ampler society, 'men and women ate conitonted
Comtantly by diverse statements purporting to Ix mac by abernethy
courses of action claiming their adheience, and by individual works el so
inviting their admiration. The college sought to give students the knowl-
edge and intellectual competence required to choose; wisely arid live well
in such a society.

In !OSA as dean of the college of the Unafenity of Caicagn, I ws.
rash enough to proclaim in print that "In the nation, 'general eduabon! is
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a Lac ia vogue. Its principles bid fair to heCoene the operative edcitional
theory of the remainder of this centuty.- ilt:s act of &gins was soon
avenged. Three years later, on the darkling plain of the university's
interfaculty council, my colleagues and I found ourselves struggling tosalvage some pm of the university's curriculum of general studies and
sorer degree of authority over shit remained. I had not yet understood -

the peculiar miuurt- of shallowness and volatility which marks the discus-
sion and practice ot education in America.

As Ward observes, substantial changes have been made dud
permit the student rather than the fa(ulty to play a decisive part
in determining the content of his program. Where in the forties all
students took essentially the same complement of courses for
four years. there are noW-considerabk differences between students'
programs depending on which of five options he chooses. He
may major in the physical sciences, biological sciences, social sciences,
humanities, or get a broader education in the New Collegiate
Division. The first four divisiosas have been rejoined to the cor-
responding divisions at the graduate level. Many more faculty
members now teach at both levels than was true earlier. Through
the reintroduction of electives, it is possible to specialize intensively
in contrast to 11,3 real specialization earlier. However, through the
New Collegiate Division a student can gain a broad education
somewhat like- that which was the requitement earlier.

Chicago has, however, still retained more of the features of
broad general education program than the other institutions

whkia established similar programs in the thirties and forties-
Even within the divisions which emphasize advanced speciatized
instruction for graduate students, many courses are offered for
undergraduates that cut across disciplinary lines in dealing with
a variety of topics rid customarily found in a single course. Moreover,
aft freshmen are still required to take the common core four-year
courses whkh :.* not specifically related to their own major interest
and many of the topics studied deal with such complicated human
problems as population control and ethnography.

Perhaps the situation st Chicago can' be summed up by saying
that the all-encompassing general education program of a quarter
century ago has been broken up, hut a core of general requirements
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remains whict provides some commonality of learning for all
students. Nevertheless, with the exception of students registered
lin the collegiate division, who constitute a minorit7, it is now
possible to specialize in one of the four other divisions, and get
a major in the humanities, or the social, physical, and biological
sciences, This reversion to some pf the principal features of the
distribution system which characterized the college curriculum
after the abandonment of the free-elective system early in this
century tips the scaks again in favor of specialization. Moreover.
thosE' who chok-,se to comi.kte the upper three years in the collegiate
dinsion constitute only .1 srrull percentage of the total college
earalment. The tigures for this academic ,year are as follows: in
the social science division. 566: in humanities. 407; in the bio-
logical sciences. 321; in the physical sciences. 285: and in the
collegiate division: 53.

TO what extent this reversion reflects the pressure toward
specialized learning in the faculty or response to the demands
of swdents who today are intensely concerned about using their
college education to Prepare for a specific job after graduation
cannot be stated. Doubtless. both of these forces and others are at
work. It must be admitted, however, that even with a return to
divisional specialization in the college at Chicago, when compared

;th other undergraduate programs, Chicago does offer the student
wha.) wants to do so the opportunity to pursue a curriculum that
will provide him with a breadth of knowledge and intellectual
skills essential to live an informed and intellligent life And in the
last analysis, these have been the objectives of general education
AS expressed "by the leading thinkers in the intellectual world for
centuries. It is proper now to assess the possibility of a vital re-
surgence in general education in the entire community of Ameri-
can higher education.

Alexander Nliiklej4.6n, -The Unity ot the (urriculum- Neu. Repubfic.
Oct. 2s, 1922.

1. John Stuart Milt Id.a.kiNral AldreJi, Untymtty of St. Andrews, Feb.
i $6 tBoston. Lutd1 de GI), 1867 ), adtkd.1

Cienilge P. Schmidt, The bberal Act% College (New Brunswick, N.J.:
Ruvrs Vniversity Press. 1917 ), 186.
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3. A hdpful historical treaunent of general education can be found inRussell Thom.as, The Search for a Common Learning: General I:durationIP00-1960 (New York: McGraw-Hdl Book Co.. 1962).
4. Harry J. Carman. 7Edu,,Ating the Individual: The Challenge ofGeneral Education,- jo14r1a 6f Higher Lifreation. XVIII (December 1947),460,

5. José Ortega y Gasser. Mioi,n rf the Uni:ersio 4Princeton: Prince-ton University Press. 1.044), 60-61. 90-92-
6. Daniel Bell. The Ref (eL'er.a.1 EJsrcatim (Neu; York:Coltunbia University Pft-Ss. 1966).
7. Darnel Bell, -A Second look at General Education,- Semin.2r Re-ports, I. N. 3 ;Dee. -. 19-3). 5-6.
8. Harry j.(:arman. -Reminiscences of Thirty Years: General Educa-tion at Columbia Collecc," Farri:a; Iftf:ker Ehriatie:n. XXII (March1951), 11-!.
9, Ibid., 119.

10. Ibid..: 119-20.
11. Coliernina ,,f The Annolincernentof ColamLa fhe H41h U'inter and Simmer Sessions 1947-194ii (Feb. 15. 19.r ). and pawm.

.12. The flavor of student comments and frustrations can be sampledin thy C! fin; bra -13aniar.:' (;tade, a student-run consumer report onthe quality of the course offerings in the undergraduate divisions that beganin the ,z211v sixties and lus s fl. . .i a modd for similar endeavors onarnpuvi. at. toss the nation. A!ilf ,,.vh Contemporary (al ilizations's ratingshaw betn rising in the past i. cars. the 19'5 Ce:lirle Guide continuesto cite the incapertenved instructor or preceptor line .-tnsequence of turn-MCI' and specialized graduate training) aS the major villian dititing thewrath (or despair) of students.
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system throughout thy nation.
14. A Harvard -course- oimists of a twosemester sequence. Thus thes.:x general edueatun (Olarst's c ofrItitUtcd tiOtel1c StifieS4 -kngth courses.
15. The earls faculty included such luminaries as Gerald Holton, H. D.Aiken, Crane Winton, Samuel Beer, and Northrop Frye.
16. Robert Maynard Hutchins. The Ilr1bee jearnrrn; Americ.i (NewHaven: Yak Unisersity Press. 1936), 14.
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IV. THE PERSICTING MISSION
OF GENERAL EDUCATION

Knowledge is not a loose-leaf nottSook of facts. Above
all, it is a responsibilty for the integrity of what we are,
primarily et. what we arc as ethical creatures. You cacnot
possibly nuinuin that informed integrity if you Jet other
',cork run the world for you while you yourself continue
to lave out of a r agbag of morals that come from past

J. flronowski

To reanimate the general -.xfucation movement on a national
scale will require an entirely different approach from that of the
1930s and 1940s. The primary motive in such a regenerative effort

cannot be a determi,Iation of the basic instruction which the-vaaous

departments nwst ott4.-.t t .a.quaint students with the elementary
content and the speialized skills in courses designed for those who

intend to enter a scholarly calling. The original point of departure
for curricular reconstruction today lies outside the ixademy. It con-

sists of a review of man's major problems and the conditions of

existence all citizens will normally encounter regardless of
their individual intellectual interests or their chosen career. In sum,
to sucA today where it miscarried yesterdas% the reshaping of

education must begin not with a consideration of subject
matter but wiJ iuman problems. Sone of these will be as ancient
as those treated in Ow Old and New Testaments and in the humanis-

tic writings of the Greek nd Latin literati. Other queries will be as

rim as the moral and political issues arising from the dangers of
radiation inherent in the spread of knowledge About and the capacity
to achieve nuckar capalAlity among an ever-increasing number

of nations.
Man's very nature and the surroueding conditions of his life

demand that his education be concerned .1..th problems and the
decOons city. irnstances will force hirroo. make. Personal pfnbkms
will arise Jut c...` his own being, his physii.al needs for food, for
comfortabP- living, for undiqueued rest, And his emotionAl needs
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for love, a feeling of wanting to be a person of worth; cif seeilig
meaning in his existence. Man also lives in a society of other human
beings all of whom share thoughts and strivings similar to his own.
Thc- reahiation of satisfactions proceeds differently, however, ith
different membeis of a 4:ulture. Conflict.; of interest, arise whict
under a democratic form of social ,gganization are supposed to be
resolved by rational discussion and consideration of the overriding
good of all. In attemptin to deal effectively and satisfyingly with
his own needs and to live in reasonable harmony with his fellow
human beings a person must inevitably fate puzzling questions,
and in the last analysis. these questions must be :answered pragm.at-
ically in terms of real life situations,not theoretically in the laboratory
or library.

Robert Hedbroner. a noted economist :ind author of An Inquiry
into e Human Proirea. at the very outset of his treatise raises
a question that undermines our long-held conviction that education,
at least in its present form, has the potential to solve all human
problems and to assure the future well-being of the race. He
expresses the arresting opinion that:

There is a quesnon in the .ur. moic than sten, like the invisible
approach of distant storm. a quw,on that I would hesitate to ask aloud
did I not believe it existed unsoked in the minds of many: -Is there hope
for man?"

In another L(.1 question might hae raised thoughts of man's
ultimate salvation or dantnatin, Put today the-brooding doubts that it
arouses hate to .1: with life on f:ardi, now ' in the rehtively few gen-
Cr.L...rit) that timstitote the limit ot our apitit i imagine the future. Forthe questior aslo ,.)!e:')cr sec ,n imagine tha tutore other than 4S a
continuatt..., of the darkness, ;LLeity. and disorder of the past; worse,
whether we do tlot foresee in the humau. IY:rspeet a deterioration of things,
even AP mpending tatastrophe ot

l'hz. present generation of adults p4ssi-.1 ,a, formative years in a climate
if extraordinary sell eontiderke regarding !.lic direction of social ,chz,
For the oldest among us. this scc urn) waS founded on the lingering beliefin 7progros inhernc,.; from the late Victorian era belief suffused for.*
SOMe with expectations of religious of moral perfectability, for others with
more cautious hut no less sustaining beliefs in the solid prospects for
bourgeois society.'
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Today that sense of assurance and control has vanished, or is vanisl
rapidly. We have bectxne aware that rationality has' irs limits with regard
to the azginerring of sociar change. and that these limits are much narrower
than we had thought; that [rum- economic.and social problems lie outside
the scope of our accustomed instrumentalities of social ch.mge; that growth
does nor bring about certain desired ends or arrest certain undesired trends.3

Society establishes educational institutions primarily to preserve
the culture it has created or inherited. and wishes to pass on to 'future
geberations. In a- democracy. however, provision is made for the
improvement of the lot of the individual through .his own efforts
and the mhancement of tne collective life through the joint con-
sideration lid action ot the entire citizenry. As the processes of
change proceed probkms inevitably and continuously arise. This
situation has existed since the beginning of time and because of
the present improvements in communication and transportation,
many-earlier perplexing .situations have the past century become
enormously more l-urnpii..../td. Some historians and observers of
the 'present huthan wndition believe that unless the riddles of our
time can' be resolved the fate of mankind rests in the balance. If
education is to discharge its responsibility in this situation, it must
help Our people tc, identify the existing matters of concern, supply
them with the most creditable knowledge related to their proper
treatment, cultivate the hfilts of reaSoning that lead to sound con-
conclusions and courses of action, and invest the whole process
of education with a coiisidetation of the values that properly applied
in dealing equitably with bewildering human situations will enhance
the c' 'sditions of life for this and future generations.

:t impoXsible and unnecessary ni catalogue all the matters in
our society which must be thoughtfully dealt with if life today and
tomcirrow is to be worth the living. They are abundant and every-
where evident. The mete citation of some of these harrying situations
will illustrate where the principal thrusts of education must.be. If
this imposip., list of exigencies causes anxiety in the lay reader, it
need not do so. Nor need the educator Ceel that the responsibilities

place on him and his ay.,ociates are intolerable or incapable
0; 4.L.-Jim.ge. Their resolution, however, will require a somewhat
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diffefent set of purposes, content and methodology of instruction,
and techniques, of evaluation in the educational effort.

PROBLEMS-: THE CORE OF INSTRUCTION

Present urgent concerns should serve as the focal point around
which programs of general instruction are organized. TheY would
include such affairs as inflation, energy availability,and consumption,
the real as contrasted with the fictitious functioning of government,
the failures in our judicial and penal systems, the impact of the
various media especialh-__those.engaged in advertising, international
affairs and the character of our foreign policy, the plight of the
consumer and his representation in the bodies.- that control publiC
utilities, policy:making actions of labor and management through
arbitration in which the user of goods and resOorces has no voice,
wars or lesser conflicts in various parts of the world in which we are
Or likely to become involved, the rise of terrorism, in our own society

_and the other cultures which for decades have had high levels of
formal f-ducation and relatively.high levels of economic well-being,
the increasing use of alcohol and other drugs especially aMong the
young, sex in all its relationships and complications, racial conflicts
at home, particularly those invOlving school busing, religious conflict,
equal access to educationand employment, the value system by which
we shape and manage our individual and social lives, equal rights
for women in all sectors of life, social responsibility for the aging,
retarded, intirm and the emotionally disturbed, the citizen's right
to privacy in his own life ..'d in the community and a'host of other
matters the solution of which will determine the well-being of our
people at home and our status among the-nations.

In any new atiempt to reconstruct the curriculum and the life
style of the carnpcis so as to prepare youth for a more enlightened
and effective life one obstructive assumption must be rejected at
the very outset. It is the mischie: ius notion that to participate in--
public decision making on such a ubiquitous social issue as, for
example, environmental pollution one must acquire a huge body of
systematized knowledge drawn from the research of chemists, en-
gineers, and petrologists, to say nothing of, the related arcana of
humanists and social scientists. To gain insight into the nature
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and sources of reliable knowledge the student must, to be sure,
advance into the, upper reaches of a single discipline, although

_this theme has obviously been overplayed in recent years to recruit
students into the splintered courses in the various fields of learning.
But having gained.an acquaintance with the ways in which scholars
go about the task of producing -reliable- knowledge in one heid,
it is patently not necessary to repeat the process in all others--from
which the effective citizen must gather the 'information he will
need to make informed judgments.

In fact, the whole foundation and. efficient functioning of a
modem democratic society is at issue in the conclusions reached on
the kind and range of intellectual experiences required for making
decisions on the major problems of our times. If it is posited that
participation in the discussions of such matters as ecology or the
distribution of income in a democratic society, problems of prime
concern, requipas the student to pursue a long sequence of courses
in the related disciplines.. then our traditional system of citizen
involvement in public decision making obviously breaks, down of
its own weight.

Entirely too much concern has been voiced in recent years. about
the. difficulties imPosed on education by -the explosion of modern
knowledge.- The exponential increase in the bulk of facts in the
various fields of scholarly endeavor ns undeniable. The real utility of
much of this massive burden of fact and theory to the nonspecialist .

or even to scholars in other areas of study is negligible. Even granting
that die product of modern researth is indispensable. in shedding
light on the intricate problems with which scholars are properly
concerned, it does not follow that the average citizen needs to know
anything about the activities through .which much new knowledge
was derived or the implications of its results for further study.

Participatory democracy is shrinking among the nations.. If this
type of social .)rganization and i,overnmeru is to.be preserved and
reinvigorated in the United St3tes, and as a nabob we are to regain
our image among others .13 a selfdetermining, freedom-loving people.
the major decisions affecting the human enterprise cannot be
delegated to a group of elitely informed surrogates.
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Tht potential evils inherent in a narrow, specializett_professional
education were recently dramatically expressed by the seventy-year-,
old Albert Speer, ilitler's minister of .munitions, when he was
released from a twenty-year prison term. According to the columnist
'Sydney Harris, in an interview on the Phil Dork)ue TV show,
Speer said: 'People who ask what 'practical' purpose there is in
studying such subjects as history and philosophy need to be reminded
that they ire the only subjeCts that ask fundamental questionswhat
is the nature of man, what is the 'good society, what are the
proper ends of civilization, and so on. Harris goes on to say:
-The Germans were the most educated nation in the world, in
the narrow sense of scholarship. and", technical skills, but this was
not translted by their academic system into ethical or philosophic
terms.- Then the commentator adds: -Too many talented men like
Speer grew up innocent of the moral truths and social opinions
it took him twenty years in prison to recognize."4
, As the founding fathers contended, effective participation in
soCial decisions presupposes the general dissemination-of knowledge
among the people. The great modern mass of esoteric knowledge
must, however, be sifted, first, to Jet the breeze of comMon sense
winnow out the chaff of trivialities referred to by Maslow, Kaplan,
and other perceptive Mtellectuals and, second, to extract the.relatively
small body of fact and theory the average citizen must possess to
play an infOrmed role in the decision-making pnxesses affecting
his own life and the lives of his fellow citizens.

Rejecting dictatorship, the other option to a democratic society
is to embrace some form of intellectual oligarchy in which the few
highly informed in the various fields of knowledge will make all
decisions on public issues and the quality of life that flow: from
them. As philosophers through the ages have observed, afid as
recent events have so clearly demonstrated, this simplistically at-
tractive proposal suffers from two serious defects. First% some of
the major. .issues of life cannot be dealt with definitively even by
the most fully inforMed minds, becquse with all our vast resources
of erudition no one has vet oime up with irrefutable answers to
the most hnportant human questions.
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The more compelling objection, however, ariseS out of the fact
that, as the recent conduCt of some- of our public-officials has so
draniaticallv .demonstrated, fullness of knOW;ledge, intellectual- skill;
sound integrity, and unselfish concern for the common .good .are
not necessarily closdy related in the behavior of even "well-educated-
citizenS. The brightest and best informed may be moved by self- -
interest, not by concern for the public good...An informed people
in whom the educational ssTstem has inspired ideals of high-minded
dedication to the common good, a code of values by whkh to guide
our public and private decisions remains the only acceptable alter-
native. to control by informed specialists or crafty scoundrels. A
proper general education for all. comprising values as well as facts,
provides the sole in::trumen't for attaining this social goal without
Whkir,-as Whitehead declares:

Mankind 6 now in one of its rare moods of shifting-its outloa. The
mere 'compulsion of tradnion has lost its force. It is our business
philosophers. studynts. and practical men to re-create and -re-enact a
vision of the world, including those clemcnts of reverence, and order with-
out which society lapse into riot. and penwated through and through with
unflinching rationality...

STUDENT INVOLVE NI ENT IN REFORM

Constructing a broad terthsciplinary program to meet the
needs of the day must also t:ike into consideration another factor
largely missing in kindred earlier elfrts. The interests and' the
previous- life experiences of 5outh (ink! hopet0.,y adults as %Veil)
who are going to pursue such wurses, I Insrrthtlon must be con-
sidered. College students' of the 197o,_, driler significantly from
thei.r-rorerunners of A quarter century ago. Today's student comes
to higher education with the advantage of having learned much
about the condition of the human enterprise at home and in the
four corners,of the earth. Travel and rapid communican by radio

tind television haveprovided knowledge and cultivo.ted questioning
attitudes aboUt world events that his father knew, or cared, little
.about. Moreover, tiAly's students have clearer conceptions and
firmer convictions alx.lut the rights of-. citizens in our demomitic
social order. Possessed of additiooal knowledge and moved by a
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spirit of independent judgment many students today feel that much
of their learning, instead of treating the commanding issues of our
time, requires merely the acquisition of bodies of esoteric knowledge
little if at all related to the matters in our common life about which
they are, keenly concerned.

Much more than their predecessors students now recognize that
.much of the instruction offered in the separate and proprietarily
conscious departments in the enterprise of learning is designed
to meet tlw needs of a small percentage of their classmates. This
instruction has for several decades been more and more designed

"-for those who intend to follow an occupation fur which advanced.
'professionally oriented courses: are preparatory.- A controlling fact,
therefore, in any reorganization of the curriculum and the other'
educational experiences of the campus must be that the youth of
today are aware, as educational philosophers for two,thousand years
have been, that' the claracter and quality of education to a large
degree determine the character and quality of life. Whatever com-
mittees, therefore, may _be established to reconsider the goals and
the programs of higher education for the days ahead ought.to include
not only faculty members -from a variety of disciplines, but highly
motivated arid knowledgeable students.

In an insightful book dealing with the need for change in higher
education,' and the part students ought to play in it, Harold Taylor,
former president of Sarah Lawrence College, has perceptiVely ob-

.served that:

Whi:n the freshman comes to college he should begin his.colkge career
ith frethman seminar designed to explore the problems of learning in

new environment:01 how to make use: of xhe resources of the university
and its surrounding community. .inal of how to relate to the problems and
issues of conte:mporary Society and its educational and cultural system. . . .

During the first days ef his first week, the freshman should spend most
of his class time in this seminar, where the question of what courses and
teachers he should .choose would be the subject for group and individual
discussion and wnferences with his adviser. This would include not only
the choice of courses but the variety of alternatives one or another com-
bination of courses could offer in planning for a future career or in simply
pl.mning for an edUcation built around his strengths and interests.
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This freshnun seminar would t. e the student's center of gravity in the
whole first-year curriculum, the place to which he could bring whatever
problems he was concerned about, where he could make intellectual com-
panions and colleagues, -and could count on a direct relation with one
perSon responle .for himthe seminar leaderwho could be mature
undergraduate, a selected graduate student, or a faculty member interested
in students!'

The kind of generaf education program that would emerge
from a consideration of the major social issues and problems of
our time and. from the uninhibited input of student opinion would
differ basically from the distribuiion requirements which have once
again, widely replaced the more general and 'relevant instruction
of several decades ago. E. Alden Dunham in discussing the in-
adequacy of undergraduate education and the need for a new degree
program for college teachers contends that:

If student activism today means anything. it means a revolt against
professimulism divorced from the realities of life as students see them.
At no time in our history has there been a greater need for a general edu-
cation movement that has relevance for the hOrdes of young people pour-
ing into pur colleges. This means a combination of experiential and
academic education that guides student energy toward constructive ends.
Experimentation and innovation in the curricnlum of the first two years of
college are of" absolute importance, and the emerging institutions ought 'to
take the lead. So far they have not; they have instead patterned themselves
in content and manner after the more prestigious institutions.7

Barnaby C. Keeney, a former dean of the graduite school at
Brown University, also affirms the idea that graduate faculties ought
to 'give understanding consideration to whaf is occurring in the
colleges and to the attitudes of students toward their learning
experiences. In an. article,.on the Ph.D. degree he observes that:

. There seems to be in the graduate schoot considerable isolation from
what is going on in the colleges, even when the college and the graduate
school are in the same institution or univ.ersity. I wonder what the students
are going to do when they get around to trying to change the graduate
schools. They have, after all, produced more change in the colleges than
the refermers..have 9,yer a period. pf two decades. They may very well do
the same in the,graduate schools. .They may do. it well, or they may do
it hiStily and with9ut great thought, even destructively: It wouH behoove
the graduate ,educators of the country to take their situation more seriously.°
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etkrit atittti to the "hte%eftlent of .1 rik.het, more stahk. nJ more
equitable tiatssomit lii.. 'the mAiti hods ot s'oiI a refs ort fhould,
htnieser. Set 4 tetkrninemiations molding for
a redtritti.ron of the cArneral edutatkon ot out citizens faint the
evilest to the Litest sear* !A subgroup ot the hest informed and
coktSeorreely inethled educators ami t MIMS should subseefuently
be enlistrd tv,, use the rei:0,7t ii preparmi: separate document de,
titling tr.* inspti, untA tot the rtrii ethit'abt : ii trIll.

itt brief. an effort I revive *ent-Lal education itit '!et heFai
with an trialNsti iflt NILO ru.afliaI goa4 and wrichicie with Akar routiti,
Liatmi rep.Arding tunges re-clotted tea their ITAIWAifittort.

THT PR,J0411!,,t ,Aylosoom ii TO Gt NAL IlIVCAllt.i%

44,4! this trottilmotton 4, .4 basis. institutions should arratute
toweses of &Aeon beAdvng tp reforms Inch the s'alliVs departments
and then members could Lacarich in the CO! future. The departmental
inuolsvmes, )..Nada be athward to the contrstistioons

the lir.. 1,4 leArnielt ottottki make to fulkarickd

general atik.4n kt.titti.Oved to terms -Of litkUt
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The priding princirie vourse organt.ration and teadtiew
'method:hop in %nth turntur ventures shou14j he the ton,
fronting tAf the iridistdu41 student isIth the problems of bfe tostay,
and then offennx bin; the o:1-,.orturnty to see NOW ell Ming knOWItdge
from 4 wide v4netv ot soor(es wuld bc mplosed in their solution.
Students should lulls. in the distussion of these social

JTKI the vjfioti$ Altcroativt, memo 64 reachani,z them throuffi
the fuller. wrote revs eduk Jti, 4t ot oor rople. Withm the limits
,,t tbiN rreseni Alton 104 eNen o sketth L4it the o;introt

tit:I.' Of .0:110 .4 Illt..tbilaV in the destlloproent of
fhlr .1I 101.w.rattisv r!wk tiled to sh4 11,041. h
Mri*t k-or tte.,ord

oons to the ridirtr, oromli/Aroo of the tot
the ptoroses ot pener..; vdlk att. .11 trifiSt firStr be met, h+ mi ever . T-:
rn,hlem.sotillog term, 1/411.4r reonsttutti4m emit; he re*ted
,..11 sever...0, .0(Skinvk I a-t, the N.,. rld kh.mses; therefore, the probkons"

4011.1L4C.. s s .4 w ill he tn.iprlik Able tornotross
Se% on.,,t fr494.tr;es throts )! . Oliti il,¼ hJits v, B be
orgies red m th+ rth the ArnAsson.:, 1-1 40.1v ot irrtfirIC.:14triV

ts , tht t lith in% v hitch uttietv
1,1 e1 6 , . Silk. A Celli 'lc gr1'K'.71tiOf't Ave to;'1*

Wic111. ot.' A 1 '" M;.:` Truas4t

The 11-?.!..A VI'S I. i +h-tek ti.011N ij 4 4 h.i i to hir d It may.
/14'1: t `CU..ttit the ,ILt1-1. V YIN

fitiV JCITIA 4==.4 .==='rt thern 4111: r n the --A-let the
tuoutoriness ko...iv,i;s1,ze IA M./ lArektrif fao The

1111.g 1. e9o,11 rtoblerr the ,ygeMatit
tourse-... un the se.1....1 disr,-1,ortes An.11 like getreta coorges ssould
have fi, :.6s v.-II Henke ths tgmreit agaertst he
uroblem-sAtn:::; spes.i.il teteva.ate in thr tase itr$
privy esiLw .0,WW1 Weover it ervolit frAlrvi:kr...11tt 1711.ke$91V. ix/ in-
tel leklua 4k.1.1=tit..., t !err,' Id '&h the ingesti.m Andi frrxrp
tati.on oi itillMItatpts..., 7ic ..41.=:=.14; tritspa;

*Atilcal titar on humm shtwatitArts, the capacity
be at ..11 anj evAl.u.:Jte co's/trey.: filemat,. the 4bsittv kikidit

0-4.--i,,Tarse ,e,lthentot ,scourtes i4 kirw....w lt-Jitr., the kits 4,4 iogical
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Antf otherent thurika.,k, Ar e vollingnesks to soper.,, hi rept,:jless
of ivTloaut witsequemes W'ith Y.0;1t.thtt t,:iikhing these QUA

of nund ..art be kultitared. Indeed tht: tC.) he the el:41411x of
intact tual preparatiois for deahnt:, ah isr,ilskin if Afit:r::7;.;
to hiv.t. codkirm 4tut tetet p.voinly, on -I;e ul tot.t

uk AS done s,) often Arremrts icr edmatisio arn.
ii;,;:bt i4 kided. t.,

e'r ii tti.. s!cinAti ,1kitses tos A'S in the v.intvlIs

So ,okbt-ther rrokirlys ,and NJ. tf4)tv ;Nit he Depict:et]
xvver,1 AI, n t vs a)) tr...nstt v 114,11 defend

dtt. !ntè tL ii ir the 1,tot.es:, Involvcs
tr.Instrussi,n !tifOrtn,/ trIeVeln: tl.) the

Iftlat,,Vd 1111Ir r .+1.8).44.1,t)..)t . thy .31-1.3 inclusive
rra17.Act-, v ucylekted it, the I-ther h4n.J, the matter of

t. t'S...11111w.f tk ,.7vectra..hmg, ,

ret.iti,n,ii !iun dk,ftriA7 etTlrit4e51,, the urrent
0,1 .41. tri " jrer infrilectuJI ,And

t. ()It; .1,1)th.T1..-s IA In ITIA A MI,' be ref^
13 urn! is ,11, S Le, , r: tt. r se.tn.hity, for these larger

Lkittivatek:, This prat eke exemplifies
the .vra: tht. tt. crr '.Rrner.al n tlyntr.,:m to the cattier

11,h thc thenn, t;:cther of A 1..trA.,v body
.4 knots ht,n i rAdo,,.:tes stele expekted to possriis

I had. air oble,ti, 41 thjt ,th km est ledix and the 34...kiefitY are
se, struttuit-3 .i(s to make teak.hink..ind kaninig ci pn:stslernsickliting
7..sirsis (fortiori., JI7,1t is trh.t.nto.t.11-14 itd The ktmtenrion, how cwt.
tt ut these )41dit ni rn1.1St ntnut rikkfivnte4 terti inky mit
tror St kh. r,c.ourational drierit.ultivi arc rt,,a1v the Nisi(
utJr 14,,,kt in ,any imistoeement in the kharatter And quAlity

hiicher edla, tiV 'aleks the kriaffrets that serJrate the vitimilis
iiti t krisraktize tan bc isreirthed anti the akademit sorars

hit h Ns*. have kiintrol an he hriltuctit into k.Krerattliery wOliting
titteM, a la be an!r,s.,ssth,le to de-actor An atickittate gevietal esiwation.
The %Lk .1 a i roik trictitiimeti cartmer %ill then he resolved nOt

re-A*.mahle t.onsoAtrahlon of the ingent lived for .p tetonsideration
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of the dsaracter of undetgraduate education, but by the force of
casual circumstances, or if the public reaches the conclusion that
existing practices are totally ineffective, by outside dictation of
Pplicr

CAI ML AS AN EDUCATIONAL PIOHLE

Having dealt with the arguments against a problems approachit is now necessary to show in A MOdeSt way how One pressing
problem of our day might be treated. One such matter of whichall citizens are lent' Conscious can he used to suggest the contentand structure of a airiv i'vre of general course a hypotheticalunit of instruction dealing wnh the amplkated business of crime.
Such an instructional unit would as suggestic! ne,visarily drawupon the servkes of a ruirriber t ersons possessing particularly
rekvant knowledge and experience. To be sure, many courses are
already offered by specubsts in this field, by sociokgists, crim-
inokigists, and. penologists. Regrettably, because of required prerequi-WC% and the spiecrafAred nature of much such instroctioo, withthe exception of a few students. who intend to follow a CUM ina related occupanoo, the number ot undergrailes ho Mergef nra Aullege with ara m .re reliable kitowledj,..re about the incidence.

etiology, and treatment of 1. rime than they had Whet: they enteredis distudinigty

MOreOeet, the hunun values involv_d in dealing with chininals
I their blooms are often buried under a igethOra of fatts and

theories 1,tmote to.= the realities of the street It is consipently
not wurpnsing to hear in social gatherings of persons holdingbacliefor's or evert advanced degrees suggestions for dealing wirh
law breakers which reveal total ignorance of the complex forces
at work in relorikow, behavior.

These proposals run all the way
floes sterilization of all those led of maior crimes to prevent
the pn.ipagarioo of then kind. which no reputAble geneticist w-ould
surrevrt, t,, the hnching sospects on the spot which has been
fircnvelft hi he nu deterrent even it its violation of out doctrine pfinnocent until rm.& guilty is disregatikil. Less drastic het equtally
uninformed and: simpkuk proposals are ccenmonplace among the-educatecr for handling other pressor issues of the day such AS
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those related to evologs and erirgy whieh 4ties.t the daisy It-oes

all our people. The hehavic: ef these modern pseudo-Sotomons

exhIbits the b.}Lt. that thev know nothing .tb...vat the tv4mpIexity of

these probkrmi nor about the intrilv,tual mettods of &Abr.., with

thtin More importantiv their education has ohvo,uslv ia!R-1 to

LIStOttl them to tonsidtr the human value konsideration,.
4111/4b i Lo the shortormint, whult prevents us .criring

At the rot .1 ,,ur resent reditament
If the k-intni,n rii t ,tiieris /141 lit hAd, the akfivantagies

,W &Lk 0,1 ti) think about and Nutt-

orate ussbHis fo: sikh in urgent so,.ial rroblem
11,111e, tWi ui.. ti n tflLt t'.111S embrate dittervitt tontent md

doter-, ti,,rn pr.taitc

hese ,orni IC; ,iiid c s yaried 1.roHeins. thi,ugh they atquire

ITLASW'r ft t1i.tHe ,onsideraron by informed
iirnf idels 111 the Strutture of modern

knoytled,ce th,..,t A i .. ttiNttLik rrogram made up of' the usuAl

iirnit&l si,e,iialt/esll units nth it p)ssilth meet the

needs it the ic.n Tiwse 1,r,biernS And issues tannt.it
be adetiv,ateh treated eYett by csi.,etts in the 1.4+mprehcnsive fields

leartmi n. su,h as the 4,1/41,11 trio-A.4ra! s{i(-114.-es Sok.h extensive

suble,its re,IL,re treatmc.nt the intimate k.oliaboratvon

ot pers41ns s h ii Ie ,mid c\roiesi,e in diversiity eit

du.Kylm,-,, the ii,itth-nt t sx /11,h hviitrs some teiatimAishir to A rat-

twolar proi-lern .

in the M.ittet it une, t, es-uni:,Ie. a sensible mv t hepn
rnttj,t be rirst to iit:aivA: the c!ements in ilt t. hie ot mdmiduals
;ink] iii s, i met', t l4rgt s h!Lh itilsear t4 be related ti trimmatiq
and it, ...musk, An al.vmdanke ut iaktu,d lbta !readr extsA tin this

stifle( t And thtte Att i nio,st ItrititUtIo WIWI LIi5 petSCWIS

0,1sseNsing dtmmtmse md evert oclinons on this ,otylrgesi subiect.

One ui rtadf ide-imnfv relAted .vsisekt,. ot the personal And somut

life ;t the r. 4e'nt%it Ak.tt.1 A 7 laYi breAker lik bit II are treated hy
the v.:int pu". tcrrestrtd in rmist rnstituttlons mit higher

Anon N,,rrnallv these A uitt IUL Iude s.* h iIimt rsvy.11411.0gistit,
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economists, political scientists, ,cluplams. nutritionists. and others
whose systematic knowkdge of their gahleas has an olwious con-
tribution to nuke to the desip of a wrnprehensive program of
study deahn,..: with 'crime. its causes j lid cures, Moreover, most com-
munities in hith Lolkges are toated im lude persons outside the
teaching rrt [how experulhe and kno\yledge could
ethirmottsiv enruh And Mak(' mi.ire le.ihstk instruction related to
this subleLt mtludin; vt-rs, workers. tudges, parole officers,
and psyihtattisN tNentualk. the prii,crams ,graduate schook,

I.1/4111 he 1,ottme4 ii det,111 m (.i,apter V. shoutd he so altered
As to enal,te those M h the Pti I). ,kgree in the expectation
ol bekoming te.e het, 11,A,e sui`hientiv hrii..u.4 knowledge of
die related ,uhic,t m,.ttcr 1-A,1 t+!1 the rrollit team approach
will Ise ncses,..i:

Nteihau,i 1, 0 o,2.id I I, The. R'.*!or& t of this hie
carlef on the 1itfi 1dt ttisk
interteLitm,z t!.1k;r c\pencriic ill .1 mAmigiul waytr uikter,;,:lidk,Ate 5!Isift5st115 Pr ii inmi pi r tikklits, The same

prikess should he k kie.k oh the othei major tortsof !hc , !71,.(15IN A111:1.011, the earner atterws
to des ise ttm. 11.11',v ilylre2riScd liflt d uitrt thu the desipiers

thmL A i,...ticid,,Nkork rte,ciitati:on *4 a
sttioarn STiRierit, thki,e iia,s left wt:ifses

1)k 1111),Tr,,o, flh'tR k kus it torridCti SAX. 61
rut Nem, 1 hi, arid sycrth it I treatment of onipht-ded

,'t the 'A .14 f.:enera edikatMln whith
kaintributed To it, reved its (ritics were fustdied.
The if LI mtefroLite the vaned knowledge
aid

^,!tt-tilvd I rirn in the abstractanj I ii. had ccvtii. ,L oh it m the (cm refit...Stub
kourses that have &iuieit esperiene

,t I w of 5 ri74 t , 1'111 ii fed "t tisA +v, la I o Vs, but ith the on-
Jini,ss resivn.iNe tt,t

.1%

Su,fi
de.,....gaeti IA The represen-tatises 4 ,ink- der., rnmtr r even eine at .1 (kink. V risti 5-11. MCKOOVer.

k-jst m staze".. k ',rpm:litters tin tar 5k tlitirn or 1k.itk1Mi4.
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policy other than setting the broad framework of operation cannot

alone perform these functions. Ad hoe committees composed of
members of widely varying competences chosen primarily because

of their interest in such instructional reforms and committed to the

labor involved can. however, if given the Lime and institutional

resources. reconstruct general educa..iori programs along these func-
tional lines...Administrators have a crui lal part to play in this

endeavor to rei.onstruct rite turriculum by reducing the customary

load ot pnitesstimal tesponsibihnes of those who ate wining to

undertali.e these assr,:timents -1 he tvpikal hberal arts oillege

opt\ tally inkier i_ut runt tMalklal limaations u i l l h e unable 4) under-

take' thew in t cad tUStments in their i ttenin4s. Unusual outside

help will be needed.

Nati.onal bind no more rewarding use for

their fonds than cmplio,..;:n., them to at.telerate this basic recon-

structun it A Ii:(1., inghtl cAlnk sitii in, They should provide

tnuritial assistaike to those institutions which show umvincing

evideni.e.tiut thei, prerared to treo.. !acuity members from their

niormal assr.zuments and other professional tasks to dis-

charge these resp,nsilitlities, and ficuifainous should before making

sod, giants bia- e ciiilenie that adrmmstratiiin .d fas.ultv members

mean business, havt* A Ie r umertion i it hat they want to do.
and have coo..el%ed the means tor evaluating the results If a dwell

insttii us %I; en adequate support. m fine neighborhood

ininsTed thq:, ;nil &Mars Vea for at leat.t four years,

normal student zent':atton. and ionsidered pilot exreriments were

LAnnhed, ,...ukt..tuttial results might he expectr-d. Tinkering

with tress euruLutuin models on a k.asthil basis. as was done

eailter. prkikitke fruitful results However, it will give the

rekalcitrant tonsertatises the obieinse evidence ithey will need to

-undermine the entire enterprise. not only on a single campus, but

throognouf the worm C't ,eariung. as was also done earlier.

It will be ,ontendt.'.1 at on, e. a has heell iii the past, that
ettinl; ti igether su h a ,L7roup of kri,...wlectgrable persoi.s on a regular

basis sustairum: their serious attention and effort, and administering

sudi a retorm rrozram will be iirtualh impossible. NO one who

64t)
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has been involved in an effort to reorganize unrelated units ofthstruttion in omit-L.6mi with any of the problems previously men-tioned will take exception to this allegation. The process is time
consuming, taxing on the iimited reso.,rtes of most institutions,

-and to academics more interested in stIbp.t matter than in vital
human ric.iblems the essential eserciscs may be boring. The answerto this hettlin i impk. ,.an pia In the form of 9uestiogs.
As a people..Lit! \SC nit effectivdv with the problems.that are us;dernuini:. our atioi i and personal .well-being, or dowe not? Are we ,on;epled aboar the ,haraeter and qualav of life44if hildren k1/4 cl leNech .A1c le not It the answers Ili theseand related luestii:iis are .itt rtn.itc%c. then The netessare human

and frnanr,r L,, id. d rIt.tt :',111S essential function
eau be ,onsumm.,:ted

This is ri ' in ',an( t; c i h V1t the maior issues of i`iurday, and is rliC` ;1111..t he treated in the same inter-
ar,,wid die Jnd the

,wed, a c seotoi ot students m.hio do norintend -Tend. their .hilt ;;\ ts IH II\ dated rg fitiLlt13-11r.
Ntirciftcit sia retiums a c t he athieved more comprebensive means ill et c..cr )11 InGsr ti I determine therh ni al d ntcrc,t ii,. the torRs cc ;risidered

iz,te:k-, trial esperren,es A prumpal reasontor the colLipse earhei At this tyre of 'arrkular reformstemmed from the- irst7UrntntS k t a lUatiOri
Other the rtrt,tT:11k e the inclividoal student or the effestive-oess .or the f -cht.s made siith diarges ..1.S that thestudellt ,iizencr,d dis: not xet into Joy e 4 institUent suhie41tktr k ci "1,41) the. ts ci 'h., ,k gum! the skills

of' Mid e..tr'.1.;,31 sutlents were thus handicappedin ant further intet!ectu ,:zcvlope ent or in the continuation oftheir tc mu elic. tn ac c ::""adctite or Professional sthool; thatthe pr,,diatrs t siperne 1.1 instruiti,m txissessmg only a modest
knottled,,:c iif .my held were worse on than `hose with none, betinisethey had been misled into believing they were competent to mAc
souric.' ccdrnuct ri sotial problems, when their ktienitledge st-as
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inadequate. These and othci depreciative judgments were expressed

whkh neither at the time nor since have been proven or disproven,

because no means adequate to the task of evaluation has been

The problems of evaluation are therefore of pararmiunt im-

portance it renewed efforts are to rest on firmer ground to resist
self-serving attacks. New instruments and procedures for evaluation

will he required. In the first place. a mere measurement of the
amount of factual information the student kis acquired may neglect

the evaluation of the niost essential proce'ses involved in deal*
with dynamic, huffy, situations Fxananations which determine
principally the iclutsinun of information on the increase or decrease

in homicides. HIT lanes, and rape may, for example. reveal the

student's ;M.If 0 it'ss ot existing social pathology. Yet. sudi tests
may without analysis the tomplitated causes involved or the

relative efiectieness t vant,t.',* types ot therapy do little to help

the student play his proper part as a. citizen in meliorating the

social rnditi its hil h lie at the basis of antisocial behavior.

Moieo%er. there is a strorii resIst.Hke among students today

to requirement\ 4,t any kw,l. It may be desirable. therefore, to give
them the &Toon of satisfying the general requirements laid down

hy the fat.ultc tor the accif-duv.: of .1 bachelor's degree through

a varlets of extramural al!tf self-motivated learning experiences.

Tests which reveal die satisfactk in ot the requirements for a

degree, including general kilo.% ted,le .crici intellectual skills, can

thus Ise used to relies(' \rodents of si.secitic course requirements

When they tan show an equivalent achievement through other
lemnine experiences. These innovative prack es of evaluation may
,Also reduce the proportit,it of the total four-year experience which

would otherwise be devoted fii the acquisition rif an effective general

education. Rut, if die institution is to he assured that eat:h student

has gained the requisite ithoss ledge. intellecnul skills, and enduring

interests in the majcir issue. tt the day .04-ors form of general exam-

inations must be devised to asses:: the dianges Out have taken

plate in these respects during the t liege experience.

68
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These means of testing the results of !earning will have to
be quite different in another respect from those traditionally used
in wurses in the several subjects. If general courses are to,deal
with human problems rather than the systematic development of
a single subject:I:valuation of the results of instruction must include'
r7owth in personal traits other than the mere capacity to absorb

material impressive attempts are already being 'made
to assess chanes in attitudes, ideals. tharacter and j)ersonality
development . and gClicral emotional redlsptisitions as they relate
to real human it ruins I i.I advantage should be taken .of these
levices ircasuic the 0;t.L1 irnpakt o;: the studeht's ri th during
the leartimc (Aro iellt es i!tskle Aid (114-t!Ode the ll.issrom.

I he r in, ism thi Hie total priportion of the undergraduate
experience that ma% be absorbed in dealitig with the major problems
4.1t the iv. and preranni...: students tor a onitinued intereSt and
abilit; IrlaV at first sight trper to be valid An
ex, essb amolvit t tnr' undet,crduates' time my seem to be
Jecc-ted to .:enet. edn,atn ith the result that dvanced specialized
aistructi4,11 !equlied tor hither cdutation 1:1 a graduate or profes-
siOliai s ii a k.,.UCet %VW he detrimentodly reduced. Properly
or.L;anized. ith the tn. ia! ind it relevant eliminated. the proportion
i,f the OTINc11.0 +1.1.1 ft ur year tindel,i:raduate pernid devoted to
this purpose should not evtend bevt ind a third to half of the
total time at jlaIde Ii !CHIP, 4 it the tiiso peR, c'S In the preserva-
tion nti enhairtement ot on! ,111tiire this is not am unreasonable
demand

This kind 44 eser,Isr: okm,2 the lare range of sou tai pri;blems
identified bove as ell as thers that will emerge as the ramifications
into the vario subject iNe,rtters are trate(' out still demand the
unreserved commitment nt the entire academic l'ornmunity. If
there are members ut h d u :144 w tsh to become involved they oug,ht
not in ,j,..t.t+od conscience :eel' .ibstat ks to ithers who are committed.
Many general education, pit ,::rams have w itheied i in the vine because
of the (overt I ..rrOSitit 111 l*,f rhe sp-eciahsts More interested in getting
majors for their own c6urses than in enlightening the rublik, wn-
icmninmz the adverse condituins prevailing in our society and in

69
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. bringing their own special knowledge to bear-on the elimination
of these defects. The -nation cannot afford another educational
abortion similar to that of the past several decades without risking
its own survival. We are in a cultural crisis of fateful proportions
and only the full use of our massive resources of knowledge, ip-
sellectual ingenuitymd moral commitments will assure the pres-
ef?,ration of the personal well-being and social freedoms we have
enioyed for, two centuries.

CAN PLANS \VFW u WITHERFO EARLIFR FLouRISII TODAy

What reasOn is there to believe that reforms coticerned with
the :ieneral education of our people that did not succeed a quarter
century ago can be accomplished today and endure tomorrow?
One can realistically hope for greater success now because of the
basic changes that have occurred inside and outsicle institutions
of higher education. Four such changes are (if fundamental signifi-
cance.

First, the. public generally is more inquisitive ahout and some are
disillusioned with the outcomes of college edy .oion. Second, a
much larger segment,of the profession is- now willing critically to
examine the policies and practices of fiigher education. Third, a
shrinking labor market has -made aspiring members of the teach-
ing profession rn.re amenable to a consideration of new concepts
and new ai'tivitics. Fourth, some of the most distinguished mem-
tiers of the society of' learning are themselves troubled about the
conditions of life today and convinced .that its members have a
moral responsibility to re-examine the relationship between edu-
cation and the quality, and character of our private lives andour
civic responsibilities.

Nrst. the public questionng of highereducation. A more likely
possible inference is that the American people by and large are
riot disenchanted with education pek se, but rather wii.i the policies
and practices of the institutions which have been .given almost
unlimited freedom_ in determining the character of their own ac-
tivities. Informed critics of education today see evklence that the
concept of the early devotees of _universal education as the founda.
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tion of an ever more stable society and satisfying personal life has
not proven to be pragmatically valid. These attitudes are_especially
'evident among the trustees of 'our colleges and universities. There
is ,among our vt.ople generally, however, an unformed and unarticu-
lated awareness of this fact and consequently they have an interest
in initiating a basic re-evaluation of the purposks of education.
This public 01110:111 generally. with the character and quality of
education provides one reason to hope that todaw reform can be

4
achieved. Intelligent and socially eonscii>us leaders Saw reforms
which held rich promise in the thirties and forties ither and die
in the fifties and sixties. These same plans may 110w succeed.

Sccond. it the dissatisfaction with the '.ersonal rewards tind the
ciVic benefits of higher .educatnin ,a ere Irnited to its patrons and
the public generally. the prospects for ,.eform rnight be tio. more
promising now than they N% ere several decades ago. The virtually
autonomous control of internal policy br the members of toe
teaching profession itself ,could imped, e it not (ompletely stop ar.y
externally propcised changes No , .however. the counter forces
within the ciimmumtv iearning that emasculated earlier efforts
to create a strong general education program have lx.en 'consider-
ably enfeebled. Then only a relatively small even though distin-
guished coterie ot taculti" members and administrators as at Chicago
and Harvard vigoirously advocated fundamental curricular recoil.
struction. Many others. however. escf thl)Se in positnins of
decisive influence Over the welfare of the younger members of-the
professiiin. tenured full professors and department heads. overtly
or :overtly opi-osed attempts to remide! the course offer:igs for,
nimmatior 'student.. This balm), e of power has now begun to
show signs ot shittinL:.

Mans of the Younger members )f the teaching gui ld as well
as s.-,ne senior eminent leaders in the several brandies of learning
now the need fc-r change. Sorne,ci,onnisly advocate reforms
and are wilting to risk then professional reputations and status to
achieve them This is nor to say that spec itic alteration imi the
purrioseX, c,ontent. and methodology of undergraduate instruction
have as yet heen prec-selv cknkcived, much Irss niaugurated. in the
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tnajOrity of colleges and universities. Yet, an increasing number of
faculty members acknowledge the need for a complete re-evalu-
ation of the goals, programs, and outcomes of higher education.
Demands by socially conscious members of the profession for a
searching re-examination of the ends and means of higher educa-
tion and an evaluation of its products in z-z::..., ol. the needs of men
today seem destined to lead to basic reform. This change in atti-
.'tude among the members of the house of learning justifies the
prediction !hat the widespread discussions of general education that
earlier turned out to he little more thau exercises in rhetoric result-
ing in no lasting structural or f IIIR tional changes may niiw presage

tcipticant renewal.
...', Tivrd, another milikential tac tor in the present situation favoring

change di.i wit exist even .1 few years ago. This new force which
P ' has aitered .1.4 ulty attitudes toward experimentation and innovation

lias ltrtle or nothing to do W ith education. Boldly stated. the present....-Ar .
willingness to tonsider shills in the Lonventional way of doing
things IVA\ srom the latk of jobs in the academic labor market. The
sLtil reiee in enrollments in colleges iversities that began
with e return of veterans in !,),46 continued unabated for almost

1 i:

zr quarter century. hi the academic rear 1939-10 before the male
undec,gr.iduate students and a Lonsiderable number of women as'
well ...vete drawn from tampuses into military (=r other war-related
ailivities.. Vie reside.pt degree-credit enrollmerjts reached a peak .6f
IA94.203. By the vear to-19.7so, when most G.l.'s had left the
service with warrelaied bene.tits. this figure lud. risen to 2.64,9.021.'

It.These :rapidly :Ct.celerating vnrollments resulting .from the post.
ponement of theif h!Aer taucatioo by service.men. were further-.,
increased. a fe w. years litter by their tendency to have more childreni

per familv't4til was thkraCteri:tic'orthe preceiling depression years.,
Growth iii the economy generally Zliud the r,ise in average individ-

.

ual income provided ,the...idLlitional., resouti-es requited to offset
the cost of inor ;! formal sthooliag kfor more members of the
family. fhese and other factors in oils- na.tiunal' Life caused.. an
.unprecedented inirease in the mllege-giiim, population. Bv Pr6.

.it is estimated that die undergraduate ermllment ,w.ill .tiave risen. ,
to. 8.824.0(X).'" V . -
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Since preparation for t college cr uversity teadiing positiam
custom:tardy requires the ,Aspiran: to earn the Ph.D. degree, a
process often extending over a decade or more beyond lily+ school,
teadiers were in short supply from the med-i.orties to the mid-
sixties This &aunt! for additional teAchers was compounded by'
HIM ()M)rW/lit:WS ft,of hOridets 414- the doctor's degree in industry
and pmernment ...Awed first by the war and Liter by the tutiorul
concern which followed the Russwi launching of Sputnik in Otto.
E-er Heme. some of those who earned advanced degrees
especialiy in the st Imes who would liorrmillv have gone into teach-

- ing entered other ottupanon.s.'

lot Ow purpi,Fses of this discussion. rio execrated treatment is
needed of enc- Li.,tors which taustd the reversal in the past seirend
years of the --Inpl,:,yenent situ:owl., in the teathing p,ofession_ An
earlier drop 1,1 the i rrh vitt: sA. tth 4 t otmegot-nt shranicAge im the
pool of vtAirti tareloni.: higher edutanon disaffelJion and difallusion-
mew- rm,,n,;.4. ,r v, Jtb ir tir.-ter Aid benefits, and
lacter1v dee ().t. LIM& uJti rci.. tui trOtT1 the eco-
M.,,ini, renston unri ;hr t.411 ot 19-s to reduce the
perk ret,e tqint1t1111H<C, thor educatwn besond high
scho,1L

The ent.,,r kit Tlik^7,4' .;! ,UN tit t 441 the et4A0ATly higScr
,01,,:n has ...lot,:red trAr institution to nistItunt.,z, Thse with

rLittor1.4, rpot tor 0., 0:C1K C WIth 4 StV.AdS bAckk)g of
..ibk iu recron as many sbadents As they

0,kaisi ,R.14,rnmod.ate. The malority ot 4:011e14es .trid
omttisitiv,i, /l1 ever, espetrdlv those whose enrollments %oared
-,ver rave r,,,ko deLatic, untii lost students, And many
ointicit,i- ft/ Jt 11, 1,11m:lief h4ve Lo.1 to redp,..,e their stalls

lieJrls, .1 biaidmi bxvt- u& fate their doors, thus further
swel!n: (Lc 01111,,)1;-% tt leadiers. seeking empkiyment. Sinov under
the to!es 11 tenIre th .:. senior members 14' the f.iculty emoy pre-
ferred status. those most st--:rely disadvniuged by the thrinka,ge

student enroihrwiits have been the newro wnets tt) CAmpus..

I. vieq of the scitial economic. population. And ath-
tuditial banpes attetttng the enterprise ot iIt Iuatin in



!recent years. predictions 4re inazarde4x. Factors already fixed, how-
ever, such as the size of the reservoir of colkge-going youth for
the next rwenty years, just,ty the fc.-,,recast that unkss nes types of
servkes are offered for a flIk.4e varied student population,
tikuties tor employment in the profession ta id be lunitf
to operunis resuiting tr.ln ,deatr;, retrements, arid shift
occupatiorts.

The rt.Lv ut 11)ER:' Is tegreitabk bt:t3LIse the present avail-
ability of aildirional c;,uld corre.t some long standing
instrUaLOCLI,!- detisleflA tie ICJ son for discussing this
emrloymeht s.!rti:Ai4).1. 1.1. I,- e'"," is tllat the adoption of the
type of seneta edutation program described in the foregoing

wouki it;:toine the services ot rn;qe, not fewer, f,..ulte !um-
bels In sash sos,ises tontatt betsteen cRhe and student
with free di >0,, ii>Sh4.1 ot wou.ld reTure more experienced
tachers. it e, 1,-n,per to sil,serve parenthetically that if the average
iondergtaduare st-ds.it ao:re to rev:lye the type of indivkluahzed

esigenties of our tones require, few, if
any fasufry mien .)ers t t,ld have had to he released. The Con-
tetrii,or,t.Ty tourse at C.olumbu College serv.-ig several
hundied students each year has tri.an the bepnning been, and is

dly:dcd ['Ito ...lasses of r.',,ot mine ilrn twenty-five students
thus eitinhog them to participate it) the inisf personal discussions
itt-.3.11 ate impossible in the lare lecture sections so (ommon in
new:4. Lira. vnisersities Indeed, the ciimplettient of teadiert, espe-

in the universities *here large classes often predominate in.
the -lettuentary sourses. 'A to ld ./1.1ve ti be oinsiderably expanded .

under the columbta type of ;lass organization.

sattx the kind ot z,eneral education retwired to Write
the needs of an enlightened tinienry lapabk of r4...1;huig reason-
able decisions on the prcAllems of personal and kAthhc life re-
luires classes of modest $4/**. It is proper to observe that the
present disbal.-rke n sunk ulutn s;vierings in undergraduate (olkges

dis1514ie.s 1 WuvcTslties demands readiustment. The instruction
so abundantly availabk *M-1.titztd. vant:cif levels for
the few 'students preparir:g tor further eduta,tion in A Lrathlate or
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rrofessional school. and whish in fact often duplicates *fit course
offerings provided in the latter, could be drastically redut_ed. The
unit cost of instruction in these advanced courses typically averages
two or three times the ccist it elernemary courses into which nusses
of students arr corralled Toe whole corpus of iir:tructiotul offer-

rwrrrLilly pursued by freshmen and sophomores who do not
intend to mxtc.ir in the sariocts department., deminct- reassessment..
Such a reaiit taisal consider the aprropriateness of
the varbOtIS ututs of instruction It _should .dso, ,Lornrare the rela.

hmited c Ipt7 ; t,,,r+ ;frit .41 1 Mc total insiMitioa..:. re-
,L1:1.. dev,ited tii The go.xt-ii edu,...ition of the student istAdv

compared the t enJmre fir .the te-c int,.uding ro .

Ltreers 1 thin tile v hint li f whi13 Ty} Ats
essentially similat fees A searLfimg, j 5st-ssintia et -..,resent instruc-
tional pra,iti..es ,rt-rorriate ir ri,..ufurn rei.onotrilition could
lead the stiAti2 t teachers troth one lonci :f c,,,,:rs.c to am her.

h . si

,te.L.Ne, the demaiid ter te.k.hers ;Ind iwer the
1.4 t)'.tV.tLe

The feit.N.!;:k. ot ''st !Alt ton+ on ,unditue.ens in the tots
mar;cet that :he on:sent lask of )tills. among those

1,,ce iJ a es; ch.7.trces has profoundly atiecred
rfkir se. t!t/1)41;rss heo ervIc m instructional 1110,NAtion.
COnSequent ref. eitardeu or discountenanced
in the IL iu '0. be t'N.. pet ted to engage the interest of
youner :.t.c.inbct,, t tne -totessi,in fat. some administrators
KANT sLrrd Ic I a r: Ilree.? IA 'A er t J queStioli on this
subieJ that many ,,. mtntAhtts toda% Are va,zter to 2'.ive favor.

th,,,u,c,ht to A redesigiong t the ciarrliulurn Moreover. they
believe fkif su,h ityL,tuurig uit T4. with the assumption
thar eleitientar-v insoroc thin designed to Lis down the foundation
for Liter spec iallied trainin g. flit a lifetime oscupatihn in the
iik.AdetT11., ,r one 1-'7 tb i:. other learned rrotessniirs, whatewer other'
mew', May iegiimarei', jaimed fifit it. is nct suited to the
needs of ,ither sruclews 1L more ate ro agree Iliat

elert,,:.nrarv course in r'fnist4 s, for example, ewential for



the youth who intends. and has the ability. to bek:ome a research
physicist. L.:,:unnt-sr. u.r hi),L.7ist, mi y.. be quite unsuited ru the needs
of eten an A-grade undzigraduate who intends to become a_ social
woz-rker or ..i...y..1111..d.t.st

,xkho h.axe '.11tered teaLhinL4,4 or wish to

so. 11....+ a.selrit Co!1,1111-.'s .1,,ertior: some Yeats ago that the non-
....

stL.Je!:: to ,t;_rtc different :-.-ntrodoction to science
which TAHhx.:4,;:e thc nxitXre tnerhodo!0:.-,:: ot scientific
inveith4.. the of its stiLcesses and failures. the episte-
in,.!ozi, v and most nni,ortantiv the impuct

o:-t hi:Jr ,ondrtion. A. growing per-
et er hi vievx ernb,...,dying these

major:, m-ke them. Mare
! thc: :f.:+:11:.: Med it not caused

:reetnent .4-en readied
rnetnic,,er-, vItti In the

for

'1. 4 ix ere ,..t:(ited
!! thc i L rfl1(I

; revxo!ed sount: vr...ts. 41:o Jnd to xi

;RA- 111:-L: the kind of instriLtion resuired
fur tfi n r sri. hR I i:tr lead ti
LAN-'..ins:oti tiier thai rinLae t tarts. In recent years. in

..atendt'd tve;.:, or thirty thousar

e:crncnratt hate tfc,.;CA.11tly been attended by .o...Aeral
flittJ 1 "h( !tre Ititerektu.t1 give and
Uke bero, her ..x:nd students or varyipg d,...p,iets of ability
and r redoLed to privation:11

rintittnum 1.Yen ii hc:e the difierences in the objectivts bctween
g.enetal larikt;radu.oc i'UiSC or nonntailas and other mstruetwri
fot tut!-re speL !LYCS N rei nt,ed. it has been contended that

thc various disciplines largely attended by
rg,,nm.nors etr.ostivel taught in large groups The author

av.,Ite or the reseinLs rh rcsAts of whidi show .:;io
advanta:-e iii the ri, lass. It is his tipituon that the
et ah,an.!.... ItHrtlAnew-i tail to measure !..f me of the mu.t importmit
intenet tu..! outlimes of -t..:ore individualired instruction.
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if class sfluct-ures were changed .me the methodology of teach-
ing so a1te-,,1 as to put all general begumng courses in char:r tPt;
a teacher prepared especially to take advantage of the elk:, aticl-,1
benefits made possiHe by classes lin..ted to tv,enty twei!el:
students the 9ualitv of' u:,dergra,..±uate education would 1:ignificantly
rise students' intelle..tual skifls other than those involved in the
sheer a.,.cioisition and recall of facts could be cultivated, The
(:a-raciti for k ritp...11 thinking and the habit of relating. a given
bc,dv of aa of theorv t the larger corpus oi knowledge as well
as to related life situatwns would be enhaihed These latter goals
must be central 111 any .t.deouate r'rogram of general education
that ls to the lustitied tt uptrtitiality common
among LntiL, of ,he earlier ctiw-,

Manv instimtions are n:o.c overstatfcd ly in terms of the
presently inverted sclise Of the rdafive irnrofte et various tyres
and leech of ivstru, non J i established inn.vibers ot the pro-
fess:..,n who a real tor th cii.Ll'itt4 underi.:raduate
education ..4nd a tn:-.issliniate regard tor dedicated ,i10 able
younge. rnved thonghtuLy to desiz,1 111re
suitable general education tna: nie, tVi 'lc AV.111.1h, : cli which
MA xre 1101 i eLk, trr tea het lrf id he iceded. 1hat .3

number stem to hat ht% Are of these ..-)s,rtuinties and
responsii,dioes ;'rov!des additional .hore ioii tht.. trunk's, effort to
reform undeiL aduatc it sttuLtton sr.era; der ades ago may now
sin

!:.-,").`!'1 cc\ itit14 VI 1 \I AND 'VI >f

nitim..ted earlier the attinidcs and the activities
'A_ in.:v cc ell ,play u 'note dectsive role HI the reconstruction

of the co, ,urfnult.in r jii thev did In the forties and fifties.
A number ot stucs ieFetable investigators suil,ort the casual
iit,vervattion that sn.dents have in the pa, detade become
thr chata, .4:Laity ii inec.h icf the instrut tit in provided at
the undergraduate L./A. I 'otortuniately their efforts at refoim in the
sIxtleS Were lio,qrated 4.0 171/Cs 4 student action. First, the
.1-Ltewities cot %elf- intentioneu youth w:tie confused in the puHic
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Mind with thv :trrehensihle disruptions of some of their 111-g,uided
cLissrn.it,=-, The sintert eitorts of thouhtful ard well behaved
yotith see"':-: to kie atadertn, 1.-stabhshme11t to turn is
-ittt-ntion tr"rn a traif.i.mssian to- the broader re-

Prei rt-orle ti LIJAerstind anJ to deal
k It+, the u:=!elit s Ifyft):2 arm: in the

mind wtt=, tite %.iolent "i j it-NA '1.; FICUr 1.j..? were

ICA the ,.._r in Vietnam, raL fa]
111;:clultic. xi the r-c.::ruent thc

Nt. -ut of the Litter i.lues thc means of
tlie,; fr)L; Ni;1,. +Acre -Ile very

re-0,nabit "The

t the nite`deLtu.d
t-lo,in.i14i. rt.iiir acaderflf,..

rtic th411),0,:it."!,7, NtlIdtntS
A11 I i. i,..;! die 11s, revd,1111 it I Ir11111 Jild

I Tii)r, Wrrt"'

1,t- their

ta, i1C1

h. pfl'Sslun treeduin uf
Ce hjr.L Hecu 4171 !mime

shiniting.
discuN11,11. vniLlte 1....cry

" ht, h '1.1.1t."].?c..rs reedom rnust rest
tricH

tc'' 1 51110f--;)"5 has ht.: omit- fm)te

fIlc 1,j'.it.i !Ls in an orderll rClLi-
rn.k11 oluf. atfofa more tele,. ant the

rtc,!0:1... ,lic ,o,Reptions .ot relc-tike I,ften
tf Iftwif lent dem.ind the instal,

t.invoits 5-1111,A: r i,,b1t.rf,. son ol which have i-.erple\ed
/",eI MII"J *f:fif--, Lice '''-1) Atereci I rit or w(ruk. con

;CLAteil fne tor treedi.i. lusti And the
Fdtri.i1; 111-ir .\ cit favor immedi-

ate ,i,tion 1:c thoughtfulb
Nt.gthi the 11411ttl(41



philosophies of the late eigthee:. th century. hi..h were re,ected by
radical activists as not relev.,:it to their own lives ind in fact
obstructive of thr-r propysz-d social reforms. Ure now JiOLiSly

These ea:f a:r!..-udes and. destruinve of free-
dom of teaching aroused the opposition of tf:e general public, and
in thr end the opprobrium of the academic establishment. Unfor-
tunJtelv. ther the political ac-tivities of some students became con-
ksed w:th reforms ;,i; edi:.,..tricrl which deserved the seri, lis con-
sideration of the profession is cell as the pubhc

Unfortunately the, incisive and valid student ..:riticism of much
thin te1c v.1!-I!' to the intellectual interests

of the memi...rs of the pr.,tessorrate was skillfully classified by
the ve,..!ed mte-ests cc th.: the shortsighted and hollow aninudver-
sions ot' the th,.-jghticss few The violent jctivtties .of the latter

tho...e of the solwr students seckui.L.: leginmate reform btdric-itil the AttennoN sLirport of ,.iti.euns av,.iy from needed
re..;:v.duar.

Ncvc:'theless.
cr:ollments and a ,ntinurng demand among students for voice
ii the k.letemlwati,r, 'He learni;:-..: c\terreP.,VN tEtl. IA ill have

ve heh them their oon.persori.d and
\ut.'s 11! A1Ur knniuse to Jkadernic bklies

re-oodi.,;c ther: .co;1,.les The interests ot stc:clents today N hichut sha:, % with the u.fdit!'crerue or inis,guided Attacks of
.1.irhe tot Ole suoess ot ettorrs

estah:i,..; 41, ot .;Joeral cdt:. jtt

yli.J the :trrcr. ii Ut t.rtletit It
±}w ri;trtit,-; t.rdure. 11.41 ,.'.fretriclir only,! Is t4, !fp.. ;') ver

rt. H iMprelic i;nri 1i !sfu-' t c. pC,r1g:,,us 1;istit,." .;:d r he suregr filv
,,oniert .1ttarus of itucLs ,k

. Jr% P+IVIts of know
ed,ce Ai students to pt,;stie. ;to longer
doln;;Lites OR- hder _ AU.. 7k: . ;tan Yet. it for no vthe:.

f,it flu :crtc-stt, Jtive- tlie v411(Als dci,artment-
inted H 'n1;e10- !...Noccied,te of the content and
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methodol,:iizirs of the various dis6plines s4..mic such QOLLTSeS have

been presc7ved T. achieve goal, however, faculties have

widely re-establish, the earlier distribiHon system under which

e;ach student is required to (-lett a ,;ziyen number of hOurs of in-
struction ;o e.:1,h of the au;or dp. sii 4 modern knowledge the -
natuti sdelhe-., the st.;.;:n.; i-nd the humanities.

Some of the must rakiitailv innovative institutions, however, have

swum.; temple:ely .1\kay from the earlier conkept that a bud} of

..,..;eneral know !cd,..:e .1.1;j a distuktive set of intellectual method-

ob.),;tes existed ift the subiettLmatter areas which 311 edu-

k. ted ers 'O ilattr ti ksinprehend ai:d able to u5e ill

eni:...htened i e in oyt: S;:j: ItiStitlifitn, for example, where

!iidiyiduah/atioil L,,,tals was konfused with

turrli Lredit has !leen given fur a wide variety

11 mionmd crici. . sukh as the tbservations inade on young.

khddren dornig Whe:, studen: at this
he was ,...-cTa:red to JO to get

his degro.... l ed N t Winined It is tiiffkult to

see hti in wn i atmosphere the edukanimal k'oncept

if r:eparan,,n a the.,`111116H !...Tc,nihilities of life in a i'ce,

mti,, so, icty liae 11 intluen,e ,)11 the kontent of

- he hfc spHe .6 the ..impus Fortunately. this ex

r.,!neitk.e ,t; :n hoose of leamin.;.7 is psing.

rile :0:21 nita that c s body in- tact and theory
iii tilt rhum....htful kunducT ut, put:lit and private lift

students and faku!7,ies, .i.:rhough ,:nany

:;tudents stil! k,,rnrrion experience

to: ill Yet remains from the dedicated
thosi. , em;Honcti .nld t ';, tt-,1 tlie programs f

eneral tatlat th earful dekades <entury. Many

aCtI,S the bo,andaries of several

1.4.3siste3 of- reanimated. Vt,tiges nm. Great

rro.,:Lr./M t-td under the leadersEp 4.if Robert M.

l--ktihuts .0 if Ci-!ikago still remam not (ink there

hut at utber M Ci ver Cvcu 1 fat ilfies where .1 te<ired
studies does nlit exsit. .is fur example

a 0



at Kenyon College. instructioiul- units embrating the subject matter
of more than a single disciplthe continue to havtt their vigorous
proponmts and are chosen by students under an elective system.
One of the most diffiLult practical problems facirn: 7hose who
believe that there is a tertarn both of .i:nowkdr.re which all en-
hghtened titrz:ns must ilk)scs, is that engJ.:.t.ini.: the thouttht and
the ener L;:.-. wrious students m 7.1:v designing ot suth an in-
chsben.abl, ;-h,gram edu, anon. thus ensurin::, their sub-
se.iuent 4an,p,-rt

lit IN 111: PROI.J.S.,ION

As tat as. P. es .ç Lertie d. the most encouragin.,, idi-
an,n t;f revr,c,!, arn,p1.1! rnemhefs
ot the ie' ii III t:"!t- natur.d kientists.
It Is mt L.t1; Alt t' (1:it ihnnes ind tn,rt:;..s many 7.t1et-:
nsts tht- cii N ot flnivnrds presi
lent_ , dotiii,.....,koshIsi S elit,;`,t, Ill CSI,111-

rt stifth h- :Ht,1 I sCt VC thC ht.1:1.b a the
cdu,,ted leotak karcer. Nevettheless,
with 4 ,,,t; nniN 1 mstruktitm
kit.-celkiped sneh as physits,--,
thennstrl,t
Student

theoren,! a %in
iiessirt, deso...-ted

anJ the int-estn:at'NC

Ariy tfl U ' I1tP
Jr' .1 :cricn...

. s.. ii

k.,.1k.hiig the
intr Iakt. to rim- advan..ed hey:Is of

, sln1C- s 1: as these
.!,1. ' iii, interrelated the sublut rriattet
ti. 'tics 1 t\, ti11,tt. disc Othes.

Ili the -.10-10S re, t. 1_4161

C th.:St As, kic.1) V1 ith a/1(C tr
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il human values has been. developed by several membersof the
faculty of enineeriIn at Stanton.: University, a brief description
ot which will.be found in Chapter VII. Viewing this Aerstepping
of intellectual borders one can predict that some of the roost
dramatic and fruitful ,develoi,ments in Inghff education will soon
emerge from kollaboration between scientits k.onkerned with the
human WnSNLIenteS of their work and humanistik scholars in-
terestej In the aikienr quest', is of the ultimate meaning of life.
In Litt this tyrt iitrellektual niisce,1:enati,:n has alteadv begun.

Tiff ( :-;rt !NI R(0, ! St TIP,"

I.viden,..c-s' of s4,:c:itists char; .itt ks o criiing the edu;
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if its 'lir, :A,th to:,,,olosv on life generally appear
with io,reas' trekluciv in tip:- rr4itessi4Anai hterature .md in less

tekhnikal st.arernerits addressed to the public at Linf.c Barry

Commoner, to...L. ail eminent biologist relectin..:. the view
that the mcliocfs and s,ibstanLe of St f(21k.e. .ire so esoteric that the

Jvct.i.f4e Lit-fp:4i! aniii t H.- entrusted with the responsibdity of making

decisions itivoivirT Sc ienir says:4
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kind of rulizion: lot it; stlf-titication. .; personal,int(Actual pursuit
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public. was educ...uion by the scicntists of the c(erimunity. After all, it w4s

thi -. scientists who firs: knew how to spell strontium 1."1'
a

No J.:Ix:it:ire of resival oi ettective ge eral education

tould a tm-nt rerizi,n;rve th.rn that of Professor

Commowr. hut ... deet, convictions. Rene

.internarRa.al!y reri, hi.)logist, contends that

cdnnot. tortir.ol or mane'the results of their work..

In Rea.,',41 An c he says:

The-iir.n arat:n :nto the somd onkr

t.. O,'.ir I tonsteatconalat I ii,at%cv Wheeler. 11)68).

Thin, in k n Iii. tr A's Of 71k until recent

rarnyt, betause siLicottht adkan,es In1ref1lle1411V and wit holt, t Con-

scious arlti,Arazton ot their Lyn,: L:np; efIttts. but the situation is

noW luferent in two %c.o., out. is- that the systematic produccion of

sotialitt thstotc,:tes. ttrs; .ipattd Neu

. his ni cc h,e,i.nft 3 re othtr is that. tontrare to what

waN t;:tad ;L_ adc.w,cntent of knowledge does

not auloinatittlk° the human ,mlition; The c,cius of the past

:es% ic, 4.1es. :* 0 1

.;ianuci.,1:!...for soctety to allow scientists

'to manage the t,,nstt.;c11..
V These statemmis %.t eminent stItt,iars with a deep-seated'sot-ral

tonyince at cdtij.ittiis tha t if nonscientists are

to FLO,' a decisive art in detcrIMIlith,t.: cc 10: scient& -activities are

'to be'supported ,ind "their results tire to be used by mankind.

the yi.iting it 1.(..11 Wh.it .-,cience really is and does. and

what are the rri h,ihle t t not certain'huni.u... onsequentes of its dis-

coveries related [ethnological appinations. These and'hundreds

Of:opinions o*--t,ther thoughtful pers,C as Sc ci as expres,ioris-of

uncertainty timoi47, ntr people generally hi. nartue,and pur-

tio!fc of human CNIstctr, e reveal the need to re-examine the put

r,?ses and practices of educ.ition to decide whether as presently

toustituted if k et:nipped to 'prepare this and iicceedriiz genera-

t!ous to deal wIthithe problems of life and to enhance the

well being f the ccoll(F., raptd!y multiplying inhnhitants.

Anyone who shares these doubts mu*: agree it it is a matter

ot the 'utinist urgc Ay to rt.7activate -a, dormant interest in general

edutation. If. how ev' a second maior effort to this end is to

stitteed arl3 .ur,77ntly ixeded reforms particii'.arly in oiArgraduate
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education arc to be a.chieved. an entirely new approach must-he Made
to the reo.::_!anization of the ...-jrriculum. the content of insrrthition,
the methodr,!.ogy of tea,.hnig. and the evaluation of reuits. lt bears
repeating th,f tile earlier el:tit-Is to cimstrutt a defensible general
education .heg...n with specialists c italaigning the types of knowledge
and the vario:.:-. intellectual skills ;.:1 educated person oughrto have
acquired. To. a nsiderable extenz tile large tanits7,i-if instruction
in the form iTt o.eneral c 1e re consticicted of small ;leces

ted ri )131 eLited Because of
the ,%if". .t)et l'eT! ; 'eu.dized spheres -.it schidarship these bodies
of knn .v. ledge were nlv -.A.TerlIct.i iv related in the typical courses

ti:c seYeral

It xv.,,s ...ssscirned llia t e ould he closed by bringing
various unn ut v. ee int.; meaninJul interrelationships so
that learning W4 altd ah.4111 MAC pertinent ro/thc. complex hurrun
Problem!. that were !iot .-terrninous with the discrete analyt;cil
boundarie, of tilt' NL b.Att 1,:vestr.z.rior This Ic.-tinion il divorced

.i; theory !.. uried ecii iii the..minds of
thy,e wno (aught ro :loc./Hug of !hose who :::arned. It should
tia. keen ob:oi; even to the nninitiated th,:t HICV: ,n.sembling
few \ eCt- ot ni,tr iic non in political science, and psv-k.

t e _111,N these tluid'; hi forthrightly
adnutted the:: tt.:1!.,(..' 4 4 the odier !hit reStIlt in

.
students' it:arm:H.; !.. v he e;e19ents 4 it moderiipscho:arship.
nor 1.1. exert uses kiln, the resulting
traginel,r, be,: in problo-na., of Me

It c. .i '1..1!

Aer% :1, academ:.
nes, n, ;ht. in rhe woild It Lige '44 C.41,14

the Ueed t edtk .inI retoltn ii ,ts most thoughtful
ituens edt,,Linon the IS the one

social instnut,. !sc :1! ; Nt arc I mtmirntrr be111,1.!N to deal c.rttec-
1

tivViy \cub in:: riobleih; ot the cj.tV. then the priority
itein 41! :he 4.....:enda the iii t'SSU ke the develo.pment it
a fuller. in,.;i! ,4r CelleLli ejtR,itiItt tor all our people. Fclu.



cators C4nriot alone, rior should.they ittempt to, reshape the values
a;d the conditions of life in our 'society. They cannot, however,
tw!raily refrain, from re-examining the effectiveness of present

-educational practices and .determining what changes need tz, be
made. to. quote Whitehead to restore order .and reverence to our
culture.
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V. A NEW FUNCTION FOR GRADUATE
SCHOOLS

One oi the disquieting signs oi Otot time is an increasing
alienation. Lk* of communication, lack of rapport among
people. The impersonality of our large unis-ersines is s-rli
known. Ditkrent residential arrangements and other mana-
gerial schemes may help. but nothing could have as much
impact on our college campuses as a faculty really concerned
about the personal lives of students and the role of higher
education an their development. And here. agAm. se need

different breed of faculty, a faculty who are in tune with
the younger generation. -- E. Alden Dunham

The decline of hberal education in this country coextends almost
exactly with the rise of the graduate scliool, and this relationship
also determines how difficuk it will be to establish a suitable gerwral
education in the undergraduate colleges. A review of the ascendency
of the graduate sdiool will show uzunistakably that this branch
of lights education has had a direct, profound, and. cii balance,

denimenui effect on the colleges, the institutions esublished by
society io provide liberal educaton for all students regardless of
their intellectual interests or vocational pals. It will also show
that during the expansion of graduate education the colleges began
to surrender their independence. Gradually the collei,vs relinquished
the mission which ior centuries in British and later in American
higher education had been their heritage and their grandeur. to
wit, the function of instructing young people in the Vi'lestern
Furopran intelkktU41 and spirimil traditions. Such a teview
also reveal that with the rise of the graduate school liberal education
became onented toward new goals alien to its nature.

Under the ,-ereading iraluence of graduate education, the liberal
arts Colleges shifted their emphasis from trothing to research; from
general education to specialized instruction; from learning concerned
with the key idea' of Western culture to instruction tomposed of
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the latest findings in everurroster areas of schoLirly investigation;
from the concern with the cimpkte development of mind and
character which Milton believed fitted -a man to perform justly.
skillfully. and miplanimously all_ the offices. both private and
public, of peace and war- to the cultivation of the professional
skills and the restricted subiect nutter of the varificis fields of in
talectual endeavor in brief, from the dissemination to the creation

of knowledge.
The present shortcomings of liberal arts colleges, for many

of whida they are not culpable. cannot be corrected until some
of the foregoing deveopements are reversed. Such a reversal ought
to begin with a restatement of the historical fact that the very
educational leaders who were responsible for the establishment
of the earliest graduate institutions recognized that the rzerpolt

of adtarhed gra,biate and tho..t, sohlergradrove

eAcation u.ere phompariLle .phi to some Jegree onekalll

Jettimental.
The builders of' the American university foresaw that making

research and the training of scholars a central activity in the enterprise
of higher education would do what it has now actually done. that
is, confuse the purposes of the colleges and misdirect their efforts.
As these pioneers foresaw, the supremacy of graduate education
with its emphasis on research and the transmission of specializtd
knowledge has transformed the gwls and distorted the programs
of the American academic community. The mores, the administrative
organization. the rewards of academic life, the very tissue of the

academic organism, have been so altered that liberal arts colleges
have ceased to have a distinctive existence or mission. Worse. even
if they chose to do so. they are no longer free to detettnine the
policies governing the educatvin of their own students.

Tin: Si PARAIION (;RAMM! Atil) I 'tiOt Ittjt AHUM Ti

Leading academiL figures ot the late inneteentth century. fore-

seeing the Incompatibility of graduate and undergraduate edcica-
non. firmh advocated their separation. (-harks W.

respoosibf lc tor placing the %hole of undergraduatt
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:nstruction at Harvard under the dominion of the graduate faculty,
in the early period of his distinguishee forty-year presidency corn-
pletey reieded the research function as a primary obligation of
universities, to say nothing of colleges of ;:theral arts. At the outset
of his administration Eliot gave scant regard to graduate work.
In his inaugural address, he firinly asserted the primacy of under-
graduate teaching. On that occasion he stated flatly that -the prime
business of American professors in this generation must be regular
and assiduous classroom teaching.- Even- those who, unlike Eliot,
saw the necessity of firmly establishing research in American insti-
tutions of higher education recognized the fundamental difference
between investigative activities and the teaching of underi;raduates.
Daniel Coit Gilman, for example. the first president of Johns
Hopkins I.7niversity, earnestly tried ta persuade the trustees of that
institution not to establish an undergraduate division but, on the
contrary,. to limit its services to high quality instruction for prom-
ising research specialists.

Originally. Gilman's distinguished contemporaries. Charles W.
Eliot, William Rainey Harper at the Uniyersity of Chicago, and
G. Stanley Hall at Clark 1."niversity. accepted his separation of
undergraduate and graduate work.. Like Gilman, all but Eliot,
who already had a lusty college, objected in principle to having
undergraduate divis. . s attached to the universities over which
they presided. Nevertheless, the unremitting efforts of those who
idealized German higher education caused research activities to be
admitted as appropriate activities of universities. for some years,
however, the leaders of higher education continued to consider such
activities secondary in importance to undergraduate teaching.

THE GROWING DOMINANICU Of THE t7stmtsrn

The earlier characteristics of academic life failed t) survive the
nineteenth century. Within several decades there occurred one of
the .most, radical revolutions ever to take plate in an ancient insti-
tution whose origins were deeply rooted in the soil of Western
culture. After the turn of the century the principal pursuits of
faculty members in American universities were increasingly de-
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dared to be the prosecution of factual research, the training of'
apprentices in the techniques of investigation: and teaching each
succeeding generation of students the advanced knowledge needed
to join the corps of research scholars. In the large universities at
least, these functions came to enjoy a priority in substantially the
foregoing order, with the teaching of undergradiates relegated

to the status of Cinderella before she met the prince_

The liberal art.( college; a handmaid

The basic shift in emphasis in American higher education froni
teaching to research which occurred in a few prestige institutions
might never have become universal had it not been ftir certain
organizational and administrative innovations at Harvard Uni-
versity near the end of the nineteenth century. In the years between
the modest beginnings of graduate instruction around the 1860s
and the year 1890, the position of graduate work in the entire

enterprise of higher education became confused.
Reversing himself completely in 1890. Eliot advanced a new

pattern of university organization. His adc inistrative revisions in
effect placed the control of t-unriculurn policies and practices and

.the teaching procedures of the college in the hands of a graduate
faculty whose interests lay increasingly in research and in the
closely allied activity of giving advanced instruction. The follow-

ing expression of the philosophy underlying the reorganization of

1890 in which Eliot emphasizes the similarity and the continuity
of undergraduate and graduate instruction, reveals the radical
change in his views since the first years of his presidency:

. . in any particular cours there is absolute confusion between the
college and university student; and I think this must he the ose in all
the universities here represented !Association of American Universities!.

. I had OCiitSinn to point out not long ago that in the seminary coiarses,

so calkd, at Harvard, one-sixth of all the choices were by undergraduates
in Harvard College . . there is the greatest possibk mixture of what we
call college men and university men in all our courses of instruction. .

In .1890, then, Eliors proposal made the graduate and the under-
graduate professors of Harvard one irporate body, known as the

Faculty of Arts and Sciences.
_90_
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Within two decades critical observers siw the profound signifi-
cance of this reorganization for the future of college education.
As the graduate faculty rose to a position of complete dominance
at Harvard and the doctorate became the thre qa not! of academk
preferment, William Pines. one of America's most brilliant schol-,
ars, .in an article entitled -The Ph.D. Octopus,- foretold the evils
that have now been visited on the colleges because of their sur-
render to.forces foreign to their traditional purposes. In typically
lucid language he expressed the thoughts repeated since that time

. by many other men of vision:
First 'of all, is not our growing tendency to appoint no instructors

who are not also doctors an instance of pure sham? Will any one pretend
for a moment that the doctor's degree is a guarantee that its possessor
will be successful as a teacher? Notoriously his moral, social and personal
characteristics may utterly disqualify him for success in the classroom;
and of these characteristics his doctor's examination is unable to take any
account wiutever. . . .

The truth is that the Doctor-Monopoly in teaching. which is becoming
so rooted an American custom, cm show no serious grounds .wshatsoever
filr itself in reason. As it actually prevails and grows in rogue among
us, it is due to childish motivJs exclusively In reality it is but a sham,

'a bauble, a dodge, whereby to decorate the catalogues of schools and
colleges.=

These criticisms were no transient phenomenon, for as years
passed, the situation grew worse rather than better. One of
America's most celebrated historians, James Harvey Robinson, a
person no one could accuse of being opposed in principle to re-
search, in 1923 wrote a penetrating treatise on education entitled
The limmanizing of Knouledge. In this publication according
to Glenn A. Reed, Robinson argued for a new kind of college
teacher who could assist students in integrating knowledge.

I Robinson! . . took up the cry to humanize rather than fragmentize
knowledge. He insisted that a new type of teacher and scholar was
needed who would interpret and reveal knowledge as well as extend it.

.The fragmentation of knowledge: said Robinson. may base served a
significant purpose in research, but it formed a barrier to education:
-Specialization, so essential in research, if. putting us on the wrong track
in education.- Robinson believed that the humanizing of knowledge in-
volved the process of divesting it of its aostract and professional character.
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Separation and depaitmenta1ization may be important to research., they

act as barrieri\to thediffusion of knowIedge.4

A.!.iri it can be properly added today, these barriers prevented the

development of general education through the forties and fifties.

COLLEGE TEACHING: THE PROFESSOR-S EXTRACURRICULAR

Acnvrry

The, relationship which exists between the graduate schools
and the colleges is at the basis of many of the deficiencies of

contemporary undagraduate education. The domination of the
graduate schools has deprived colleges of their .intellectual heri-

tage and. of their unique teaching f unction. Small institutions
which rightly have never aspired to university status have, been

forced by false conceptions and misdirected professional.ambitions,

often with a sad wastage of their limited means, to adopt practices

in direct conflict with their reasons for being.

.
Under existing--,Arcumstances, it is not surprising that many

faculty-members., even in.the smaltindependent liberal arts colleges,

now occupy themselves with so-called research activities often re-
sulting in nothing whith, by any stretch of the imagination, could

be calk(' original contributions to knowledge. Moreover, the
knowledgeable and ambitious college teacher commonly concen-
trates his energies, not on undergraduate instruction for the run
of college students, but rather on the teaching of departmental

majors and on research. These activities, he observes, lead to pro-.

motion' and, with good. fortune, to employment in a larger and

better-paying institution, whkh may further reduce his under-

graduate teaching and enhance his opportunities for research.

Although the graduate faculties are largely responsible for the

shortage of properly prtpared college teachers, that is not their
sole adverse etTect on liberal arts colleges. In a measure.the grad-
uate schools deny society the services which the colleges ought to
perform by transforming them from institutions for genera! edu-

cation into agencies for the initial votational education of scholars..

They produce college teachers prepared not primarily for their
chosen or destined work, hut rather fo: research activities of a
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limited character. Through the control of the political machinery
in the academic community these real or ostensible research
salolars determine the policies goVerning promotions and salaries.
By their arrogation of the authority to define the -conditions of
professional advancement in terms of research and publication they
diVert the energies of college teachers from their proper em-
ployments.

'More importantly,.in relation to the substance of this treatise,
they have consistently opposed, often with shocking snccess, the
attempts of liberal arts colleges to resume the time-honored func-
tion of providing a general education for youth regardless of their
vocational objectives. But, most impottant, they have splintered
the corporate body which once was the liberal arts college'into
small and often :completely unrelated departmental units. They
have thus transformed the unified college curriculum into an
agglomeration of subjects typkally assembled in meaningless pat-
terns according to the whims of students or more commonly their
departinentally loyal advisors.

CAN THE PRESENT INADEQUACIES BE CORRECTED?

Only drastic reforms in graduate education will permit the
Much-needed restoration of general education. Before any sub-
stantial reconstruction can occur, the pUrposes of graduate eduG,
tion must be clarified and revised. Until graduate faculties subject
themselves to a sincere self-examination and consciously determine
what the social conditions of the day require of them, no melio-
ration of the present unhappy state of affairs can be expected.
Until these bodies redesign their programs to achieve several
different but equally important objectives the liberal arts colleges
will not be able once again to fulfill their crucial functions. Nor,
it may be added, will high-level imaginative research be as common
as the national welfare requires. It is,urgently necessary that the
graduate schools recognize' the increasing demand for qualified
college teachers, especially those who must design and give an
adequate general education for the needs of today.

If graduate schools were to make necessary changes in their
policies and practices, they could considerably ease a situation
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which otherwise will severely debilitate American life. The achieve-

ment of this desirable social objective will depend-upon the will-
ingness of graduate schools to take the following actions:

1. Provide programs for intending college teachers that differ

in certain basic respeCts fsorn those for other graduate students
who mpect to make research their primary work and hare a
demonstrated aptitude for and interest therein.

2. Broaden theeducation of intending college teachers through-

out the undergraduate and gadnate years.' Since a large part of
the instruction Which faculty meapers in liberal arts colleges give
consists 'of general education, the training of, such teachers will
be more effective if it extends over several departments or dis-

ciplines.

3. Establish the meaning and character of the research require-

ments for the doctor's degree with more realism and candor than

have characterized ,past treatments of dris&crucial subject.

4._ Require intending college teachers to attend a seminar, pre-

ferably, in. the last year in graduatechool, to gain an under-
standing of the whole enterprise of higher education and the place

of their own work in it. Prospective teaChers in connection with

this seminar should also serve an-apprenticeship in a college class-

rooin under the supervision of an accomplished teacher in their

field before assuming sole responsibility for instruction.

Anyone who has done research and also taught undergraduate
students knows that, though a feW persons can du both with
equal effectiveness, the two activities require different skills. In

the first place, the former demands primarily private and the
latter normally, public application. The personality traits required

in each, therefore, differ. Although some versatile human beings
possess both to an. adequate degree, these persons are uncommon.
Nor does the claim that -good teachers are hem- hold true. Indi-

vidual abilities and tastes do exist. They account for the fact that
accomplished investigators may not succeed as teachers of under-

graduate students. Brilliant teachers of youth,--on the contrary,*

often lack the interest or motivation to pursue basic research,

and when forced to do so .to gain professional recognition, more
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,oftem than not-produce pedestrian results. The complements of
knowledge, skills, and traiti required in these two. types Of plo-
fessional actiyities differ sufficiently to justify, indeed to necessitate

-different kinds of training. As Barnaby C Keeney, once a graduate
dean and now president of Claremont Graduate School, sees the
matter-of preparing college teachers for their specific professional

_duties: '
It is assumed by most- graduate professors that they are splendid models

of teaching and that their examPle is all they need to provide their
students. Aside from the fact that many of them ace not very good modes,
a Model is not enough. Good teaching 's nOt done by imitating someone.
Good teaching is done by a careful and thoughful apprdach to a series
of problems. Good teaching is really asking questions rather than reciting
facts. Graduate students may have had goo mod z..fs of. this behavior in
college, but then again, they may not and 'their plealant memories may
have been. obliterated by people who teach otherwise in -graduate schools.

It would be well, I think, for the graduate professors to give consider-
able attention to teaching, what it js (Or, and what people ought to do to
get better at it. I do not mean that they should teach pedagogy. I nran
that they should teach their subjects with some indication that they are-

.. aware that the people who are /learning are learning because they are
.going to be teaching.'

I. Differences in graduate programs

The facts of fisychology provide cogent argument for estab-
lishing somewhat different educational programs for research and
for college teaching. Only a small number of persons possess the
imagination and the bOldness to think 'at highly creative levels,
certainly fai fewer than the number needed in Oollege teaching.
The intellectual operations of an Einstein, Toynbee, Bohr, Picasso,
Oppen,heimer;7FrAk Lloyd Wright, and Arthur Morgan differ so
markedly in 4egree in the capacity for inventive conceptualization
that their thinking virtually differs in kind from that of even other
competent scholars.

Nearly a half century ago, a minority of distinguished research
scholars in , th51, various disciplines saw the harmful effects on
both researc1h and on college teaching of the failure of the grad-
uate schools to clarify and particularize their functions. In 'the
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"early thirties a commission of the Mathematical Association of

America, including some of the country's ablest mathematicians,

examined the policies, processes, and products of graduate educa-

tion in matilematics. AMong other things this commission dis-

covered that existing Ph.D. programs produced too few productive

scholars. After reviewing the 13ublications of those who had

received the doctor's degree some years prior to the inv.estigation,

the commission concluded:
-

. . . it is no apparent overstatement to assert that, under present con-

ditions, at least 80 percent of those receiving the doctorate in Mathematics

will publish no useful research beyond their doctoral theses and closely

associated results. The tiaining for reasearch must therefore be justified.:

ftx most candidates, if at all, on other grounds than their contributions to

the advancement oi Mathematical research, as that term is customarily

understood:-

These findings sub! taptially duplicated those of Marcus W.
Jernegan's study of the productivity of historians, in which he
found that "less than 25 percent of the doctors of philosophy in

history are. consistent producers."'
The primary conce'rn here, however, is wit$ ,the impact of

present policies and practices in the giaduate schools on the educa-

tion of college teachers, particularily those who are destined to
provide a suitable general education for the nonmajor student. In
discussing the type Of graduate education needed ,by such teachers,

consideration of the uses to which knowledge- is put in various
types of educational programs is essential. When this is done

three major ways of organizing and disseminating knowledge
emerge. One concerns primarily the education of citizens generally,
regardless of their occupations the mass of college youth; a
second, instruction for professional practice such as medicine or
accounting; and a third, the research activities of scholars in the
universities.' Although these categories overlap to a degree they

can be profitably separated in discussing the varying functions of

knowledge in different types of education.

In 1926 Wilder D. Bancroft of Cornell University,' seeking a

term to describe the knowledge in chemistry organized and com-
municated for the benefit of_ the first of the three foregoing groups,
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employed the word pandemic. Etyrnologically, the 'Choice was apt
because it denotes the corpus of fact and theory which all educated
citizens ought to possess even though .they can pretend to no
special-knowledge in a given field such as chemistry or philosophy.

_This kind of learning has more recently been characterized by the .

concept: of .general education. that is,clucatiori 'broadly inclusive
-'in _scope -and- related to the usual 17usiness, of life .,contrasted with

the particular knOwledge and actiVities of'-a voiaticin.
The acceptance 'of this classification of knOwledge.hy those who

haVe responsibility for determining_ the purposes, structure, "anil
content of higher education would' materially 'allay the wdsting
conflicts which now occur between the proponents of-special and of
general education; and between these. concerned respectively 'with--
undergraduate and with graduate studies. -Then the contending
groups- might agree that though all are equally important,' these
three kinds of instruction differ sufficiently to necessitaksomewhat
different types of professional education; Until the giaduate enter-
prise undergoes the- alteiations implied by this division of labor,
the purposes and the character of the various- branches of our
system of higher education will remain confused. Consequently
their work in any one Of the three will .be lesc effective than it
could be..

2. Broader graduate education

At present the echicatiOn of college teachers, at least that part
Of it obtained in the graduate school, is not, as Milton. would
have it, -complete arid generouS.- On the contrary, it is partial
and nii.;gardly. Among those who choose teaching career early
the narrowing of intellectual interests often begins in undergraduate
days, or even in secondaiy school. The. personal inclinations of
students or, more commonly, the persuasions of representatives of
their major disciplines, cause them to elect more and more instruc-
tion from a single or related department and less and less from
the areas of knowledge remote from their speciality. When they
begin graduate.work the selection of- courses outside of their spe-
cialty is constricted still further.

9 7
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The youth who becomes interested in the science of living things

will serve as an illustration of the process of creeping intellectual

specialization. In high school he may realize for the first time

that the couries which excite, his interest are treated in biology.

Exploring this cOmprehensive subject as a possible .occupational

field, he learns that the biological sciences are divided into two

major branches, zoology and botark and' that the former attracts
him more than the latter. But as he proceeds up the academic

ladder he discovers that zoology, too, is subdivided into specialities.

Consequently, when this prospective teacher 'of biology enters grad-

uate school he 'limits his study to, say, inirertebrate organisms.

Later his interests are narrowed to bacteriology, then to the study

of viruses. As he selects a research project for his dissektation,

conventionally the principal requirement for the doctor's degree
and hence for employment, this embryonic college teacher will

probably be concerned with the behavior of a particular variety

of virus under. . a limited -set of controlled circumstances. Similar
specialization commonly occurs in the other infinite divisions of
modern learning. This- pyramiding of education to a rwrow point

usually results in a corresponding shrinkage of intellectual interests

because the student's and later the practitioner's time is necessarily

restricted if he is to "keep up" in his chosen speciality. Through

this virtually universal habit of. expanding specialized offerings in

the upper years, colleges have largely surrendered :their heritage

of providing liberal learning. Their traditional distinctiveness, it

must' constantly be remembered, has been the offering of broad
education. Now because they have .attempted to imitate the grad-
uate-school, they do not offer a snitably broad and basic emphasis

even within a single field, much less in a prdper program of
general education.

Until the studies, the research experience, and the dissertation

are such as to enable many more students to extend their graduate

experience beyord the boundaries of a single discipline, colleges

cannot hope to obtain the kind of teachers needed to design and

offer essential programs of general education. A -mere stringing

of the beads of unrelated courses in the natural sciencei, the social
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The college teacher, if he is to be continuously informed about
the varied and significant developments in ! Or sciences or the
homunines whith ought at the tattiest possibk moment to be put
into citadation amorig citizens generally, must devote his tine
to reading and reflecting on the original findinp of investigators.
Scholanhir in his case means knowing his subyect broadly, not
nanowly, and being able to we the relationships and the philo-
sophical SigrifiCaMe a new knowledge as it is produced.

No less intellectual stamina And competence are required in
akompassing ard ordering an evetespanding body of knowledge
than ii -. investigating a minute feature of the physkal or social
world, or of a phdow-ehical system. The atilitrify claim that greater
intellectual akility is required in analysis than in synthesis is highly
debatable. Much of the "original" factual mends rewarded with
the Ph.D. degree involves medianical, pedestrian intellectual opera-
tions far below the level of those employed in ricilosophical synthesis
of enstisig knowledge in new nattenos of meaung. The conceruah-
eations issolved in Einstein's development oi the relativity theory,
for ricanork, trcpleted Art order of intetkctual rigor and crestivowst,

peneption of integrating relationships far superior to the discovery
of MOON of the factual data on which they were based Tunwes
theory that she Weasel% f nattier sened as a safety valve for society
on the eastern shOte kkewise invoind the asiembling of a vase
quantity of &tailed aesearch data, but its dramatic quail/ was
the creative synthesis- of pieviously unidated ,facts.

The conese teacher, on the other hand, must devote his titne
largely to keeping himself informed about the devekinsent of
new theories and knowledge in his own and related fields. Haim
the concept. of research as an integral part of the PhD. degree
paws* for college teachers ought to be Wood !nough to aide*
intellectual activity otincerninl watt lie integratiog of taw bodies
of divenitied knowledge in meaningful units of instructional
miterials, Speaking of the urgent reed foe teachers who pulses&
dine abihties, pews Harvey *Albertson atteirepted to describe die*
fianctions it the following words:

Thee 1w fuesereiret, silnSrti. fredlimen rot elisannitent. Vary
diaaid *we a puma frit difaereng LAnwierefler b è,cØiuu i as far at
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possible of its abstract and protesssotul awaits:I. At resent there FS A

worfid isniirmne, even among persons who ilAss for mttliti4vnt. ICTIOU1

and nen-read. n regard to highly important matters th.tt art rerfedly
sincepitile of clear general statement).

The processes of evaluation and lodgment nvolved critical
examination of ideas. theories. isroptivals. and hyphotheses are
those which the average citizen needs in his everyday life if he is

intelligently. The prospettse teacher of undergraclaiites
thould in graduate school be habituated in the use of these capa-
bilities and skilled in nurturing them in others. The educated adult.
fated with wimples frobkms in the physical and social world, cannot
Lund, an experiment to discover the solution he requires. He
needs, instead, to he driven by intelkttual curiosity, to possess the
ability to discrimnute between rehabk and unreliable sources of
information. and te be skilled in evaluating the knowledge schkh
already exists The college teacher's primary responsibility is to
cultivate these abilities and trans. The exercises in which he engages
in the scholarly aitivities of the path:Lite school ought to 'vivre
him to do so,

A liberalarigi of die research requitements for the docsit's
degteir to moorage candidates to prepare 'Inv -taboos requiring
broad learning and the integration ot knowlc.f,t, oather than factual
investigatkin might draw to colkge teaching many who now see
greater excitement in other intellectually less confining occupoWen.
An nalmat.onal experiente which allowed greater freedom to range
widely in the fiekh of knowledge. to estaNish reLitiomhips between
the facts and theories of various desophnel. And to relSeit on their
mean* an the lives of citihmay people, might attract a number
of inquisitive and nonomionnist molds which now seek their
intellectual satisfattions elsewhere

4_ Senrisor nr.thir am/ patine

While the prospecte college teacher is acquenng the essential
corpus of knowiedier and learrmng Sn me in the matting June, of
traching youth, he ought ah o. to he ilnittrienag sumedung *mat
hes prospetteve calling 10 Wine degree this ottupational orientation
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iibe ptovided in seminars exploring the increasing significance
highet education in our national life. A considerable body of

/ schalarly fact anti theory now exists relating to (1 ) the history1
philosophy, and purposes of higher education in a democracy,
(2) the mechanisms by which colleges anti universities are structured,
administered, and governed, (3) the myriad variations in academic
ability and interest among the students the teacher will encounter
in different types of institutions, (4) the teaching practices which
have proved useful with different subjects and the varying circum-
stances of the classroom, (5) the more accurately revealing means
now available for appraising the results of education, and (6) the
place of the teadwes own subject in the student's total undergraduate
education and in his life.

If members of dr! profession possessed the readily availabk
knowledge, much of the confusion in discussions of higher educa-
tion so wasteful of the time and energy of those who engage in
them and so frustrating and disillusioning to the general public
would cease. A seminar which considered the most reliable findinp
an educational history and psychology, in testing, in the economics
sad sociology of academic life and the place of higher education
in Amerkan culture, would prevent college teachers from remaining
always amateurs in their chosen calling. They would thus obtain

' the bask knowledge netessaty to considet intelligently the educational
plobiems which morally they can neither avoid tackling nor at-
tempting to solve in ignorance. Experience in a few institutions

luggests that these semina:s, if led by informed and stimulating
teadwrs, have wick faculty suppret. In addition to improving
teaching in undergraduate colleges, the seminan would in time
also assist in the resolution of the perplexing educational issues
of out day. In order to provide experience in the actual handling
of a dasa, each mernbet of the seminar should from time to time also
take dune of a class under the direct supervision of a mature
teacher of recognized skills Graduate students sbould not be
allowed as they now often are to take rein sections of a count
without discussing their procedures of teaching with an experienced
'faculty member of acknowledged status and Omnpetence who

ors
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should be: expected to observe them in action in the classroom And
make suggestions for the improvement of their teaching ability.

Nothing suggested here need in any way damage or reduce the
influence of the several departments of knowledge in thekiniversities.
Research of. A highly specialized, esoteric character must Ise promoted
mid adequately supported. The Advancement of knowkdge is
essential to the well-being of our culture. The programs advocated
here are designed to complement these traditional activities by
iniproving the ability of some products of the graduate sd.00ls to
disseminate knowledge to thc average citizen in forms that are
uniktstandable to him and that he can use n coming to grips with
the personal and civk problems which face him today.

Fortunately, leaders in graduate education have in the pass
few years come to recogrnze that the conventional programs leading
to the depee of doctor of philosophy do not normally prepare
future college teachers Adequately for their poispective responsi-
bilities. A variety of proposals have been made for the inauguration
of degree programs that, without depreciating the quality of
scholarship expected of future college teachers, would neverthe-
less accept the realistic view that many will not he productive
researchers: and further that their probable teaching responsibilities-
will require a tiroader range of knowledge than that typkally
acquired in the Ph.D. program. The Council of Graduate Schools
lus studied this triattei throughly in cooperation with other concerned
professional bodies. In t972 the council issued a statement dealing
partkularly with the kinds of modified grachute programs that
might he established leading to rhe of the doctor of arts
degree for college teadiers.

The statement of 1972 delineates the quahties which such
prngrams shoukkultivate in those who will devote their professkinal
lives primarily to teaching rather than to research. Quite properly
the position taken by the council is that a teaching degree should
nut be second rate compared to the Ph.D. degree and therefore
states that:

The most isnrortant ingredient in Ow cstahleshinclt of a suovesitat
&Me of arts *pre prtrw is the quality of the fikiskr. The faculty mist
mask* of sielistettd and experiemed trAhers who art knotifedgekk in
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their discipline and who have z philosophical t'omnutsr&nt to the prepara-
ems of outstanding univeTsity and college teachers."

This general position is also supported ny a statement of the
council of Graduate Schools in the following language:

A primary assumption is that pnifessiotul conipetence for the beginning
teacher can be improsed, through both formal and mfornul study. The
teaching scholar and the graduate program for his preparation have identi-
fiable characteristics which make him more valuable At the outset to the
undergraduate institution And to those whom he teaches.

He wilt be student-oriented. And th c. main thrust of his scholarship will
he in the trachmglearning poxes+. in the dissemination of knowledge.
He will be interested in A broad. humanistic approach to the instruction
of those who As citizens must deal in daily life with a broad spectrum of
problemi and human resources and weaknesses. He seeks to integrate
knowledge. At the undergraduate level of teaching not to specialize and
fragment what the students learn. Although the effective colkge teacher
is appreciative of the depth of scholarship exemplified by his more special-
ized colkagues And is able o apph the results of their research, he usually
teaches a broader range of courses in the undergraduate colkge. He most
possess research skill sufficient for maintaining his personal scholarship.
Irina may' be reflected in publications and participation in learned stwitties
and organizations; however, his main purpose will be the etfectOe appli-
cation of research to teaching."

The report then goes on to describe certain qualifications of
' the college teacher holding thr doctor Of arts degree that will in

scow significant relpects distinguish him from thcre who have taken
the Ph.D. Jegree.

The effective college teacher knows how to communicate well and how
students learn. He understands the nature and mechanics of vubk course
construction. He can «instruct effective tests and utilize other evaluation
techniques. He adapts the techniques of classroom presentation to a
variety of conditions, class Slits., And types of classes. The effective under-
graduate teacher will understand hos role and techniques for the advise-
ment of students. He will understand the role and ruspotssibtlities of the
faculty in colkgute institutions."'

The proposals, however, which hear mosi directly on the design
and teaching of a pmper program of general education are set forth
in the following quotation from the report.
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The primary purpose of the academic component should be-to provide
broad teaching competence at undergraduate levels. The philosophical
objective is to produce broad competence in contrast with research speciali-
zation and to exemplify a humanistic approach to human problems..and
to teaching. The purpose is to-provide-intration of knowledge for
undergraduate teaching, not to specialize and fragment what the teaching
scholar knows and learns. Graduate study for the doctor of arts should
reflect this function of teaching; hence, wide course selection within the
doctoral student's bask discipline and interdepartmental and interdisci-
plinary study are desirable. _Formal graduate course work should prepare
the prospective teaching scholar for other broad teaching responsibilities.
A major part of all course work must be explicitly graduate in level and
cpsality.

Coune selection should thus be typically broader and less narrowly
specialized than for the Ph.D. and may bridge several supportive disci-
plines. A broad disciplinary major can be strengthened under proper
advisement by the inclusion of courses in related disciplines and academic

s'N) areas. The degree progoam shoald itrenglhen the te,acher'i ability to
integrate and syntherize, to compare data and information, and to apply
knowledge: bloater.' of nett data and new -trek' cr not the atm.14

J. Boyd Page, president of the Council of Graduate Schools
in the United States has supplied the following table prepared
by Robert H. Koenker which shows the trends among universities
in offering or considering the. doctor of- arts degree 197044.

NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS OFFERING, PLANNING TO OFFER,
OR CONSIDERING THE POSSIBILny .OF OFFERING THE

DOCTOR OF ARTS DEGREE; ANI).THE NUMBER OF
INSTITUTIONS OFFERING DOCTORAL PRoGRAMS

SIMILAR TO THE nocroR OF ARTS DEGREE

Year aa.t Month
of Study

Considering (Mfering
Planning the Doctoral

Offer tile to Offer Possibility Pro-0mM s)
D Degree the D.A. of Offering ,f4imi1ar to Total

Degtre the D A. the D.A.
Degree Desiree

March 19,o 3 2" 46 12 88

November 1971 I ir, 1 I 60 52 159

November 19"2 20 " ii 48 108

January 1974 22 i 23 47 145*

ladiedes 10 Instinewas mentoned lw KA wnker, 07,
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The following reasons are then enumerated showing why more
institutions have not initiated the doctor of arts degree.

The number of institutions offering, planning to offer, or considering
the possiblity of the doctor of arts degree has remained about the same
in the last two years. In acidition, th e. number of institutions offering
doctoral programs similar to the doctor of arts degree has also remained
about the same; however, in this study so other institutions reported that
there WAS sufficient flexibility in existing doctoral programs to offer a
D.A. degree type program,

It is the author's opinion, derived mainly from comments made by !lie
respondents, that more institutions'would initiate the doctor of arts degree
programs, but the following factors have limited its development: the rela-
tively large number of institutions which now offer what they consider the
doctor of arts degree type programs under exis.ing programs. namely the
Ed.D. and Ph.D. degrees; the number of institc.tions which state that there
is sufficient flexibility in existing doctoral programs to offer a D.A. degree
type program; the restrictions placed by state commissions of higher educa-
tion on the introduction of new doctoral programs; the oversupply of
doctor, graduates; the financial problems which face many institutions of
higher education; the uncertainty of times in graduate education; 'and a lack
of understanding of stu. purposes and functions of the-D.A. degree."

A review of the retirding influences on the development
of more D.A. programs reveals the extreme difficulties which lie
ahead in making any substantial advances in increasing the number

-.of college teachers prepared specifically for their academic responsi-
bilities. Moreover, the main obstacle to such developments is not
even mentioned; that is, as from the beginning of doctoral programs

Arntury ago many members of the profession believe that the
college teacher who has not comHeted the typical- research project
for the Ph.D. cf:egree, 4n4 who ,does not continue his research
activities after he assumes his teaching position, cannot Le a qualified
teacher. This has been the nub of the problem for at least a half
century and it will not,be resolved until those who man the firmly
entrenched graduate departments in the .universities have a change
of mind. or until institutions which have entered the graduate
field lately gain strengtii and prestige. F. Alden Dunham in his

-study reported in Colleges of the Nrgosteps Americans, expresses
the view that the instinitions which formerly trained teachers for
the public schools, now geneally named state collegesstnight offer
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the best: hope f-A me establishment of new programs for the
preparation college teachers. In his view,

The time is now ripe for a major innovation in the preparation of
college teachers. Predictions of a surfet of Ph.D.'s in the 19705 underline
the immediate importance of channeling large numbers of aspiring grad-.

uate students toward programs that are relevant to the teaching tasks of mass

.higher education. Research Ph.D. programs are an inappropriate and in-
efficient way to meet the faculty needs of the bulk of American institutions

'of higher education. My radical recommendation is that state colleges and

regional universities take the lead in. establishing a new and different
doctoral degree specifically focusing on the preparation of undergraduate

teachers, with special. concern for lower-division teaching, whether in two-

or four-yeu institutions. One thousand junior colleges enrolling 25 per-
cent.of all students in higher education are crying out for faculty members,

persons with training beyond the straight master's degree but different from
the research PhD. The market for such people would be enormous in libertl

arts colleges as well. And, finally, in the emerging state colleges and re-
gional universities there ought to be an almost limitless opportunity for

such people, provided that the state'd purposes of these institutions are

meant to be impiemented."

'Continuing in his characterization of the teaching degree Dunham

6bserves :
It is A degree inearded hy the faculty of arts and sciences, not by the

faculty of .education. 11,-avy involvement by arts and science people is

essential, not just for prestige but because at least 75 percent of the program

is in academic areas. While there is 1-:.avy emphasis on scholarship. the.

thrust of work is applied scholarship. and thr dissertation relates to curric-

uluni and . instruction at the college .level. There is in-depth study of a
discipline hut also rnu.J, cspIinir aiJ problem.centered approaches to
geNerat eIscatiostylor. which at present it is almost impossible to find
enthusiastic facultY. As at Carnegie-Mellon University, the educational com-

ponent of the program. about 25 percent, might consist of a course in learn.
ing theory. 'methodology. cognition. dissertation seminar, and internship.
whether in a two- or fouryear college. Future faculty members should
know something about teaching, thr students they will teach, and the history
and problems of higher education. A final and important point '. the doctor

of arts is a terminal degree: it is not a consolation prize for lose ... en tout....

to the PhD.. nor is it a beginning step for people aiming 0: the Ph.D."

Otle of the most revealing facts in Dr. Page's report is thr
few D.A. degrees that kid been awarded as of September 1. 1973,

Cs
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While two universities had granted 60 and 33 degrees respectively,
all the others reported less than ten and three institutions had
awarded only one D.A. degree. Obviously, considering the size
of the whole establishment of graduate education in the tr..S
the teaching degree has as yet achieved little standing or popu-
larity.

Moreover, the limited facts available on the content of these
new programs instify the conclusion that they will broaden the
scope of:Instruction in a single discipline but, on the whole, they
are not so constructed as to permit graduate students to select
courses broadly in several departments to enable them to teach
problem-oriented general education courses. The plain fact of
the matter is that the surface of the problem of preparing college
teachers to offer the kind of instruction the bulk of college students
will require to lead an intelligent and informed private and public
life has barely been scratched. Many individual college teachers
and many institutions have on their own initiative in the past-few
years inaugurated arresting programs geared to our social needs
today, but until the universities as a whole seriously undertake
the revisions of goals ind iirograms required to produce a highly
competent, broadly educated,- intensely devoted company of under-.
graduate teachers little progress can be made in the. reform of
college education and in tHe /more effective preparation of 'our
people to*deal with the pressihg problems of our time. A heavy
civic responsibility rests unremittingly on the shoulders of adminis-
trators who direct graduate programs and faculties that determine

e4
their policies to meet the urgent need for teadieirs of undergraduates:
arvi especially those who wid have to design ;ind offer the new
inatructional units so urgently needed at this stage in our history.
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VI. NEGLECTED DIMENSIONS .

Music and gymnastic together made up Greek education.
MusiC trained the mind, iymnastii the' body.

The very popularity of- athletics Was their undoing..,Ex-
cess begets Nemesis: the Nemesis of excess iii athletics is
professionalism, which is the death of all true sport.

E. Norman Gardiner

Even in thoughtfully designed programs of general education
three -area's of living have been especially impoverished. Te first
concerns the cultivation of the capacity to appreciate beauty in
nature and in the creative arts. The second is related to the mainte-
nance of a sound mind in a sound body; as Juvenal put it, Menssaria in corpnre sa»o. And the third 4 the fuller development of
a general "education for adults especially those in tha upper-age
brackets.

THE, ARTS IN GENERAL EDUCATION

As far as an adequate general education is concerned, one
of the generally scrimped' fields of learning among the rank and
hie of undergraduates encompasses the arts: dance; painting, sculp-
ture, music, films, and the others. Until recent years in fact,
decades .after the natural and social sdences had, broken into the
classical curriculum the arts suffered from lack Of academic
status, unsuitable buildings and equipment, budgetary discrimination,
and, with notable exceptions, a general deprecatory or indifferent
attitude on the part of the "established" academic community.
In his survey of the arts in higher education, Jack Morrison,
Wierving the relatively modest position of the arts on the American
campus, expressed the opinion that:

The rise of the arts on The American campas is the result of a long
and constant, if not ceasistent, battle of the natural indination of humanbeinp to sing, play, draw. paint, sculpt, write, and dance against the
forces of puritanism, the'Vairk,-ethic. and the narrow scholasticism of th-e
colonies and later of. the United .*ates. .This battle still goes on.'
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orrison would doubtless agree that puritanism's restraining

influence orf the artilitr:vas ximar-greater early in American intellectual

history than in recent decades .and that the ,counter ',effect of the'

.. work ethic likewise is losing its force. "Paradoxically, as far as
the general: education of our people is concerned, the art devotees

.
who desire to, achieve a position of status in the company of
specialized disciplines which provide advanced instniction for those

with professional interests may now be the mist restrictive stumbling

block in ',the expansion of these services to the general run of
) jeStOdents. Morrison asks questions which r8real that he, like his

precursorsAn the bther disciplines, seems to be interested in estab-

lithing his subject among the academically "elite- rather than in.,
assuring that all college students will gain some knowledge of, and

preferably 'actual 'experience in, at least one of the arts:,.
,

It was and is simply a matter of, time for the arts as one of the vital

.aspeas of humah endeavor;' to become an integral part of highei: education

in balance' with the sciences and technology, the social kiences, and the

hurnaoities. But since the arts are not dependcnt on higher education; the

vital questions are thek: Will higher Ouration and the arts coexist vulgarly

- or beautifully meaningfully or pperficially? Will the arts be at the
center of the university or on the. periphery? In either case, what wilt be

the effects on our society?'

Nothing that is said here should be interpreted as detracting

from Morrison's :excellent smrvey. Nor should he be criticized for

his observations on the historical and current indifference' of the
so:called educated person toward beauty and ugliness in: their

varied manifestations in onr culture., On the contrary, he deserves

commendation for his efforts. He has performed a heroic ,task

in bringing to light infbrmation about some of the lAudable efforts

in colleges and universities to enhance the services in the ads fields.

, He has also rightly exposed the failure of some institutions to

give proper financial and spiritual siipport to the -arts and called

for a more prominent position for them in higher education and
in our culture as a whole. Morrison's report deserves the reading

not only of those professionally engaged in the practice of the arts

and all members of the academic Community but the citizens as
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47.

wdl who wish tozain for themselves the rich psydiologiCal rewards
. Which low fmm-the recopition and appreciation of beauty.

Obtervations and recommendations at the end of the feport
stionglyteggest, however. that Morrison and the various professiorul
antociatioris and departments he refers to for eitampk, -the
Digedary of American College Theatre and the first scholarly

, Ihe iwogram wids a PhD. established it New York University
Cin 1970 appear to be more intemted in the training of artists
than in the cukivat zia of artistic . taste and appeeciation among
the citizenry: As this volume is intended to show. this tendency in
all the crisciplines to "live up to the joneses- scholastically is at
the soot of the problem of ignorance ._aniong our peopk. The
uninluldied desire to advassi:v rewards and specialized instniction
and to enharice-peolessiOnal visibility among the academic -cute
are the very motivations in the academic establishment which prevenl .

the development of the kinds of instruction needed to elevate the
general esthetic understanding and sensitivities antaiig our people,
just as they have Mocked general education in other fields, notably
the sciences,

Yet, Morrison himself seems to be .chstwbcd by the .degree to
which art devotees and teachers have succumbed to the attractiona
of Lenaning accepted in the society of scholarship, for he says:

iite am have become naturahzed even when they are fully in-
*gawk The parallel phenomenon is worth noting. Ai art has pined in
academic respectability. as graduates have moved out of the colleges into
the academic marketplace. the degree syndrome has induenced administea.
Owe judgments. An faculty meeribers ase not quite the five vitals they
once wear, the_ degree aedential, having become mote common, has been
reamed with artistic or teaching cnnepetentsc. It is a case of the alders
mumbing so their own propaganda: students have been guided toward
degree paerams; have *weal hiliwd irarttectaidizatieur.. and ut generally
haa peraduerd a new generation of idea-oriented artists, capable al tingeing
ast-as4hjert right out wi existence. MI this may have been inevitable in
any caw. But the independent or studio-based peofessional schools time
onspondpi to the challenge ei campan-based artaw-teachers by themselves
mew* toward the colleges in both intention sod proms.'

Yet the reCOMMC1446081$ beginning on page 163 of Th Rise
of the Aril ex the Await-as Camped deal primal*, with the
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Febbkins tactics of the well-established cruciplines in preserving

dirk own identity, in gain* special preferment n the budget

iot their nom advanced courses, and in developing programs for

future professionals of their own kind. Morison's preoccupation

with the tmg of the artist rather than with the onfmary college

snarled appears again when he stresses the appointment of trustees

out of the atb fields. the enhancement of the occupational mules

for gearkaies in the ads, and "grantsmanship- training among
facuhy members in the arts to match the competitive efforts of

the seientisft. There is nothing unfitting or reprehensible in the

present. highly competitive academic world in trying to gain for

the arts their proper share, of institutional resources and prestige.

Indeed, with prospective economies in higher education in the
nett five to ten years, art representatives will have to contend

with those departments which already stand in a preferred position-

Pedsaps under existing economk "concrons, the political

orpnization of the academic community, divided as it is in intense

and aggressive competition for programs to serve the stedalist.

the emphasis in the arts will have to be on these kinds of service.

A drive for disavte identity, intense pursuit of largr anrollmaits

in the upper specialized levels of instruction, ...nd acquirricenre

in a limited concept of successful service may be for the time

being the only means to gain apptopriate stuns and support. In the

long run, this is no' the realistic r&ste toward the goal of making

our pen& as a whole more artistically conscious and supportive.

Nor, until a large percentage of our citizens understand the value

of the contribution of the arts to all aspects of our culture, will

those individuals and institutions whose iximary concern is art

receive the fuuncial suptert they deserve.

At present, integrated arts units designed specifically to elevate

the standards, taste, and appreciation among students at large

do not seem to have a proininent place in the artist's motivation to

gain a more visable place in the academic firmament. More emphasis

needs to be placed on Morrisoris second point which is buried

under many other professionally oriented recommendations. This

proposal to the effect that general education in the artit for the
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average student is essential, IL our people are to apprecia4e beauty
in all its forms and indeed create it themselves, requires much
pester attention and": ':tinrelenting support from lxith academk
personnel and laymen: Highlighted should be the implications
Bowing how recommendation clime of Morrison's, namely, that
those primarily interested in the arts should work more closely
with others in the university, especially in the htimanistic
in providing a Shore rounded intindUction to onr rich cultural
heritage.

The aspect of education in the arts, as in all the other disciplines
with which this treatise is primarily concerned, however, cbncerns
the relative illiteracy of many college-going youth today with respect
to the general conditions of life, and the whole sphere of the arts
is no exception to the rule. It has been said earlier that a ferment
perezdes campuses and facuitks arising out of the recognition that
Westezn culture, indeed the whole bmily of htnnan beings, is in

Only a broader, more retevant higher education including
the arts of all types can adequately prepare our people to deal
effectively with the conditiinn of society today which vulgarly
dehumanize our personal hves, bleed elm national vitality, and
undennine our earlier- pte-erninent posture in the coomionwealth
;of nations. Persons of penetrating knowledp and thought have
beta quoted to the effect that education must be so redesigned and
redirected that those who leave our institutions of higher education
will be more fully equipped to deal with the problems of improving
our common lot. It has been proposed that the curricuhtm and
other experiences of campus life be so reorganized as. to bring
all students, regardless of their Owo personal intellectual and
vOcational interests, more directly into contact with the pervasive
issues of the day. One of the experiences of the author which
caused him to deal with the arts was the arresting fact that many
of these proposals for a restoration of :Pneral education programs
made no suggestions about the arts. Lin's has been said about
the ancial importance of the arts in any culture and in any life;
in fact nothing was made of the fact that the arts could remodel
our hfe style as a people and elevate individual taste and humane
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spirit: Exceptions can be found but when the arts were treated

4t a they were often subsumed under the rather ill-defined category

of the &inanities, a relationship that can be fruitful, but a fosition

that can be devitalizing
This neglect of the arts is umvincingly described and analyzed

by Margaret Mahoney in The Arts on Campus. After a survey

of the subject in thirty-five colleges, she summarizes the inc, on-

spicuous role which the arts play in the education, of the total

stident body. She also takes a look that goes deeper than a mere

curriculum analysis and writes about the interests of students in

the arts and comments on the place of these diSciplines in the

development of a phdorophy of life...Quoting a study of the reasons

students go to college Mahoney Observes that two-thirds seek to

gain a philosophy of life but only a few enroll in art courses,
which permits her to draw the conclusion that the arts seem to

be considered inelevant in their search for life's meaning-.

The annual survey by. the Arneriatt Council on Education (ACE) of

incoming freshmen at Is* colkges has shown, for thr last two years that

roughly 8 percent are thinking about a nujor in one of the arts. The other

students probably fall into one of the following categories: indifferent

toward the arts; busy in other areas; fundamentally suspicious of the arts;

too conscious of inaptitude to enroll M courses with more ulented students.

I cannot ktbstantine this conjecture, but students -themselves zonfirm thai,

in general. half the student population is' totally uninterested in the arts.

I suspect that the attitudes range from thr view that the arts are nonutili-

tarian to thr one that they are nonintellectual activity reserved for women

and nonmasculine malts. We know from scveril sordies, including the

ACT survey of freshmen, that the nujority of students go to college to

acquire a markttabk skill and to make friends; and that few students see

the arts as direitly Mi.:Vara to those tiblettives. hut oser two-thirds of the

freshmen have stated that one of their reasons for piing to college is Are

to imk a philosophy of life. The fact that relatively few students, in

proration to those who As freshmen hate stated such a goal. enroll in Arts

courses during four years at colkge, suggests that few students think of the

arts al rekvant to their search for a philosophy Cif life'

Kthonoy then summarizes the opinion of various contributors

to The Arts on Campus when she expresses the opinion that the

arts must be central, not peripheral, or the sole possession of the

art-inclined. ,
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If we as authors luve a bias it is that we believe that the nation's
most gacplicit need ia for citizens who will be creathe parthripanta in
shaping environment and that the colleges have an unmet responsibility to
provide an educational experience that will encourage students to accept
this sole.

The arts becom. central in such an educational task and cannot be
treated as extras or as the special province of artistically talented students.
Nor can the anist-reachers br set aside for mere display purposes or given
second-ciass status on carnpus. The dupiers that follow concern the need
for changing attitudes and contain specific ideas for developing a setting
in which the ard can be studied and in which artists as teachers and guides
Gin be active participants in the -educational process.'

In the same study. James Ackerman speaks directly and articu-
lately to the main thesis in this volume in reference to all subjects
to the effect that the purpose of the art programs in college., is to
offer general. not professional, education_ There is-hudly a paragraph
in the literature of education (not pedagogy) ithat speaks so
eloquently of man's need today than Ackermatls last paragraph
below_

The function of a college art program is to-Offer general rather than
professional education, and to expand the-ocape of a liberal arts education
by offering alternative ways of perceiving and--communicating. Its ultimate.
goal, then, is consonant with that of a liberal arts 'education. -

The goal of education in the age of objectiVe analysis has been to
prepare students to analyze objectively. Its Ilinitations as well as its benefits
are apparent; the analytic method his shown us how to understand and
how to .14.1. but not how to choose what we want to understand and to
act upon.

Without sacrificing the technical and operational efficiency of the
analytic method, a new goal may be set for college education, of a dual
nature directing the intermit and external development of the inr14-vidual.

The internal aspect is the 'encouragement. of self-realization, the pre-
amble to effective experiencing and functioning within One's self and
within society. The disciplines of art assist this' process by giving articu-
lation to the unconscious form-making impulses, subjeciing to rational
control the forces that well up from the inside and reach for undefined
goals. It is the making of civilization re-entcted by each individual as he
learns to turn a shout of joy into An aria or a mud pie into a figurine.
It involves not only the inward search for identity and the drive to express
but,an accommodation to tradition and to contemporary culture. The more
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intellectual and scholarly disciplines cannot as effectively help the individual

to achieve an integration of the emoeonal and rational factors in the
past:may.

The external aspect is ethical: die preparation of the student to make

And ía aintai it a bzmare load and pirpiral environment. This demands

a radical change in higher education, because it admits into teaching and
sclmlarship certain judgments of value and actions based upon them./

The author of this volume shales intensely Ackerman's claims

for tbe values esthetic, intellectual, social, and moral which

could Bow from properly conceived college programs in the various

arts. A number of celebrated authors have been quoted to the
effea that science and technology have shown "the bow" of things,

. but not "the why." One of the first responsasilities of the arts,
as Ackerman has said, is to do just that. The burden of the argument
in this volume is that instruction in the arts, no less than that
in science, mast constitute an integral part of the general educatiori

of ell studaits. Thus far, with notable exceptions, this point of
view bas not prevailed amoog the leaders of the intellectual estab-

lishment. In fact, it is a view that has been shunned and sometimes
ridiculed, as, no doubt' it will be by the sciolistic again. In latter
years, however, few members of the academic guild have expressed
outright opposition to the development of more adequate programs
in the art's, but neither have they overtly supported the educational
phiknoplay that would make art in same form an indispensable
component" in the experience of all college students. Tho, most
irreconcilable propoilent of a common requirement in the natural
sciences for all students, regardless of their special intellectual

interests, often turns A deaf ear or jaundiced eye to any plea for
a similar requirement in the arts. The often unexpiessed, but
an6quated opinion of many academics continues to be that except
for those who intend to make a career of practicing one of the arts,
students need not be required or even encouraged to pursue such

instruction. It is often argued that 'those 'who wish to pursue the

arts for sheer persona/ growth and enjoyment should gain the
essential knowledge, skill, and insights into the realm of beauty
through extracurricular activities. This obscure and self-serving view

conflicts directly with many of the conceptions of the', place of
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the arts in the totality of ,a higher t.ducation expressed by Mahoney,
AdreemAn, and their assixiates.

In recent years iome colleges, to be sure, have considerably
expanded their offerings in the arts, but few have re;ched the
level, of Bethel College" in Minnesota. One of the distinguishing
features at Bethel is the recognition that the studio arts can make
a contribution to the,education of every member of the student
body that Is as significant as the colleges effort to provide basic
skills for future. professionals in one of the arts. In speaking of

/the particular mission of instruction in the arts, Eugene Johnson,
professor of art at Bethel, obsep:vs:

Creativity ii found in every pursuit of man and is not limited to the
world of the /arts. It is, however, a necessary preoccupation of the artist,
and thus sets: those departments concerned with the arts apart from most
of the rest Of ,the college. It is difficult to generalize from one artist to
another or from one media to another. But it can be asserted there is
much involved in the creative process that is noriverbal.

I am aware of some who hOld that -thinking- is possible only by the use
of words. I disagree. Such an idea is tenable only if you limit your position
by definition. When a painter k working on a canvas he may or may not
-think- in words. Mis:2t of the time he is -thinking- in cokr. New ideas are
evolving and appearing which have no verbal equivalency. Usually only after
the act of painting has been cornilleted does the artist conceptualize in
retrospect verbally.

The craitive process is an important part of the training of those
students who would investigate their potential as studio artists. The other
fecet of the esthetic experience should hold interest for the entire student
body the development of ones ability to respond fully and appropriately
to world bf art and of natore. This goal of developing an appreciation and
enjoyment of the arts is seldom achieved within an esthetic course taught
by the philocophy department. There are, hopefully, exceptions but most
esthetic courses are a history or survey of philosophical esthetic positions.
And seldom is the teacher or student involved with the irt experientially.

The typical -art appreciation course' may not be much more success-
ful but for other reasons. Perhaps it is too much to expect any one re-
quired MOM SO take every student who his been ...onditioned almost com-
pletely in every other course to think verbally and to try to introduce him
to a new way of responding to his visual world. !nth of the success of
such an experience depends upon the teacher and the mind-set of the
stinients.
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Theexpansi4of-art at Bethel, a rather srnill libeial arts college,

is notable and akikal of its sister institutions. All five faculty menv

besiiiT -art- teach both -the studio courses and the -Courses in the
history and appreaation of art This provides the opportunity for

a studet-* at Bethel to take various courses in ancient and modern
or.studio work in drawing, sculpture, ceramics, painting, print

-making and graphics, as a part of his or her general education, or
to prepare, professionally for the teaching of art in the elementary
and secondary schools. A relatively new a-nd creatively designed

campus has encouraged the periodic exhibitions and lectures by
leading artists that further enrich the art experience of all students.
Bethel's program in the arts is ideally designed to meet, the re-
quirement of general education as conceived by this, author. It

is not something tangential to the main body of academic life,
but rather it is central io the intellectual, emotional, esthetic, and
spiritual development of all students whatever their professional

or vocatioliat goals may be.

If ever there was an age for concern about the place of the
arts in the total education of all citizens this is it! In the case of
the sciences citizens generally are now being called upon, or should
be, to participate in the public policy-making processess which

will determine many features of our common life during the years

ahead. No less ;re they participating even if only through their
ignorance or nonpartiL;paticin in public decision-making with regard

to architecture, paintinf, sculpture and functional form and balance

in the reconstruction of the so-called innei city, or for that matter
in the development of, outlying areas. Some suburban as well as
inner-city devdoPments. have the meretricious beauty of a plastic

Christmas tree. Colleges d universities could educate the general

run of students to Ppercelie, the real qualities of 'beauty and the

social signifieance of estheti6ally designed living conditions and
thus stop muc i! of the sleazy but often expensive construction. More

significantly in a democratic society, this control would not be
imposed by legal restrictions an profit-conscious developers, but

by the unwillingnesi of estheticany conscious buyers to invest in

the ghettoes of a quarter centuri hence.
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Campuses themselves ihould reflect an awareness in the academic
a:immunity titat education in the appreciation of beauty, or the
uncooscious nurturing of a toleration of ugline, goes on day by
Jay as much through the grounds and buildings as thrOugh the
activities oi the classrdom. Psychologists agree that,some of the
most effective and lasting learning, favorable or unfavorable, occurs
quiie unconsciously in life's unstructured experiences. Before the
long-rtm effect of these experiences on the esthetic tastes of citizens
can be maximized -there must be general acknowledgment among
the people that education in the arts is as essential as instruction
in any of the other disciplines, especially those which _analyze
reality into its minute elements.

The justification thus far for a general education requirement
in the arts has rested primarily on the practical outcomes of such
instruction. The more cogent reasons, however, stem from other
More soppelling considerations. The author earlier contended that
One Sinitg argument in favor of general education arises out of
the'present preocctipation among members of the profession with
their Own limited specialized cognitive exercises and the cultivation
of only a narrow range of qualities of mind and spirit. The arts
deal with human .traits that are much more inclusive and that differ

'substantially from the ingrained habits- of analysis of reality that
now characterize even the humanities. .This is nnt to say that the
practice of the arts requires less sharp intellectual perceptions cr..
creative thought than the other disciplines. On the contrary, tliey
itivolve perceptive insigthts ind imaginatively synthetic thinking often
_missing in the -routine, systematic pursuit of -truth"' in other
disciplines.

But the arts do more. They require insights into the wholeness
of life in its infinitely varied aspects. They emphasize combina:ions
into integrated wholes rather than disjunction into meaningless
parts. They approach -the study of mankind and reality, seeking
meaning,in its broader, more humane sense, and thus they act as
an antidote to the habits of ntind of dissecting reality in positivistic
research. They appeal- to die intellectUal and emotional impulses
whiCh in this fragmented. and' inhumane culture urgentiy need
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cultivation. They can restore significance in life where teleological=
vacuity exists.

Those engaged in the practice and teaching of the arts may
place another outCome of their, work low in their scale of values
(again because they do not want to seem to operate at lower

intellectual or academic levels than their colleagues in other dis-

ciplines). Some may play down the demonstrable fact that the
practice and the appreciation of the arts constitute one of the
most effective therapeutic devices to cure the ills of our disoriented
and disordered public and private lives. This is one persuasive reason
sv-Ey studio courses, as well as general instruction in the history
and appreciation of the arts, ought to be essential elements in un-
dergraduate general education programs. itude,nts having
no desire Of talent to become _professional artists ought to leave
college with the interests and at least the elementary skills needed
to spend the rest of their lives in amateur participation in an artistic
field. If the representatives of the arts really believe that they have

an important contribution to make to the elevation of our culture,,,
they will bend their. efforts not so much to getting. established on
an equal basis of ac.clemic respectability, if that means turning
out more Ph.D.'s and 'neglecting undergraduate courses in the
arts. They will, instead, accept as their normally inescapable respon-
sibility the nurturing among our people of the capacity to appreciate

beauty in nature and in the creations of the practitioners of the arts.

The arts must obviously occupy a more prominent place in

the total program of general education than they have hitherto.
It may Ee even more difficult to get a consensus on this proposal,

thap on the need for general education in the well-established
disaplines such as the natural sciences. Much of the academic

fraternity still considers the grts as lacking in` intellectual substanie
aqd many lay citizens continuo to look upon "art" as the preoccu-
pation of the wealthy, leisure, ,or odd classes. It is the responsibility,

of the profession to change\these attitudes by making' the arts
an integral part of every undergraduate program. It should be
re-emphasized that the aim should be nat only to cultivate attitudes
of appreciation,_but also to offer .opportunity for lifelong practice
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of one of the arts such as music or painting even if the practitioner
must, perform-at a level considerably below the professional. Tointroduce a full program in the arts, diverse as they are, intO a
full-fledged program & general studies, will call upon the skill
and imaginatioz of curriculum designers in these fields, but this
is a task wolihy of their most devoted efforts 'and the 'sympathetic

-understanding of the entire academic community.

PHYSICAL EDUCATiON AlsID HEALTH

The second area of general education that has bee-n slighted
covers physical education and health. The iuthor recognizes that
phySical education, the organic health sciences, and the disciplines
concerned with mental health, such al psychology, psychiatry,

ihilosophy and religion are typically separated, if not completely
isolated in institutions of higher education. Most representatives
of these fields would contend that their potential contribution's to
good health regardless of their obvious interrelationship in dealing
with ari individual, must realistically be treated in-the instructional
program is discrete curricular entities. This point of view presents
only another form _of the general problan of reorganizing the
program of colleges and universities in such ways as to treat all
human problems and issues as organic wholes rather than as frag-
inented pieces of information. Physicians can prOduce hundreds of
examples in therapy of the close beneficial relationship between
exercise and diet, for examPle vigorous walking can.significantly
reduce blood nigar in diabetics just as a' sugar-low diet can, but
in instruCtional programs it has been shown that items that are
closely related rn-life may be as remote as the moon in the laboratory,
librarf, or lecture' hall.

.
.' In any event, this section will be developed on the assumption

-that physical education, cert..in aspects 'of medical and nutritional
science, and instruction in matters related to mental health ought
to be considered together even though those who teach such courses
.will have specialized' in a 'single discipline and may teach advanced
courses iri separate departments. The relatively inconspicuous place
which .the health sciences and physical education have occupied
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through the years .in the totai: generali_education experiences of

the average, undergraduate has had and continues to have

-deleterious effect on the lives of, many presumably well-educated

citizens. Those concerned -With instruction in physical education

and health programs have, to be sure, made notable advances

particularly since World War II. in clarifying the .philosophy and

enriching 'programs in theie gelds. Leaders 'in these instructional

areas have been advocating a broader view which would inchede

matters related to the whole life of the individual, his intellectual,'

emotional, esthetic, and spiritual .development. One of the out-

-.
standing educators in this area of instruction, Perry B. Johnson

of the University of Toledo, puts this newer, more inclusive concep-

tion in the-following ,words:
I now believe more .firmly in the nonphysiological values of play, in

the importance of exercise and fitness for a better viality of life, in the

esthetic value of movement in sport. It js not that I never believed, in

these; it was just that I (among others) felt we needed desperately Id add

the other dimension (the appeal to the inteikct about tir physiological

value of health and fitness). Attention lo the contribution of activity to

quality of life and the esthetic value of activity is'now in inwOrtant part
s

of my thinking. Rather than think of play and movement as subservient

.or orphaned creatures, I can think .of them as means to an end and not

ends in themselves. Neither, of course, is physical fitness an end in itself

(nor are thinking or feeling -for that matter). In my view, play, move-

ment, and physical fitness among many other aspects of life 77 are: in-

. tended to influence the intellect, the ever-changing emotional state, and 'the

phksicA state of the body (itS cells, tissues,and organs) so that ultimately

the quality and quantity of one's existence might be optimal, that one may

live well and long.'.

That Dr. Johnson's philosophy matches the dominating thesis

in this volume on interdisciplinary studies, that education ust
not only be* concerned with the individual's general coMpetence but

also with his potential force in shaping our society is clear when

he adds:
My belief in the importance of this added educational dimension is not

limited to physical education. My feeling is that there is a need for many
individual-centered courses in a university. We must establish more courses

in which knowledge and skill are not, ends in themselves but, rather, a

means directdd specificalll- and more emphatically_at the student's under-
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standing of himself at an individual and aS a force within our Society.
Initially, .it must be knowledge not a -sharing of ignorance" in free
gioup discussion -7 that is : the,,foundation of thii understanding of self.
Btit the ultimate goal is for each individual to aPply to himself what is
known about man and societi in each ,of the several applicable doinains of
human" knowledge. Thus psychologi, philosophy, health science: sociology,
physical education, and political science most crtainly have an impartant
contibution to make in such an effor'

The lethal disregard among the coMmon run of even rhose.who
have had the advantages of a college educa,tion of the consequences
of good or bad health practices, is arrestingly manifested in health
and mortality, statistics on Americans.

While .modern medical knowledge and better nutrition haVe kept our
population free 'from many physical defects that formerly plagued our
people, .we suffer from a lethargic attitude characterized by a very real
physical and moral degeneration. Because of modern man's aversion to
physical work, and his ignorance concerning the benefits of rEgular exer-
cise, our population has reached an unprecedented low level of physical
fitness. It is true that our highly skilled and trained athletes do. well in
international competition, but arse". championship performances cannot
obScure the fait that ou r general Population, from- youth through middle
age, is in the worst physical condition of any Ihe world has ever -known." ,

In 1972, deaths in the United States from 'various cardiac and
vascular ailments totaled 1,035,146." Thousands of others have
to live severely restricted lives because they have been.. partially
incapacitated by heart ailments. The data on deaths 'directly or
indirectly connected with alcoholism are,comparablyshocking. Fur-
thermore, the .number of those who are not actually killed by
excessive drinking, but whose effectiveness in their private lives
and in their vocations is seriously 'reduced:- remains an...unknown .'
quAntity-Agencies who study excessive and often debilitating alcohol
consumption among our .peop.le estimate the numbers to he in-the
neighborhood of millions. In spite of the dramatic results through
the use of drugs in the treatment of emotional .disorders of variouS
severity, the percentage of Americans ,,sufficiently disturbed or
maladjusted to require continuous medical care constitutes a national
problem. The kind of iotruction college students receive in
cOurse in,,elementary psychology, a subject the author, taught for
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a nninber of years, (K., in philosophy 'and religion, apparently
leaves many unprepaied to deal with the 'common run of life's
problerns; to say nothThg of those whose fate it is to encounter
-um4ually disturbing conditions ',over which they have no control.

In addition to those referred to, medical and nutritional scientists,
recogniie a wide range of health problems, the etiology of which

arises in considerable part, from ignorance or indifference toward

the established facts of .nutrition, exercise, and menial hygiene. ,

The inadequacies in the health education of college students
result primarily not from the lack of persons on their staffs who
possess the latest facts and theories related to exercise, recreation,
sports,. diet, and mental health. They occur largely because: (1). As

in, the case of other ',currictilar problems, faculties as a whole in
disciplines- other than physical education labor under theconvictiOn
that specializedTintellectual training in a hulked subject matter is

the dominate goal-of higher education. Any time spent by the student'

in preparing for the whole remaining complex of life's activities

is'consi.dered an indefensible 'diversion from the main institutional
purpOse. (2) Too many young people, to say nothing of -those
in the middle and advanced ages, believe that the-primary obligation

of an institution of higher education in phy,sical edUcation is to

assemble a airps of outstanding athletes who can bring glory to
the institution in the sports arena. Actually', in recent years vith

the spread of television to almost ievery home, such activities also
provide entertainment for spectators in the recreation room or
in the stands. (3) The beauty cult promoted by questionable-adver-

tising leads young people to believe that cosmetics, hair styling,

vitalizing pills, elixirs, and how-to-succeed-in-life techniques assure

attractive bodies' and engaging personalities. There is lin alternative

'view that rests on firmer -physical and mental grounds'. It holdi

that exercise, balanced diets, and realizable goals provide more
reliable.sand longer-listing results Those who teach in the related

fields ot physical and mental health know that a mole attiactive

body and personality can be achieved ,by sane diet and exercise.

Regrettably, these departments receive only low-key attention except

among the members of' their own staffs: '
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Pinsk dbaplier. Even if this proposition is accepted as a
Oars principle in the motnaaion of the curriculum, me4Cfn

010011110t makorisology, and nutrition show conchisively thm
det disembodied lad is as medieval a comer as spiritual wintery.

This is mat the place to review die long history of the mind
body ragout not so educe the abuodant evidence to prom the
intimate relation between bodily health, intellectual effectiveness,
rad the bind of a keg life that can be enjoyed. Reviler &anise
adjuseed fro -age throughout life is beneficial not only in the maint-
siance a bodily health, but abn in the reservation of emotional
Wm, and effective mental activity. Faculties, if they believe that
seminstiona of higher ediacatio have any responsibility for die
quality of pentad life, will recrigoime that health and physical
educstion must occupy a more commanding position in undergraduate
eiliscatios than they 4o today. And if this goal is to be accomplished.
the stneral edination program mot include experiences that can
become an essential pia of life dieoughout adulthood. 'The example
ef the Gneiss in the height of Athenian °dome whm &location

was texiceried in terms of the hennonious development of mad,
body, mel (Tint desecres emulation in designing a weltenunded
joveral adoration for Aillefitaill today. Obviously a sispience of
studies mid -activities onering the entire four yeas of aglow and
invoking a natural tramition into an admit lifetime program of
replier participatir in iodivilual ot isuitiperi(m sports n tequited.

The mooed reason for dw remit inadetuaste attention to physical

ehication for all students is again not primarily die fauk of the
mobers of the fatuity respomeble for physical *dm anon. It is
the mask of a alsoinreption among (imams senerally and alumni
in particalar. Many consider the thief purpose of mak a departninie
to be the wiection and training of a relatively small cmene of
soperior athletes whose primary purpose is nor even for therm
the (liberation of Wicking habits of regular esevise. The* &Oral
activities dam, the veari of NOV toilItatiOla ate primarily In
eisketain the ismIhnnlet who *genera& elirically while sitting
in the wands . leaked die funantial resources wed to supemt the
inskimaitunonal ahleti . peograms involving only a few stodents
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in many institutions, far exceed the budgets for tb: physkal education
implant fot a regular student body of thousands.

In recent years there have, to be sure, been sipnficant advances
in the development of varied programs of intramural sports; more
women have become involved in more varieties sports; the
range of sports has been considerably extended and the numbet
of vohmtary panicipants :has nunifoldly increased. The resources
of pmfessionally competent men and women, physical equipment
and facilities. and the propirrecin of institutional expenditures de-
voted to midi intramural rrograms have in recent years lven
substantully increased. hot ,omparison in many institutions with
the expenditures tor interinstitutional sports programs reveals where
the main thrust lies.

Simse of the leaders in physical education have stressed the
need to infium the so lerit thionmghly :ibout the rea sons V4 hy
neurisouscu 1411 at tiliity thonv,hout life can so notably enhance his
ot her entire physical and mental wen-being, and perhaps emend
hi* life in gimd health. lan and McKinney pointed out ovet
decade ago that:

rtlyskli educatory by thtlf nature art a group of action-oriented
;work fortitliatret?: mow ot the t.kti.n in phirtacal education tiAn OA
the !aim, Thrucal educ:aties Welt that the student
trust he sr action 4.1 ot" the time NI dste he potential wailers 01 MAO-inmular Acta:icy. It is hoped by tht phyucal cduYator that, by num strangenum process. ottrcrit ation will &Cot ntc a h:17lit pattern for future
action on the ran ,3( IE. student Students do reed tv.7' he taswht the

4-0 of skill, out the n rat u uPs ,for our ormrt, atomize; student
He alto rutds to know the a k participation Us riciaroinuandar aetisi-
net. Itir need% tai k runt ht thc nturienustular .41,SITit! !Mani te hien in
term of Ins own TheNO,lopy.d. anatortitc Nthilkiojekkt, philenophicrtliatitincon The iorntNnt d anki 1! Of arroodaptt to otadOolt
rimysetst education may help osi rsaii. the students to ranker:Mr in an
activny throughout their lifetime, became tosight hinds to facilitate fere-
sigto 1-1144Atn Of the Si Artikt procram should be cower:led prirturily with
teaching actrcitits the nude/set ,t1 Fe intivated to une the actsvitirs
repalathr throughien rho!. hitturwA The colli ge. playscal education ciass

bt the hernaing of wi-tarkti Tbriacal knew art the end. Irc
hesiestiv pretrtint-d 4111 a gat/on of Term&tetiort distribited over a kfttlrat,
1.111, a &MOW fun JIlitnbuttti ostr two mars ei coillegg elirskal t aucitinic
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Man importantly, however, if tbe admonitions of Dudley White

and others of national statute in the health &kis are to be heeded,

the eitphmis shook' be on those sports which graduates can pa-
tio:pate in mei late ia life: tenne, swingeing, golf, volleyball,
*leash, and othets which if consistently followed can keep physical

wipe and mental acuity at a gelatin* high level
On the signikance of tileftilie as a factor' in good health,

journalist interviewed Dr. White after General Eisenhower's heart
attack. In answer to a question, the dome himself a ceaseless tie-

vitt* of walking and cycling, expeessed the following opinion.:

ilon't know whether wane people have ever had the resnatkAily
pleasant experience of relaxing taririe afttr herd exercise. which I drink

is a way impottant benefit for one's heal& And ifs tLAse dna we recog-
nise the usefulness of thin relationship to exercise not Oat the exeecise

sake, but the beneficial effects that may come especially to a

mental trotiorr. I think that pasha* those who are constantly Went

meta* need more physics! Manion of thee sort thus those who have a
antsin arsorat of walking to Ao in their routine work."

On another =aeon, he was asked a question directly relevant

to die position taken in this treatise, namely that the habit of
playing IOW physical game ought to be established early in life

sad continued regularly. Dr. White then gave the professional

urine* that:
The habits established ati the teens and in the twenties are likely to

lea dienughmet life.
Tlereefore. it is very important ler young people net to give away to

the moot coma of sitting in an autonudik, in their chain, or in front
of the television see foe hours, putting on a pound ot two every year
u ntil at the age of forty five they are physically soft and as muck as
tweee73ve pounds herein than they were when they graduated from
oaCirge or high school.

AU in sit regular physical exercise --lot fun or te produte sense-

din& m in ganiening oe forestry or carpentry -- is good medicine foe mind
and body and definitely incsesses the chances of hying a lore life.",

If the physical health and well-being of citizens generally is

to be a dominant eapose of physical education programs As both

logic and tree conditions of our society imply, then the campus
athletic spectaculars that ma", 14velrand from late afternoon to

I
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11,

Inal** sad latterly increasingly in the eveninp .of weekdays,
ongitt to bate a second claim on institutional concerns and resources.
If inellectual content and vocational training can be made a required
pact of such sports efforts. there is no reason why colleges and
universities should not train top-ranked performen in football,
basketball, baseball, and the other popular sports, just as they
Trepan young people for other occupations. But even granting
this assumption for many in major sports, the main effort in health
and physical education ought to be on the general education of
college students as active long-range participants in physical games
to presene physkal well-being and mental health.

If, as Dean Jack E. Razor of Illinois State University suggests
in a Imes to ths: author, there are assuring signs on campuses that
students have become aware of die value of personal, nonprofessional
pasticipation in spotts, especially those that can be continued lorw
after college days hmve passed. In this letter, Dr. Razor says:

There is a pet Mum and domed foe in4vibal and ihol activities
bk be LWOW as the collep coopen. Team spots havt bele yupalarity
m they en tau& extent* iel the secondary schools and stagings teal-
aim the mod (or the acquisition of skifi in a lifetime activity. The M-
ikes& strocture will scummed* the rota foe team spots (shawa*
spots ties, vanity athletics, Wormed play, etc.) ao4 tho the oopheas
is oyes ithilyi4oall sod &at sports at the university level Ths *nem
ist isidivihaid sod anal ntivities his been on the acre* for the pot tee
yews and I sor it ft be a cootimiog do* lane the ant dunk. This
bm boas baosee shout by the realizetios thee peopk be'Ve mere
kip* time and thetefott the oppernasity to epees thomelves
'Wok. Adetionally. these ate more himacial tesnoces math* with
which to fond individel obi del activities with* loot pram* bees
amilable only so a Wpm Om*, 'socioeconomic stub* May I aka
num that the incomsed Wee* in inch activitin on die pot of mak*
and society is so attempt so pin so :beatify and achieve self miliastios
by a Usedissed rod sometime apnhetic soney. Perk want to participstr.
biome imolied. be Ea in physical activity. politics. okorotiox etc. Pg.-

baiikethoil franchises sae piing bankmpt. pookssiemul lootboa
kepis ate dimppeanow. addatin (vries thersceptiow of $0 at 410
othorob) hem very matt mow* on a weelinowoek brius stittheit beaks
am sot -sisppottine their ithistir Italie which wo homely the ane.
bet iumead are speeding thew how poem* their owe physical tecreatim."

I St
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In any evient .-. comprehensivs unit, combining the work of the

relevant departzneits should be included in the general education

program of all graduate students concerned with the ar-

resting incidence cif the degenerative physical and mental health

diseases among out people. Nothing less than the cultivation of

coned habiti of dtt and irercise and the acquisition of related

hnowIedge in othe i! disciplines in ttx college years which can be

carried over irito tha Mature periods or life will adequately achieve

these goals. Faculty members who consider these resPonsibilines

peripheral or irreleiant to their main purposes 'miscalculate the-

proper missioll 'of higher education. It can, be arpied that these

educational .Ohligatidns to youth, however indispensable they may

be, ought to be diacharged by agencies other than 41 r typkal

academic department dedMited to the speciaFz.ed activ:ties essential

to the training of the mind. This is the same attitude that has

increasingly made the teaching of the oral and written use ef the

student's native tongue in nuny colleges an activity for which

one department has been assii,med responsibility and commonly

one group of novice teachers are given this assignment. This practice

haa resulted in the misuse of the languare and a consequent de .

viioration of the effectiveness, of communication so pointedly

criticized by Edwin Newman in his, essay, Strictly Specsiiatg,'"

just as one &coup of competeat teachers in the English depart .

ment, working ,!..;Aoperatively with the teachers .in other departments,

" require the regular preNration of ...ipers.. and must he given and

'held to the responsibility of cultiva ig II) students early in their

college careers habits of precise and
te

ar usage of language, other

fatuity members must asia,Unt the obAgation of preparing students

tor lives of physical well-being and \mental health. Any general

education program which fails to wiclude explicit goals related

to these featuires of a satisfying and ;effective life must be con-

sidered seriously inadequate. ft would be a revolutionary, but highly

beneficial policy, if colleges required every able-bodied ma it and

female student to take up one sport in the freshman year and

continue to partavate in it thoughout the years he .ir she 18 a

candidate for a degree.. Indeed, the health of the /Litton abki the
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welIkeing of many of its citizens could be immeasurably:enhanced
if each student were given an examination oat the end qf- each
acadeinic year, which included a review of their physial *skirl;,
their dietary habits, nnd their general health. The present tesistance
of students to any required educational experience is well known_
If a ficulty lays down no requirements in any subject, then of
course this health program could hardlk coerce students in one

howeTer, other subjects ate made a part of each student's
program, the health program is as essential as any other. Where
not required, every student should be. persuaded to make play
and health practice part of his regular regime.

This, policy of requiring that all students, except the severely
handicapped, undergo an annual physical check-np is in sharp
contrast to the presaiption in many institutions of one or two years
of phyikal education and none in the health sciences. The reolvaio
ad deittardrtm of this point of view appears in thc: policy of oil
instituti which requires no specific instruction in the health
sciences 4.1...J only one year in physical education; this latter require.
merit is waived, however, if an examination of the student shows
him to be in satisfactory good health. The health of the nation
will not improve until it is assumed thit she college has as much
responsibility for cultivating habits of healthful living as for in-
cukating habits of clear, logical, and cogent reasoning. faculties

,.could profit...from a...study of the theory...and practice of .education
involving the harmonious cultivation of human traits and faculties
among the Greeks when their civilization was at its peak,

As in the case of other recommended curricular reconstructions,
these changes would not. involve prohibitively expensive additional
units of instruction, a substantial augmentation of the teaching
stall, or enlarged facilities in physical education. What would be
required is a bringing together of already existing, but denartmentaily
separated. instructional materials and personnel .and a change in
attitude toward their presently divided responsibilities, and A joining
of forces in such a bask dunge in the health sciences and physical
education.
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A suittbk program in the health fields would, however, neces-
sarily iiivolve the thoughtful -and unreierved collaboraion .cof
competent persons in physiology, nutrition, biochemistry, biology,
psychologY. yariviatry, and physical education. Such a working
group could identify the experiences inside and cratside the class-
room which all students should have, to understand the funcriiming
of their own bodies and minds and to acquire the habits of healthful
living that in many cases would persist throughout life. The concrete
results oi these interdisciplinary efforts should be a genets; course
of imam ioci involving bodies of fact and theory from the related
discipline!, together with participation in various pmgrams of
intramural sports and individual physical activities.

The range of knowledge and skills required in such a program
may be assumed to involve an inordinate amount of time of both
teachers and students. As in the case of other units of instruction,
this view rests on the common but mistaken assumption that the
student must Master all the details of the subject and its intricate
development essential to the parson who makes one of the con-

' 'fitment fields his professional occupation. Basic reorganizations of
tabled matter will be required and the faculty members involved
will have to be given time to perform the necessary tasks, but
there is no inherent deterent to reaching this goal within the
resources of manpower and equipment already availabk on most
Campuses. The health and otell-being of future generations justifies

_ the effect.. _

Much has been slid about the health benefits of regular exercise
and roper diet, about the feelings of well-being which accompany
a regimen of disciplined physical living. Everyore, but especially
those charged with roponsability for designing a proper physical
education unit throughout the whole range of education including
the adult years must consider the personal and social benefits
that could Sow irom such a program. One person who has ero
visaged the interplay between controlled physical activity and the
character of our prisonsl and social lives is George Leonard. Faculty
members in phikeophy, sociology, psychology, as well as in the
departments of sports and physical education will fond in his recent
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book. The Uhimate Athlete, nourishing food for thought about
the widely comprehensive goals and potential outcomes of organized
prom The broad scope of his thinking about the consequences
of out present misconceptions about the utopia to be ushered in
by, relieving man of physical activity and the use of machinery
Me Vividly set forth in two quotations from his book. The first
statement refers to the visionary hopes of most human beings
with regard to their health and the realistk possibility of achieving
..itese goals of good living:

In every fat man, the saying goes, there is a thin man struggling to
get nut if this is 30, then every skinny man at times finds himself sur-
rounded by . the ghostly outlines of muscles and heft. And there must
somehow exist an ideal physique for every one of us man, woman, and
child. Everybody that moves about on this planet, if you look at it that
way. may well be inhabited by a strong, and graceful athtzte, capable of
Olympian featL.

Fanciful statements, but true. The athlete that dwells in each of us
is more than an abstract ideal. It is a living presence that can Junge the
way we fed and live. Searching for our inner athlete may lead us into
sports and regular exercise and thus to the health promised b.; physics/
&nem organizations and that might be iustification enough. But what 1

' "hairy in mind goes beyond fitness. It involve-, entering the realm of music
and poetry, of the turning of the planets, of the understanding of death."

And he places education in its broadest oontext when he adds:
Perhaps, then, it is lint inappropriate that we look to the field of

sports; physial education, and body for our transforming myth. &nu the
turn of the century, we have seen many signs of rapid human evolution,
figeshatiowings of transformation, as one supposedlr unsurpassable physi-
cal limitation after another has been surpassed. There are few more
satisfying confirmations of human potentiality than those found in thr
records of the modern Olympia, from 1896 to the present, and it some-
times seems that the sports section is the only part of the daily paper that
contains good news.I

As Leonard says, good physical and mental health have social
as well as personal consequences. Hence, those responsibk for
providing an adequate educption for living in today's stressful
world mtnt make physical education in its broadest sense an essential
ekment in the ;mall education progr.uo. To do this, as some
institutions have Already done, will nor necessarily deprive "profes-
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sional spotts: of 'their position in the life of .the institution or
its budget, it will require a larger investment of money, time, aind
energy in the games which can be engaged in throughout life such
as golf or tennis. It will also require the development of the
attitude among academic bodies that these are as important goals
of higher education as the acquisition of cognitive knowledge and
intellectual skills. The achicvement of these goals should also
result in changes in attitudes among the laity to the extent that
they consider the education of their young people In good health
practices and phySical activity as important as cultivating intellectual
abilities and training them for vocational comprtence.

GENERAL EDUCATION FOR MATURL ADULTS

One other emerging aspect of our society requires to be treated
in any reconsideration of the general education of our people, The
number of individuals beyond the normal ages of full-time at-
tendance at it college or university has markedly increased since
the depression. As the higher birth rates of the forties and after
are reflected in the advancing years among these groups there will
be an increasing number of citizens of mature age. Moreover, the
average number of years of their formal schooling hac also risen
sharply. By 1974, among our population over,twenty-five the median
years of schooling completed was 12.3.

Many more of our citizens have been-stimulated intellectually
to consider personal and social problem; they would formerly
have believed. beyond their ken in our earlier national life. There
is among us today a whole new company of prospective students
among the adult employed or retired population. Moreover, pressing
social, political, economic, and health problems are causing many
mature men and women to seek additional education. Even among
the employed the reduction of,rthe workweek to forty hours or less
has provided frit time which many will not be satisfied io fill
completely in playing golf or bridge. Many of these adults, to be
sure, want to pdrsue instruction which will advance them in their
vocation. It is the rare community that does not already have one
or more institutions such as a community college which attempts
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to satisfy these educational needs related to work. But an increasing
number seek the kind of instruction that will help them understand
the complex and swiftly changing world in which they live.

Add to the foregoing groups those who already hold bachelors'
or even advanced tiegrees, but whose. education was so narrowly
specialized that they feel incapable of dealing with social issues
and personal problems, and the demand for supplementary education
later in life increases. Few of these prospective adult patrons of
higher education wdl want or will be satisfied with the elementary
instrudion in the various disdplines .designed to serve the needs
of undergraduates intending to specialize in a given fidd of
learning. Most aduks want instruction that is so composed as to
illuminate the major problems of the day. The type of general
units of instruction described as fitted to the needs of undergraduates
in the various disciplines can also provide the body of fact and
theory and the exercise of intellectual abilities that will appeal
to adults. A program of general studies will attract and hold those
who do not seek a. degree, but rather want-Ahe more immediate
benefits of an education suited to their current purposes and interests.

. ,

Providing such progkatiis of general education for adults, quite
aside from its personal benefits to the student and advantages in
the form uf better-informed society, could well be the economic
salvation of insfitutkms which in recent years_ have been losing
their usual share of undergraduate enrollments. A nuinber of adult
students, unlike undergraduates. are employed in full-time, often
highly remunerafive occupations. Hence, they have the means to
pay tuition fees and they do .not require additional hying quarters,
food services. administrators, and auxiliary :enterprises, which in-
crease the wst of operation. Many institutions have established
comprehensive services far adults. Not enough of these, however.
have designed the general programs of instruction which wdl attract
and hold an ever-larger company of adult students because they
feel that their specitk intellectual interests are being served. Any
institution which sets about a reorganization of its offerings to
meet the needs of undergraduates for a more complete, better-
rounded general education ought to consider simultaneously the
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launching of a related program for adults. One area of particular
service that should be considered in such planning involves persons
often referred to as mature adults, a euphemistic phrase referring
Ea those who are uSuallylwer sixty-five and no ,longer employed.

Various professions have in recent years concentrated their
attention on Abe aging, and periodically conferences have been

federal and state governments to consider their peculiar
problem andiiieds. Although these efforts of professional groups
have often 6een concerned vAth such problems as health, housing,
and recreation; othars.have increasingly attempted to provide edu-
cational programs especially suitea to the needs and latent interests
'of those beyond the retirethent age. The value of these efforts to
the individual and their potential impact on the quality of American
life can hardly be exaggerated. Americans are severely criticized

..by smial scientists not only at home, but by other nationals:because
of our callous treatment of those who after having made indis-
pensable contributions .to.our iocial well-being for fOrty year's or
more arc literally excluded from the stream of life. Contrary to
.a common impression,among the uninformed, many of these older
citizens cannot be Counted among the mentally and physically
disabled:Nor, in terms of the material needs of life, can they be
classified as indigent or nee iy. Yet their lives-are often empty,
especially if, as is true of many, they have in their most producive
years, occupied positions that involved heavy responsibilities and
daily contact with a wide range of interesting people.

Those who have made gerontological studies unanimously agree
-that the lives of many retirees are-shortened by the sheer lack of
activities both physical and Mental which had earlier sustained their
vitality. Paul Tournier, a prominent Swiss physician, in his book
Learn to Grow Old, has treated at length the problem& a human .
being inevitably encounters as he advances into the upper age
brackets. Tournier is especially concerned with the trauma which
occurs when active persons retire. He observes that the inactivity
and emptiness of life that- follows retirement often result in early
death. For example, he relates the following tragic anecdote about
the. effect *of retirement and the cOnsequent social withdrawal:
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, Thete was alio in Bourg-de-Four a lady who kept a much frequented
tobacconist's and newsagent's shop. The judges and lawyers as they came
out of the courthouse nearby ,used to stop to pass the time of day with
her, in order to relax from the cold solemnity of the court. I myself never
failed to exchange a friendly word with her. I heard the news of her
retirement, 'too, followed a few months later by that of her death. It is
quite likely that she, too, died from having retired after such a sociable
career. Pastor Bretnond . . . whom I mentioned above, exercised his
ministiy for a long time in Oullins, a suburb of Lions, and an important m
French railway center. "Almoit all my parishioners worked .on the rail-
way,". be told me. "They were very proud of being able to retire at' fifty-
'five. 6ut ihey did not seem to notice that very few survived retirement by
more than..two years."

At a recent seminar at St.-Etienne, we were also told that civil avia-
tion pilots are retired at the age of fifty, but that they almost all die during
the following five years.19

And then he presents additional statistical evidence to the affect:
'41.2 peicent of men almost half, that is and 43. percent of

women admitted in France, into aged persons' institutions, die
within the first six ,months!"

Moreover, alk.these mature adults in the United Statei of whom
there will be a continuing corps of millions, enjoy the franchise.
if these 'over six million citizens were politically organized_ _as
members of a society such as the American Association of Retired
Persons they could have a major impact on public policy. Those
in youndr age groups sometimes complain that their seniors typically
cast their votes in terms of social, economic, and political conditions
and world events which' preVailed When they were younger, con-
servative votes that are 1,:iik4 on a totally unrealistic interpretation
or,knowledge of the world as it is today. Without Ong into the
.validity of these political judgments, it can be said that without
a sound, general education the mature adult no less than the college
student will often' be voting on very important social issues in
ignorance of the relevant facts. Unless they continue their education,
they, will not be aware of the .finding of recent investigations by
reliable kholars and the opinions of experienced personnel in
Matters of social polity which acutely impinge on their own lives and
the well-being of our people generally.
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In sum, then, for setired,adults a well-conceived; 'comprehensive
prograin of genthl education wOuld achieve the same goals of
public enligliteninent on ihe iSsues of the;day as comparable.pro-

'srami for youthrAt the saMe time, it Would provide stimulating
intellectual aCtivities and emotional enrichment for many who

soon find- uninterrupted leiSure an unrewarding substitute for a
life of responsible employment and ,active citizenship.

A number of efforts are now being inaCte to enhance the.Op-
,portunities for continuing education for mature adults. One of

the most prornising of these enterprises fauncbe..1 its activities in
February of 1976 at the University of San Francisco. This edu-
cational enterprise will be, known as The Fromm, Institute for.

- Lifelong Learning whose name- reveals the dedicated efforts and
research over a period of years of Mr., and Mrs. Alfred .Fromm.
The following statement of purpose reveals , something of the
kinds of persons the institute is designed to serve as well as the
range of its services: -

The Fromm Institute is one of' a very few organizations associated with
an institution of higher education that has clearly seen and intdpreod the
desire of Many older adUlts to receive college-level instruction equal to
that Of 18 to 22-year-old learners. The. University of San Francisco, an
independent Jesuit university, recognizes, too, that post sccondary institu-
tions have an obligation to provide- the same educational opportunitis to
its students over, the age of fifty as it does to its younger students.

The Fromm Institute has come .to the conclusion that older adult
learners want many oi the same things that their younger counterparti do
with respect to educational pursuits. The main difference is that, tor
younger students part bf the re:Ward for purstiing college and university
studies is in obtaining a better job, higher salary, or other material .con-
siderations, and for older students the reward, is y an intangible nature
concerned with intellectual sAtisfaction.

The Frornm Institute believes that One of the best ways to leach arid
motivate older adult students ---,those who are returning to higher educa-
tion after a long absence and those who lave no college level training
at all is7to gradually re-expose them to learning by professor% who will
not only'be master leachers but also -neinthreafening- as individuals. This
is the principal reason .that the institute places heavy emphaiis on the
employment of salaried emeriti faculty members. This innovative approach
is not -only unique to higher educational programs for older adults but
also crucial to the success of the Fromm Institute.
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imetactima., robs* by the ux3ond year, they wit mutts* decide upon
the end astriculmes to be aimed. Older adult hemmers, especiani, mist

he akma a say tlw amuses they take.
3. Ststikon fa= the Fromm immitute WM be peovided special cossesel-

ing and tutorial saviors aimed at thick matisstiosat emotional, and

physical meals. .They wil have full access to peofessom and to

Meaty amid resemds facilities, mid they vigil =jay "Somlent- peivi-

, lers in the &skis ball, donsitoty,and bookstore,. and special gates

with Respect to tend attavenieets- In achistien. the damn:loss
atigased wit be loosed near lonoge and tearoom facilities. Family,
the admissions poocedutes will be simprthed so dam, mot aduk

lamer has sommened his courage to resume bis eckmatioss, be will

gni become fomented by evedy complicated and timemonsuming

policies and topaketrnents-

4. The admilaistntion of die Fromm Institute consists of an indepead-

horned oi inectoes of: porninent chamois, busiseis men, peo-

fessionalls, and civk ladr n. most of whom ate older adults. Most
insportantly. the teachentwill be salmied emeriti peoleasots, who,

it is felt, will be better`able to motivate mad "elate so older admits

dim yeses :moved bons faunal academic trains&

Tlija program for adults does not mention specifically the

___o inISMiciplinany stuck% cle genera education_ The concepts

---ar both1 hoseevoc, are implicit _in the foregoing description of the

porp9Ses wild impels of the FON13112 Ingitat. ThiS altieSpoSing

eff -*them= e 4 and savice-minded laymen deserves study

by itstbet odatdices and institutions to the end that sisnihr efforts

way 93e atitetored ent a broader sale.
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YIL NOTEWORTHY GENERAL EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

Although the momentum of the general education movement
considerably slackened since the fifties, some institutions have

preserved both its spirit and its substance. Moreover, abundant
evidence exists of a widespread revived interest in interdisciplinary
units of instruction. To provide interested °faculties with .a few
examples of the present manifestation of this interest and its
concrete expression. six examples of quite different college pro-
grams have been brought together in this chapter. Two others,
at St. Olaf College in Mimesota and Warner Pacific College in
Oregon. have been described in the author's earlier monograph.
Valuer, bberal Edkraiio.a., and National Destiny, copies of which

are available at the LiHy Endowment. The author would be glad
to receive descriptions of other such programs now in existence.

THE INTEGRATED PROGRAM IN HUMANE STUDIES

AT KENYON COLLEGE

The program Constitutes a single cohesive inquiry during three aCt-
&epic years, kading to the consideration of freedom and reponsibility
in the modem world and the ethical issues students will confront in their
different professions and careers. The work of the first year is concerned
with The Humor Predicavierir i, Satuye: the 6.,omplex of issues that arise

from the fact that we ate both part of. and ykrt different from the rest

of mature.
The core of the program is a carefully selected series of readings drawn

from the great elassks of thought and literature. Each student will be
expected to read, analyze, and reflect on these materiah with the help of
the faculty. While each of the faculty brinp to the discussion a special

expertise, the program is not a series of separate courses taught by indi-
vidual professors. The heart of the everience will be the sense of com-

mon endeavor as instructors and students together explore the texts and
issue they raise.

-

Students will not be presented with A' uniform interpretation or posi-

tion and nuy often find that the faculty numbers differ warmly among
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themselves. It is hoped di.d, through ei.:ounter with different perspectives
on the common ground- of the assigned t.xis, participants will be able to
develop cohettnt ideals and values relevant to their personal lives.

Students are expected to purchase copies of tlx: required readings in
specific editions_ The Co llege Bookshop carries a full stock, but those
who can buy and read am of the tests in adsanke are encouraged to do so.
77,e, F.4co10 ( /975:76)

Professor Robert 1). Borns (Biology)
Associate Professor Wi lli.un V. Frame (Political Science)
Professor Robert H. ( K)okihAnd (Modern Foreign Languages

and Literatures)
Professor Richard F. Ilk:Winger (Religion), Direafir
Astazet Pic:lessor Marsha R. Schermer (Philosophy)
Associate Professor Frederick Turner ( English).-
Secretary: Mrs. Patricia G. Slate

The Offices of the faculty are in Timberlake House on Park Drive,
opposite the Clupel. Timberlake House also contains a seminar room
-where all seminars of the progr.un are held, and a lounge for the use of
students and Lculty. The equipment and remodelling of Timberlake
House and the inauguration- of du. IPHS ,were made possible by a
generous grant from the Lilly Endowment, Inc.

Each student in the program has one of the IPHS faculty as faculty
advisor, responsible for his or her general academic'program (both in and
outside the Integrated Program) and available for counsel on any matter.
Each faculty member holds regular office hours for conferences. Faculty
members may also be reakimd at home in Any emergency situation.

Besides being responsible for the teaching work of the program, faculty
members meet together cacti Monday evening for their own seminar to
discuss the material currently under study. F4ch of 'them (except the
director) also offers one course each semester in his or her particular

The Forsm
EacIs week all students and faculty in the program meet on Monday.

Wednesday and Friday mornings from 10-11 am. in Philomathesian Hall
(Ascension Hall) for the 'Forum. At these sessions faculty members
introduce t be texts and identify some, of the major questions they raise.
On some occasions faculty members jOin in panel discussions, on others
visiting speakers may be heard, and on others, issues raised id seminars
are dipaassed.

Attendance at the Forum, except for sickness or emergency, is required
since these presentations are fundament41 to the discussions of .4the texts
in seminars and tutorials.
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Seminal mid Tatoeialt
Each week - every student participates .in a seminar with about 12

membets under the leadership of a faculty member. Every other week he

or she has ma indivichial tutof.ial session with the same faculty member..
The faadty member who is the student's facility advisor is also the tutor
for the lust six weeks of the fall semester For the remainder of that
semester the tutor is another faculty member. During the second semester
each student is under the tutorial guidance of two Wier faculty members
in turn. A student thus has a continuing relationship throughout the year

with the faculty member who serves as faculty advisor, as well as the
opportunity to -rock closely with three other faculty members.

Each week every 'student prepares a written presentation either for the

seminar or for a tutorial. Presentaticeis for the seminar (500-750 words)

are directly related t the interpretation of the test under study. Those

for a tutorial (loa)-I soo words) take up a particular theme of the material

or compare the ideas tht.an with previous discussions.
In addition to seminars and :tutorials, field trips and labor:wry exer-

cises relevant to the theme of the program are arranged in the fall and

sPring-
Semihars involving students without faculty participation are scheduled

for &ow: interested.

Coafter Ord fidr the Program
NotmaLly s stuiem takes one other Kenyon course in each semester

(or a oni-unit year course) in'addition to the first yew of the. program.
In vecy special circumstances it may be appropriate to take two courses
outside iise program. The choice of this course or these courses is made

us consultation with the faculty advisor during orientation.

The ProgrAm and the MitiOf Department
The -;neral degree requirements of the college include four years of

undergradir.de work, at least two years of which (iucluding the senior
yea) must be at Kenyon. For graduation the stuitent mill, earn sixteen

units of credit in which a satisfactory average jc achieved complete a
maior program including a senior 4xemise, and satisfy diversification re-

quirements.
The number of units of work required by departments of their maiors

varies from four to seven, but no more than seven nf the siNteen units
required for graduation may be earned in one ckpartment. Thus a student

st Kenyon takes at least nine and perhaps as many as twelve units of cr.odit

outside the vaakit department. The Integrated Program in Humane Studies

rotat,tutes six of these units: thme in the first year, tp,n in the second
year, an ir.e in the seniot year.
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Although the prop= is not a department of the college, and it doesnot fulfill the requirements for a major, it should prepare a staent forwork in : major fat Those who have definite academic plans shouldrecognize that the work of the Integrated Program is entirely consonantsrith mitterally 'my professiond god. Students e-Arolled in t prOgramMelo& some who intend to go oe. te Law school or- medical school or towork in journalism or film. Participants include wential majors in An-thropology, Art, Biology, Chemistry, English, History, Modern Foreignlanguages, Philosophi, Physics, Political Science, Psychology, Religion andSociology.

Some science departments advise a student to take two units of creditin the science division in the freshman year. Those planning to major ina science should .consult the department concerned as well as their faiukyadvisor.

Diversification

Candidates for the Kenyon degree must earn at lealt one unit of creditin al least five depattments which are in at least three divisions. Thedivisions and departments Me:
Fine 'Alas: Art, Drama, Musk.
Humanities: Classics, English, Philosophy, Religion, Modern

Foreign Languages and Literatures
Natural Sciences: Biology, Chemistry, Mathenutio, Physics,

PsYchohg
Social Sciences: Apthr.apology and Sociology, Economics,

History, Pohtical Science
The work of ske program counts towards the fulfillment of these

'diversification requirements for graduating. The first year of the program
may be reckoned as de: equivalent of a year's credit in *any three of:Englirh, Philosophy, MIdem Foreign L guages and Literatures, or Reli-gion. It is er.exted that departments in . :her divisions recognize thework of the :ft old yea' of the Integra ted Program as fulfillment o(
divi-,.fication requirements.

The depattments of English and Philosophy which have introductorycourses '1,English 1-2, Philosophy 11.12) as prerequisites for other coursesaatpt the first year of the program as fulfilling these requisements.
Credit and Grading

Althaigh the program constitutes a. singk academic enterprise, partici-pants register M Humane Studies 1,2; Humane Studies 3,4; and HammStain 3, 6 and receive three separate units of credit and three gradesat the end of the academic year. 157
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At the end of thr first six weeks of the first semester the student

receives an evaluatice from his or her faculty advisor (who 1-,as acted as

tutor for this period). This does not (except in circumstances mentioned

be,..131r) form part of the student's permanent record. At the end .of the

first semester the first grade is given by the tutor under whom the student

has worked for the second part of that semester. The second graile is

given by the tutor for the first eight weeks of the second semester) The

,third grade is given .hy the tutor for thr second part of the second semester.

This grade takes into account the student's achievement id a concluding

project intended to test his or her ability to apply the understanding

gained in the work of the program to the study of a major literary work.

The college requires that tentative grades (which do not form part

of the student's permanent record) be reported at the end of the first

semester of the year courses. For this purpose students in the Integrated

Program are Assigned a tentative grade based on the evaluation of the

two faculty members under whom they have worked in the first semester.

Coarse Changes
During the first two weeks of the fall semester students may make,

changes in their course selections (including the integrated Program).

Such changes require the use of Course Chmge Cards available at the

Registrar's Office. After thr two-week period for changes and through

the last day of the first semester all changes in course selections or status

require successful petition of the Committee on Academic Regulations.

After the last day of classes of thr first semester and through the first

two weeks of classes in January, students may drop year-courses (including

the. Integrated Program) via a card in the Registrar's Office. Any who

withdraw from the Integrated Program at this time receive one and a

half units of credit and grades for thr work completed in the first

semester. In such a case the evaluati gi made by the Faculty Advisor-Tutor

for the work of the first six weeks of thr first semester is recorded as a

grade for a half unit of work. Entry into the second semester of a year

course (including the Integrated Program) is prohibited by college regu-

lations unless the student has completed the first semester or its equiva-

lent, or successfully petitions the Committee on Academic Regulations.

Such a petition must make clear why the student thinks himself or her-

self entitkd to spccial conside.ration. It 'must be accompanied by the

recommendation of the Faculty Advisor and of the faculty of the program.

F:aore Years in the Integrated Program,

Hunun nature, as it ts determined by our animal inheritance and the

external world, establishes certain parameters for the exercis.: of freedom

and responsibility. 3ut our capacity to act ethically is also affected to a
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great extent by the culturaf and social environment in which every indi-vidual exalts. In the second year of the program students devote half of..
their .academic time (two units of credit) to the study of this aspect of thehuman situation. This coursz on The !Inman Predicament in Higort is
organized on lines similar to those of the tirst year. Emphasis is laid onthe relevance of the past for the understanding of the present, under-
lining the subtheme of the whole progr.un: (L.mtinoio and Change. An
attempt is made to distinguish whatis artificial or 'added- from what is
natural or. -given- and the reLtionsh1 of the two is studied in order tobring into view the foundations of c ntemporary Western culture.

In die senior year a unit of credit 1/4 time) is earned in a year-long
seminar on The Haman Predicament it the 11oJern lrorld. This courseconsiders the issues of freedom a responsibility, building on the studies
of nature- and history in the first two -ears. Questions arising from the
student's specialized study in a major tield are discussed, and attention
is given to specific ethkal issues that may be confront,:d in different pro-
fessions and careers.

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES AT NORTH CENTRAL
COLLEGE

North Central College
North Central College is a coeducationai liberal arts college in Naper-ville, Illinois. Founded in 1861, it is affiliated with the United MethodistChurch and devoted-to Christian values in a context of respect for all

honest beliefs. It gas been nationally cited for the percentage of its grad- .'uates earning the doctoral degree. Its current student body is near 1,000.
2. 'Beginnings of Interdriripimarj Emphada

In 1960, North Central College had 24 distinct academic departments.
all autonomous. Like most colleges then, it was patterned after the graduate
university model .1..partmental specialization. But the atomistic adminis-
trative structure of the departmental system steadily blocked the increasing
efforts of the faculty to create a liberal arts process which would combine-
specialization with a passion for integrative It:awing. Against much inertia.the first thtee intenfisciplinary (ourses took shape during the 1960s: The
Nature of Science, Introduction to Crearryt Arts, and Discovery (*an inquiry
into the emergence of new perspectives in whatecer field). Their receptionby students, together with ti satisfaction experienced by iiarticipating
faculty, ..set the stage for the next step in creating an interdisciplinary
curriculum. -

5The PhoeNix Carriadhiti of 1971
In 1970 faculty ..nd students joined in a full-scale rethinking of the

philosophy and structure of North Central College education, under the
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rubric `."Project Phoenix." The academic department as an autonomous

entity was abolished. Str'ong divisional structures were designed in which

the old'departments appeared as "disciplines" a term which stresses the

paxess of learning rather than its territories. Much broader discussion of

curricular iisues then became the rule; and it was not long before colleagues

of different fields began to combine their interests.
,Govemance was widened to encourage the initiative of junior faculty and

of students. The concept of required courses gave way to a pattern of

educational objectives which could be filled through various disciplines.
Divisional majors were nude possible, as well as individually planned
tratudivisional majors. A half-dozen faculty colloquia each year stressed

the commonality of intellectual endeavor.
A most important administrative action was the adoption of curricuhr

maxima whereby each academic discipline was limited to a certain number

of courses--,- thus guaranteeing economy and compactness of offerings.

The excess of innovative energy then flowed into divisional and all-college

offerings (for Aidl room had been planned),

4. The Efflorescence of Interdisciplinary Effort

Thus the college had chosen both intellectually and administratively to

fuse the specialization and integration of knowledge. A faculty which
was encouraged to cross boundaries steadily developed cooperative and
integrative courses until by 1975 fully 10 percent of the curriculum could

be called interdisciplinary. A partial course listing follows, arranged in

order from the natural sciences to the humanities:
Man's Physical World
Nature of 'Science I and II
Philosophy of Science
Chemistry-Physics I and II
Primate Ethology (Biology and Psychology)

Environment and Man (Biological and Social Sciences)

Environmental Studies (an interdisciplinary major)

Social Sciences Resources
Business and Society
Operation of a Great City
Metropolitan Studies (an interdisciplinary major)

Cultural Ecology
EmrIging Nations
Psycholinguistics
Introduction to Language and Linguistics
Black Literature
Word Derivation .and Structural Patterns
'Introduction to the Arts
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Culture of a Great City
Music-Theatre Workshop
Discovery I. and II
Current Interdisciplinary Studies (one-time' courses to address

topical issues which cut'across traditi -.la! boundaries)
In 1975 the college was granted support by Lilly Endowment for a

four-year sequence of experimental courses' leading from a consideration
of personal values to a value-oriented study 'of the working world. Its
interdisciplinary character may be suggested by the- title of the freshman
segment: -Values and the Valuable Community."

5. The Continuing 134se
The new currictilum is seen not as a -trendy- collection of innovations,

but as a return to ,roots. The respect for specialization remains, in the
conviction that mastery in a given subject can deepen the student's respect
for all subjeCts. The three central objectives of the B.A. Exploration,
Foundation, Concentration correspond to the venerable trio: electives,
general education, and major. What they revivify is the sense of the
unending diversity and integrity of learning an intuition which in the
old aggregation of -requirements and departments had become iiiiiausly
fragmented.

THE "CORE" CURRICULUM
AT SAINT JOSEPH'S COLLEGE'

I. INTRODUCTION : OB JECTIVES OF THE CORE PROGRAM

Saint Joseph's College adopted its Core Curriculum because it was seen
to be a better way to achieve the gwls and purposes of the institution,
a Catholic liberal arts college, than the 'more traditional approach to general
education. Core is integrative,- rather than distributive, in its structure.
Core gives the entire student body, and as many members of the faculty
as possible. a common experience in reflecting on man, his situation,
civilization, and culture, his achievements and problems, his meaning and
purpose.

The switch to Core demanded radical changes in schedules, in depart-
mental offerings, in cOurse assignments, and in many other long-held
policies and ideas. But what xas asserted most emphatically in the change-
over was that the institutional commitment to Core expressed the judgment
of the whole Saint Joseph's College community that general education is
at least as important as the student's major. The structural reminder of
this commitment is.the central role which the Core Program fills in the
college's course- offerings throughout all four years of the normal bache-
lor's program.
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In order to offset the trend toward hypei-specialization or vocationali-
zation in most of our American hight:r education, Core is strongly generalist
and humanistic. It emphasizes the project of becoming a -self worth
being,- of leading a genuinely human existence, as the basic issue of liberal

education. Though the content of each semester of Core varies, the program
maintains an overall common and c:-stant concern for human values, a
concern which either is carried over from Core into other courses by both
students and faiulty or reinforces the humanistic perspectives already.

present in those courses.
Finally, any number of more specifically philosophical positions are

implied in -either the interdisciplinary or the personalist commitments of
the Core Program. Core stands against the depersonalization of man that

is the bent of the reductioni.t type of thinking of-so many contemporary

intenectuals. The program mainu:ns an openness to insights into the
nature of man and the human situation that come from a whole range of
audemic disciplines and methods. No method which can .shedelight on
human meanings and values is theorized out of existence or into nonsense
on an a pr;orr basis The traditional approach of the liberal arts is broad-
ened to welcome the fruits of the studies of modern psychology, sociology,

and other scienc_s of nun. But what Core strives to do is to inform with

a common purpose fly; whole mass of conflicting interests spawned by the

hyper-sf,ecialized curricula of the inainstream of cunternporary higher

educition.
STRUCTURE OV THE CORE PROGRAM

A. In genoal
The Core Prograrn replaces what used to be a 51.credit, mainly lower

level and distributive approach to general education with a 45-credit,
integrative .and interdisciplinary set tki semcger programs very evenly

spread out over the four years of colki.:c cdu( (rim. In place of A required
number of courses from several sepairate departrL-4-nts, Core involves a 6-

credit interdisciplinary course in all Ha tlat last of the eight semesters
usually uken' by the student.

The following table shows the simpk structure and rhythm of the
Core program:

Freshmen: Core 1The Contemporary Situation (6 credits.) .

Core 2-1-Iebrew and Gracco.Roinan Heritage (6 credits)
Sophomores: Core 3The:Middle Ages (6 credits)

Core 4---The Modern World (6 credits)
Juniors: Cm's 5 & 6----Foundations of Science (6 credits),

Cores 7 & 8Non-Western Studies (( credits)
Serliors: Core 9----Toward a Christian Humanism (6 credits)

Core 10Christianity and the Human Situation (3 credits)
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B. The overall' unity of Ihe program

It is important to stress the overall integration of the sginents of Core
into a single general education program which lus avery defitilte,rationale
and 'developmental unity operative throughout all four years. The follow-
ing descriptions clarify the overall thrust of the Core Program.

The lust semester of. the freshman year begins With -The Contempo-
rary Situation- beciuse the main objective given to Core 1.is self-discovery
and self-assessment. The student is invited to take inventory of his personal
and our communal, problems and resources: As a young man or woman in

;twentieth century America, what outlooks and values hive I adopted?
What can we reasonably expect to achieve --- answered differently from
Kurt Vonnegut's :Fourteenth Book of Bokonon- - in the .remaining years
of this century? 'What are the prospects and hopes for creating a mean-
ingful personal existence and a just society?

The time span allotted to Core 1 ex:.ends back to 1900, not for arith-
metic convenience or to relieve other cores.of some years of content, but
to attain a very specific purpose. The student's edifice of meaning was
constructed under the influence--of his parents and grandparents, as well
as that of peers, teachers, and so on. By becoming acquainted with the
events and hopes and crises of those immediately, ancestral generations,"
the student can discover the impact of the-past on his living present, the
relevance of history to human existence. This is not approached in service
to any particular philosophy of history, whether spiral or cyclical or what-
ever, but in terms of the simple facts of life that out meanings are shared
meanings and that our existence is an historical existence. The complement
to the future-looking dimension of hope in human existence is the past-
regarding dimension of memory. With the establishnient of this dialectic
between hope and memory, Core 1 opens the student' up to the historical
sections of Core in the followin,.; three semesters. Both in Core 1, how-
ever, aod in the largely historical sections of Core :to foilow (Cores 2, 3,
and 4), a whole range of academic disciplines philosophy and theology,
the natural and behavioral 'and social sciences, literary and artistic expres-
sionparticipates .in the attempt to shed light on the meanings and
problems of Western man.

Cores 2, 3, and 4 the second semester Of the freshman year and the
twO semesters of the sophomore year seek to encounter -the originS of
Western civilization and follow its subsequent development. How have
the Hebrews, Greeks, Romans and early Christians laid the foundationsof
what we call -the West- (Core 2) ? How' have Graeco-Roman and Judaeo-
Christian sources, albeit over centuries of development an-.1 evolution,' con-
tributed to the world we. now inhabit?
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In Core 3, "The Middle Ages," the mannq in w ich the cultural values,
of the ancient world were preset ved and modified in, the years from 100

to 1600 in the West is studied. The particular approach taken in this

Core, because-it individual men who make histori2-ari8 build civilizations,

.is one which focuses on individiel persons whO contributed in .a 'very

special way to the cultural evolution of the West, leading up to .the emer-

gence of what we. (somewhat chauvinistically) rcall "the modern world."
In ending with the Renaissance, Core 3, from one point. of view, closes a

cultural cycle with Core 2 in that the Renaissance looked backwards to

the origins of the West in ancient Greece and-Rome; but, from another. .

point of view, the seeds of the modern world and rumblings of the
radical changes about to ',occur are there too.

The modern world is approached, in Core 4, in an at least partly

dialectical fashion by studying the interplay of currents of thought from

1600 to 1900. The Baroque, the Enlightenment, the conflict between

Romanticism and Realism, the Revolutions, the Age of Progress espe-

cially the images of Man, of Nature and of God that go along with each
of thesesuch is the complex material of Core 4. Overall, however, the
achievements and disappointments of those 300 years do exhibit 4 certain

logic of developMent which makes understandable the ambivalence and
trepidation with which Western man etitered the twentieth century. 'rims,

at the end of Core 4. the student has worked his way, with enriched
historical understanding and developed critical acumen, back to the start-

ing point of Core 1.
Though Cores 1 through 4 did attempt to deal with 4,000 years of

Judaeo-Christian tradition and 2,800 years of Western culture, there is

still a greater challenge to the imagination and sensitivity of the student-

to come in the" junior year. Non-Western Core ,,(Cores '7 & 8) transports
the student out pf the West in order to,ipvite him'to meet and to learn
to appreciate fellow human beings who have created 'cultures quite different

from his own. The great cultures of India, China, Africa, and Japan,

whether in terms of complementarities or contrarieties or correctives,,.have

much, to teach us, in spite of our boasts of Western superiority.

In addition, the "Stdry of Mail" that science tells, in the concurrent
Core Science segment (Cores 5 & 6). is a story which speaks of billions

of years of cosmic and biological evolution and of a cosmos of fantastic
dimensions, but which is still man's home. If Cores '2, 3, and 4 put us
in touch with our cultural Tots, Core Science reveals how intimately our

human lives are connected with all of life and with basic cosmic 'proc-

ess6: our cosmic and biological roots. The two programs of the junior
,

year do, however, converge whether by political, economic, ecological,
metaphysical, or religious paths -- or: the reality of. the oneness of the

family of man.
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1.. Scientific method (Du PhiksiophY)

L Mathematical maids and scientific laws (Fr. Gtn, Mathematics)

C ScieSce and oakum bah East mid West (Mr. beaky, Philosophy)

IL THE STORY OF MAN (ai told by sci 1st)

A. mum EVOLLTION
1. Basic faces is Natant

a. )4echanical form.. (Dr. Chug. Physics)
tii0s (Fr. Rklit...1;40,, Physics)
Eltztrie amid maybe* faces (De, Gas& Physics)

*SW letniatect a Name
a, The atom Mr. Chesik, Physics)
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O. Corr 9: Toward j Chris 14101 Hatotaviont

The wood lefebeSeer of Core Science t(coe 6) centered about three
major readings: Doughty's on :fled the EN ;frog:Prowl. Woolridge's
Mechanic-41 Maw. and Levin's rho Pre fot D. They focused on man.
science, and stx-iviy. and contained the common claim that thr problenis
confronting contemporary man can best he rolved if we strip oursehes
of the ancient prejudice tiut we men are !molt:how special cases in the
universe, endowed with -freedom And dignity- by which we transcend
the other beings to the environmmt. Actually, we have no more reason
for misting than any other specks. Doughty informs us. Only if we accept
the scientific view of ourselves as complex mcelunisms not essentially
Mrcrent from utZter things in our universe, well we be abk to handk
our problems with LS objectivity appropriate to them. Dean Woo Ridge
claims, And Levin *etches A flUnirli Med utopia where all nut a few
eCcere MS ere socially concerned. healthy. conti-nted scientifically rrn
gressive. We add to that pecture, at the beif-%..ig of this semester,
psychologist B. F. Skinoces Wehien

Core 9. however. develops a contrasting view of things and is organieni
around A different thesis. namely that there as a set of questions to which
any Christian slew aimed at tkiley Must address itself: ) is rrun in
principle compkrtly eerlainabk by a wientstk arrivals which closes the
door to any 04lanation that goes beyond the observable? (.2) If in
principle man ikfk:i transcend socritenc esirfarutio, e, there A. transcendent
beyond Men Iss whilt '. man is beholden Or ere tho,.: references to trans
teridence that see find in religious trials tduals and institutions merely Altus:eon
sustained by a need to escape iirpressive conditions or underpin the
social order? ti ) If religion ano religrwas exi, re nee ,,imply
useful fictions that hive beectne ou,mioded by wientine advaiice, if tfAere
is an actual transcendent. t tiscre a ro-urtoly Christun mole of re:ation
to the transcendent If so. Can rt he Achieved by active elaktpriewn
the building up of the secular city alone, or does it reline in addition
the practice of inward rrnet?

Notice ttut some vif thesi ipiesttoos an be raged in tern s. of the
general ioneepts of !NOM sr e, ,r4,1 a :dr.R.d.e, depending upon whither
the answers alkow us to rt-ma in within t (rom the l.atuir.r And miniese)

eertmo There tif kr( kit kad us ti besind Lntn troy, and
ttered&ie is, arsither There The relations between immanence and
tranfecmdcnee Involved in c.kh of the hairn erections lead us to tert.4 n
thresholds where the trarisciniknee of An carlier histl betnmes the
immanence or Arsettwr Thus, if wc admit th.o Men.; WI Metier* Iran.
wends, as obwerel:r airid thinker, the observ.+40. obje..rs he thanks about
in science Ice may soli remain within the inviurience of A *Odd view
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Irithotit a trotworniktit AS in ;;,:ii Maranim ana iz certa.in porular fermis

ritistentialists thought. .r. these t itws would be ;:stislained

away rather than riplaiined it v,:ould sintrly be a useful or useless ine

rulual ot wed fiction. Or we Admit A tr,instencLet, we might consider

the only relevant relatSitn tet 11rn ne of invnersion within th steular by

humid relations with our tellow men

la Part One of t ore 9. e have tk tsnon of i..o, that Fives toe

to the BA tie for HUman Trans.:emit:nut. There. is first 4 aa a position
d esteem immanence a se tynttlit reduttionism cskrnrlined to,LI carnally

by the bo:havietal psychologist H. F. Skinner who cosAisien himself
descendent of the Enlightenment notion of uoiv ersal mechanism and who

resets all appeal to anything human or die me w lush alkgedly transcends

such medumism. FOT Skinne r, the notions .1. ireecken and dignity- are

prescientific and must themselves ti,e transcended. This position has been

resisted tooth 410 nail bv those who believe in a transcendent element of

nun and ill the universe :Iv v whole those, that is. who beheve in the

mad and In God :el Whose inuge the soul is said to have been made.
But it thould be underscored that not everyone who believes in a tran-

scendent element in man over other forms thereby also believes in God.

Iiiitness the most popular of the 1.,x.itentialists and the new IstarxiStIn

The hAttle .itt this ksel I1A5 tO 1/410 ith those who believe that man is

wholly` immanent M nature and those. who believe that nun at ..base

transcends the mechanisms of naturv. Physicist Michael Polanyi has been

StislAtil AS the' ferti'ialnitAtiSt.. MI araireductionest position developed an

the kat: of Ail altrITLAtite rhdAYIK,Orr of science.

Pan Two deals with the questsi,n of A transcemknt beyond nun. Here

we fAiA the univi-rul phinomenoo f religion studying it tirst of from

the rtlint or vicer of tfic fi-sei ions. chological and social. whice it has

often been used to fulfill. Freud riesenn the position which.. though

explicitly designed to reduce reigion to ilk:glom ar4 Mal tql a 11WthiAISM,

ytt (MAIO% guoui t us results Stk* 4ogist Pore Berger goes beyond

Freud and. while mamtaming human freedom orms the door te, the

possability of A traltrittfickflt beviAnd man. NIC,e, follow the direction toward

transcendence by raising the question of whether there is some son of

transcendent reference beyond pss.theviogical and "real functions. Enna-

entulist phekssoillser -theologian Paul Wish considers the problem of
-the heart,- the center of anxiety and Ultimate Concern. that opens eat

to what he cars 'The &MUM Of being.- which undercuts the tension

httilitTh tr smeendent ""Cliolely Other and immanent pantheistic

docriatt. A .ovork 1.7 SAM 5,:ixo attempts in personal, natobiograplik team

Miniq, relation to the dome so a kind of open pety for persons and
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thinp and in a recovery of the felt sense of his own hodihness. His
-god- tends more in the directieu of an itrimonent pantheistic die intty.

Part Three, though treonng the probkm of Christian tintrunente and
transcendence, is hasWally rorg,anized around the themes of Incartunon.
Death and esurrection, Ascension ard Worship. Three statements on
incarnation are considered: Sun Keen's osne luding (hopter on ''visceral
theology,- an historic.d T' i. i.e. )it hir,e e wiale by Glynis
McManarnon and MI itik ''On ;he Tlwsilogt of the liwornotton'' by
Karl Rahnet. The incarnation thyme pee. odes the work by Teilhard de
Gaudin ott The nt: me :11,:et rrolon,ging thy presence of Christ through
thc do-imitation of All humon aeto {vas. Thy dcoth and resurrection theme
is expressed both in Teilhord's &holster on the d anizat ton of our pssiv les
and in Joseph Bot personahiec4 stotement in The 1",,eu. Ile.11,e
The oscension theme romts foot the Lord who !,...dges hrswiry to the life
of the community to be judged and focuses on the themes of service and
worship Tt ilhard's o HU. hid n lhtpter. Robert Nte A fee Brown's Rebn:d
awl r,iteete. and the Lain Attu:neon bishops. %Aar, Contest:net
documents on peace and pen rt.% mend to these themes. Finally the
recent (num meal Ha rtb ,rd A ppeo 1 re foe uses our general themes 'of
Christian =Inatome and t ran* nderk e by punting &int the dongers in
recent popularization% of faith.

Finally. the program for ( ore V was designed in stwh a way as (to
refer ba(k to all the pro tous Con, readings and to relate to as many of
the maior and minor programs as possibk. Mt* was done both through
the sekction of the readings and through raising explicit gm:scions through-

- otat the syllabus that ram to eurbyr readings. The paralkls can he seen
bt., incorporating all of the MI ioUS &St tiptios into a tomprehmsts e
diagram:

1. The Nature of Man
a. Human unmar....no.

.0 Mt'. hmilivi 1 Sotto&

b. Human tr:. ;It .1.

:Man o Spirit t P..;ant.

2. The Nature of Religion
a. Rdittlfon as vrilri.W:. t

114;00 .!'',}1

1111.0,44

os world.
motive:non& 1 Berger

ill

Ps* t. heilogy

1" ores and 6 ( Science)

VI Non Ph% ste s. Biology
Pse NOlegy

PAIRK-11

Phi lowophv

holstgt,

t1,40,irs'



3.

h Religion as transcendence
1. Ultimate concern (Tillich)

Reverence and play (Keen)

The Nature of Christianity
1. Inxarnation (McManamon,

, Rattner, Teilhard)
b. Death and Resurrection

(Bay ly, Teilhard)
c. Ascension and Judgment

(Brown. Medi !lin. Ilaith.aci

Philosophy, Theology,
Psychology, Cores I through 1
Literature, Physical Ed.,
Psychology, Education

Cores 3 and 4, Theology

Rdigion

Theology, Sociology,
Economics, Pohtical Science

Our aipproach has attempted to set thc stage for developing the

integutire habit. the hatia of linking together the many facets of human
experience as wc encounter them and as we read reports of therm And
here we are trying to ens:c;rage that habit of centerthg our attention
upon_the place of Geid in wanan experien-,.e. It is our contention that
the development of the integnaie habit is the central disciphne of the
educated mantnd the application of that habit to the prohkrn and mr, tly

of our relation to Cod is the central disciphne of the educated Christian.

The opening article by Michael Novak. "God in the Colkges," sets
this whole approach within the owitest wherein a will now occur, that is,

within the college hit. He argues forcefully that if -God is dead" in
the university as well as lit society in genera/, tie will only -rise again"

when humane r'SiOn returns to the center of the acadernw scene too long

dominated by pre, kerupabon ith -mikmg a lning- and with -subduing

flatieV.- The pith to the re t try of God is through the mu o. try of

MArt, end that is tht: path that wt. hale laid out in Core

IV. t tiNt ttsti

Saint p,,,,ph's College- is &finitely «immitted to tLe Core curriculum

and the humanizing and liberating e,fu1/4 atst'iul 'ritnu, hich is repre-

sents Core expresses thy; colkge's nunrit r ut str.kt siring a hberal arts

eiutation which respects both the tome in for human values of the libetal

arts trt.htion a;-1,i the career preparation and spet !al izat ton Ye hit h the on

tervoran world demands of college graduates,

THU STANIORD [NPTRSITY PRO6RAM IN'
VAEITS, TICHNOIXX.N. AND SOCIETY

Stanford's Program at Vatues. Technokgy . and Society NTS has

the pnmary aim of impros ing and broaJtnin.;;; general education for 3

-
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wide variety of college students. Courses focus on the interrelations 'of
technological change. social institutions. and human values. Consequently.
VTS classes provide students opportunities to grasp the significance of
their own intellectual interests in a wider f ramework of ideas and activities.

Secondaly and future objective s. include: education of students in
oxnpreheisciing essential technolog'.cal institutions in society -- for example,
energy systems and information.handling systems - creation of a new type
of multidisciplinary undergraduate major, and preprofessional preparation
of students for further study in such areas as social-technical analysis,
policy studies, and urban mnagement.

Planning for the VTS Program began among approximately 15 faculty
members from a wide ranee of disciplines in 1970-71; courses have been
offered since 1971-72. In 1973:74, approx imately 400 students en rol led
in 14 COWICS. During this three:year initiation period, emphasis has beet
placcd on curriculum planning, establishment of core courses concerned
with the primary objev.we, 'and the synthesis of new intellectual materials
needed for these purposes. In the words of a VTS faculty member from
chemistry, the program has from the beginning "sought to make a com-
pound. not merely a mixture of disparate disciplinary materials." Experi-
ence in teaching four "core courses," in preparing syllabi, and in evalua-
tion appears to confirm the viability of the progr.un's primary goal. Three
courses meeting the hrst of the secondary objectives haw also been
developeti and appear highly successful and attractive to students. &-
CUM the other secondary oboe:eines must await further articulation and
development, no curriculum for them has ye t. been fully designed. How-
ever, a few students have pursued more ackanted study in VTS through
individually designed mai011.

During spring and vJammer 1974, an ad hot review committee, ap-
pointed hy the Dean pit. Undergraduate Stu,l,.:s, examined the iNbjectives.
progress, potentials, and starling of the VI'S Program and made mai
mendations concerning ale future of VTS to the responsible administrative
officers of Stanford crsity general recommendations of the
committee teafiem the %.3:!idity fl the obieetnes d the program and its
importance to Stanford_ ,:or Stanford's special competence for this
difflieuk but important .67%1 urge increased starling to provide for more
complete implerneut program and for improsed disciplinary
balance among the _..uhy. The ckt.ukd ncommendations of this report
sumo speeitic act:ois sitikh will 341 the program in many significant
wayt We mention particularly a micel and seemingly workable mode
for the solution of the trm hot %rung problem of all incerdisciplinaty pao-
grams the faculty rewards structure in the universities. The revommen.
dations of this ad hoe committer have .betn approved in principle by
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the university admenistratipii providing that sufficient funding can he found

(torn exteriut sources. 1 hese costs arc estimated at $100,000 to $200,M)

annemily (depending on the degree of further development) for the next

five yrars.
To teach a new sublect, or a new, integrated conibmation of old -tines,

re9uires fieW MAterIalS. Existing textbooks .md tither written materuls do

ml acitquAtcly treat the interrelations among subjects that are the reasons

for VTS's existence. Theietoru, such materials must be created anew, and
considerable research must be done, not only to acquire new knowledge

hut in order to provide a solid foundation for the teat hing pnigram.

Discussions have been initiated during 19-4 concerning researth etftirts:

funding for researeh will also be sought from appropriate source's.

Attached are a :kW tvpit al criestions asked atii at thc VTS Prot:'un
with brief answers and also a list ot in ripis. completed and in

progress, which have been generated within VTS during the past three

years. Admurestrators or faeulty in the program will be happy to elaborate

further or discuss other pclints. Individuals particularly concerned are:

AdministratiVe Otheer.
James L. t;ibbs, IVA:II of 1..rhicrgraduatc Studies

M, Mason, Associate Dean of Vndergraduate Studies

VT'S ,Administrative Committee
'Prof..Edrostn M. Giod (Religious Studies), Chairman
Prof. Stephen J. Kline (Engineering)
Prittt. Rotwst M,( Min (NAN and Ilumanitits Special Programs)

Prot Nathan ItiPi.l.'nF)Crg t FAA

Q.I I110N, T rtti Sr \saint() PRixat.3At IN
rALuis, ti IINI11(N.5, \NO SIX 11 11

I. Vb.; i.'ke 1'7 8 Art ed

A %wad increasingli dependent on tethnology and ionseviently in-

crc.isinh' intera, t is ltts i dth a!: .1 tin/in, and is leaders who under,

stand not only the i,ask da 1 MI% ot ins partnular endeavor hut also the

relations nf that endeavor to human needs Ind sticial Institutions. An

essential mgredicnt ti esers societt, ss ht, !Ka it be simple or complex, agri

cultural Or industrial, ;ratline,: ,ir al( AIR Id. is ItS tutu-H.10,14RA base.

Since technologs is conneited with ny,,si Adis itlis and insrnunons in sAsocry,

an understanding of these inteniinnections czo a Nag ssn ttaNa.arkii

educating such citizens.
Earlier mockls of general Ii d ro xi lij,k the f

knowledge tomiected with lilt 11-c.11 professions i i nseditanc,

engineering. law. an.1 agronoms I. A. a rt.,!ilt thev tended to neglect thie

e,

r,
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links connecting the scientific unierstanding of'.'physical and biological
nature with probkms in the real world as well as the methods, by which
societies dealt with such problems. Thus e.g., -the student said to be
generally educated had not grappled with- the .human, social, or scientific
bases 'or consequences of technological change, a primary determinant of
the duracter of life in modern Western society, duriog the last two

nturies.
Even'if he or she could, the general studentclearly does not need to

acquire expertise across the range of scientific and professional fields studied
in the university. VTS courses focus not on the details of a particular
academic discipline (e.g.. sociology, philosophy, or biology) but on the
outer relationships of a discipline with important areai of human concern.
In VTS what the student learns of specific diseiplines is motivated.in terms
of their general significance rather 'than as the first stage on the road to
professional expertise. An example of this difference in focus in relation
to VTS objectives may be seen by contrasting the two books by Professor
W. C. Reynolds on energy. The older hook (Tbermodytamics) is a text
book for engineering students and as sucn is too difficult, detailed, and
extensive for the general, nontechnical student. The newer book (Energy
From Nattive to AL.: ) is not intended for the mential specialist in the
held, but in terms of both motivation and content isaimed at the would.he
informed citizen-voter concerned with the use of, energy in fulfilling human
needs, and the ecological consequences of various forms of energy or of
the ,methods of supplying it.

2. What can a program 14e VTS Si that cannot ,be dnne in a conren-
-Wand academic department?
By definition, conventional academk departments deal With only a

certain sector of human knowledge. However, outside the university, people
face problems that resist tidy categorization and frequently require for
their uncierstanding and solution the perspectives and bodies of knowledge
of many disciplines. Examples of such problems are the effects of indus-
trial technology on the envitonmem the formulation of energy policies,
.the design and planning of mass-transit systems, the psychological, social,
and aesthee., values embodied in television programming. and the introduc-
tion of new techniques in biomedical technology. No single discipline can
even adequately address such problems, let alone -solve" them, but the way
in which they am ippcoached more or less narrowly -or comprehen-
sively surely have a critical bearing on the future of American. if not
of world society.

By bringMg into active cooperation faculty members from a variety of
disciplines, a program like VT$ can begin to analyze such problems more
adoquately and to develop- improved conceptual- foundations facilitating
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their more comprehensive consideration, a task as notable for its neglect .
within the university as it is for its importance without.

Consider a relatively simple instance. A symphony orchestra is a group
of musicians, highly skilled and trained, whose prime function is to provide

esthetic pleasure. Bin artl'orchestia is :also a social institution whose
members have different and,, complementary functions and relitions to one
another, which appeals to a public, is run by a board of directors, uses "the
negotiating energies of a labor union. It plays in a room designed to
enhance 'iind not .impede the sound it makes, and it plays on instruments
reflecting very sophisticated technology. A musician studying an orchestra
is almost exclusively concerned with the esthetic quality of its perform-
ances. sociologist won't really care (professionally) how well it plays
but !All examine its social structi re, how it acquires and rewards mcmbers
and/ hOw they act in it. An economist will look at the ways the orchestra
generates money to support itself. An architect or structural engineer will

. he-interested in whether the hall fulfills its acoustic function. A materials
scientist may study the technology of 'the instrumenti to see how they can
be improved.

But VTS is interested in 1l of these taken together as 'a total phencim-
enon, each of /which contributes something necessary to the principal
function Of the torchesta We believe that none in isolation from the rest
is either.the whole truth br the main truth, that we begin to understand
the orchestra-complex by thinking of all of these aspects as interrelated.
Most of the suhjects VTS considers, admittedly, are much more complex
than this, but the idea that the entity must be studied holistically continues
to apply and yields significat.t gains.

\3. Why-is VTS different from programs at other ichools? .

Programs aimparabk to VTS in American universities are few .in
number. Even among existing interdisciplinary programs. Stanford's VTS
igram.has several unusual or unique features. These include the fol-
lowing:

The explicit Use of materials focusing on the interactions of technology
\with human needs. social systems, and environments as vehkle for
general education. (Sç c. answers to questions 1 and 2 for a httle
furthcr detail, )

b. The emphasis on hr.man values: from the outset, VTS has striven co
aicord equal status to the consideration of the human value aspects
of thefroblems falling within the orbit of its concern. This interest
'is a particularly fitting one for VT5 to pursue, since many of the most
pressing value issues currently under scrutiny or looming on the hori-
zoo of discussion arise out of technological innovations and their pro.,
poseil introduction ,in various socio-cultural milieus.
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c. A related interest in bringing the perspectives of the humanities (phil-
osoPhy religious sindies, history, and literature) to bear on the con-
sideration of the status and problems of contemporary technological
society: In so doing, it is hoped that a reciprocal_ krtilization of
humanic studies will take place by affording humanists opportunities
to come to grips with the general phenomenon of technology, one
which has Significantly affected their individual disciplinary terrains.

d. An explicit and significant emphasis on the creation of new c.ducattonal
materials isable in VTS courses. .Many programs appear to provide fell-
this type of work, but closer study 'tweeds that they often merely arrange,
materials derived from diverse disciplines in uneasy combinaticins. VTS
tries to begin from the interrelations of disciplines, so that from the
outset perspectives on thc problems are bntadly rather tkin narrowly
based.

e. A strong evaluation program designed to obtain both "in-course" and,
post-course" infortnation on classes kis been incorporated from the

beginning. This evaluation effort provides not only increased depth
of information on particular courses, but also continuing assessment
of the congruence between objectives and performance in. VTS, taken
as a programmatic whole.

1. The.study of technology as a branch of knowledge with its own,meth.
Odologies and information, and not merely as "applied science.** This
codification of the."philosophy and theory" of1 technology is not only
of basic impooance to VTS but may also contribute to other discipliues
such as economics, history, and cultural anthropology.

94'
THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

AMERICAN ETHIC PROGRAM'

If liberal .rti instruction in private liberal ,irts colleges is In a state of
crisis. as some say. thcn in traditional, pubhc multipurpqic universities, it

must stem past all hope. Yet much of the future of American higher edu-
Cation willhe determined by the devdopments in, these inStitutions: publicly
supported. admitting almost everyone who wants higher education. and
enrolling massive numbers tif till 'every spot with the greatest efficiency.

Neverthless. the things that need to be learned in the Oneral educational
lograms, despite the current interest in vocaii.,nalism and professionalism,

haven't really changed that much. In thesC. institutions. with their televised
lectures, their coo-student elass.es. and their research-oziented faculties, the
basic values arid attitudes whieh have lon.itbeen at the heart of liber.d urts

education arc still of the utmost importance. These institutions also have
.

a growing tibligation to the petTle ot an .1p.: and persuasions who will
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'simply be citizens' particiPating in a 'democracy ---- people who must nuke
intelligent choices or personal decisions that relate to am broader com-
munity, but who may not be. or who may not aspire to be, elected officials,
corporate presidents, or other opinion lraders. What do we do in institu-
tions where the vast .majority are enrolled for vocaiional reasons, rejecting
as "frills" much of the liberal arts?

PROCA AM RATION;A

The most traditional goals of liberal arts education those of giving
students an understanding of the world 3found them in its historical. social,
and economic context, and of giving therri\the ability to analyze institutions

'and ideas critically are currently suffering on a variety of fionts. They
are suffering both from thC_seemingly irreversible dehumanization by, a
technological .society and from social and economic forces which challenge
the basic philosophical underpinnings of, liberal arts education. Modern
kchnology and the resulting sense of personal powerkssness and inade-
quacy have re-emphasized the individual's need for a, sense of personal
,identity which is not prbently being provided by much of higher educa-
tion. In addition. the drive toward vocational education, current economie
conditions that lead students to reject general courses in favor of market-
able, technical programS, and the injeCtion of the so-called...new learners"
into the system.have resulted, in what many call a crisis for the liberal arts.

The American Ethic program at the University of Kentucky iS an experi-
ment designed to deal with these problems in' liberal arts instruction through
the .applicatiort of experiential education. The fact that it is taking place
in a large:.multipurpose waiversity adds another dimension to the challenge.
This does not mean. howev;:r._ that it tis not applicable to Veral arts instruc
tion in smaller colleges. and indeed it may be that in these more cohesive
colleges the experiment could have broader implications and greater po-
tential as part of an institutional mission.

In essense 'the program is an experimenr with experiential education.
(that is. planned. out-of-the-classroom experiences in which a student tackles
some personally determined learning objectives with the assistance of a
faculty member) as a means of revitalizing instruction in the"liberal arts.
We recognize that this'is not a panacea and not the only means of liberal
arts renewal currently under experimentation. But we think experiential
activities can add a vital dirriFnsion not present in most programs. In 'this
program we emphasize the reflective dimension of expriential education
and argue that experiential education and the liberal arts can reinforce-
one another.

.

The program focuses on -values" andethics- as factors the individual
must consider oss a participant in public life or as a member or leader of
institutions with a public rcspiinsibility. These issues, partially made visible
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in the Iasi few yews by Waterptc but with deeper roots in -interinatimal
polities. war. and world-wide minor* deselopnetit, invokve en.zttes cii
maid choice. ethical dezisiooleaaking. and the pctential olf citizenship
Making chokes among alternatives. all cif which seems to be unantractive,
soma tei he the roostant dileinau of modern man: says Sidney Hook
eillk mew pii-h'eation Tairthig .of Poser). and
'education _in the humanities- htL1. help the individual deal with this
skijooma. Hook-sapi,

understand the phik,s4.,plueA bequest of the humanities of. the
mOern world. it seinforzes our AW-AIVEK-S6 of the indispensability of human
dssinte-as constituting the glory inul tragedy of man. Indeed, the operating
elittetiVeness of human choice is witat we mean by freedom. In the end.
power tan be tamed, if at AU, by the human spirit which alone is the
csmitx.of wank value, and by the use of unelhgence in the senesce of
human freedoin:'

Hook argues further that the individual with ATI educated intelligence
has ttv tesponsibdity to analyze burrages of information, stumping
Winee him by 7Soehistni, propaganda. and brass hands.-

"And -it AI f-xtisr.ly here that the educational agencies of A .4.itinparkicy
have an enormous 'responsability They must teach rsot merely the farts,
but how to t-mt Ahern, now to relate thcm to problems. and how they bear
upon teleinn alualutnes. The; must also *fir gnatein and sensibility

-in envisaging the effects of proposed modes of conduct on A butruer-
situatiosp:''

Thine issues of rrioral choice, the aerlicatiom of Mtelligewe to rob-
Inins, and the ethical virtues that Hoak, among ethers, ascriies to the
humanities, AU precisely those seen to be lacking both by the genera
public and edieators thonselves in college program In other words, many
think the renponsibilities of enlightened citizenship and service to am.
oninkies ate not being understood or taught. it is possible that this is
hexane of inade9uate pedapiel used to convey these ideas. The Amin-
can Ethic _program is testing" the premise that these intelligent dsoices
cannot he 'learned in a sacunm, for no decisiom .are ever made in cm,
The ddrerence between the "'n" and the ""'ought" in the making of
,tkic..1400s is detennised withir. dynamic situaiioni aisids influence the

'M the most 1.,crional ways. The acaiknoit boric, of course, has
this conttlit would be pros "Jed by an understanding gaiond

fsoough the arts and %tierces, su the instructiotul tedunipme a absorbing
masteriog the written and spoken Wig4, Unithttallately. We hove no

wag 01 knowing that this aboria «must will brad up when challenged,
oje dtat iditi be rtmernbered. or the the intelkaqal value orientation
*al not be thrown re-/ at the hrst ionfrontation with a hostde ensinutiment.
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Vire bop ,dt4 an iotegrated cohteu of redeciaa. ;'sperierice might
porwisk not on/y a nano of remembering absittac....= lica also a way of
rensfnecing them during and men after the time in which they. are being
tested.. Ile vslurs Hook advocat-s for exampk, fall Lugdy in the arm
'Of appreciation and s....nsitivity, arid we have no way knowing that they
an be adequately tested in the mind of an undergraduate learner as is or

she hears haloes on Plato or political pcnit,er structures t be MOM
appropnate to test these attitudes outaide the classro, iupervised
etperienbial activity; s4stve kainer is first forced ,onal con-
frontation betwee,- his or hir valuet Ana raternad imellectual
.and internal corftannMonf. assesse: the results, and returns to the abstrac-
ti.ati . either for !weir ;nsirfits, for reinforcement, or modification of the
ihrbilinriogs Dot Its 1.'. *MCC:, but to see bow to work within its
general limitations . making hard ahoicts.

Liberai arts eday.ciors e consistently held dut then students, by
undernanding the condition of man itr his environment through the study
of history, literature, philosophy. or other subjects, would enhance the
capaciti of that unlivjual to participate in society. hut despite the in-
cmsin- rtu...u: imals m the rhetoric of highicr rAucition, vie suspect that
3tyin educators have wondered whether their students, who may have little
concern for the disciplinary methodology whith often clouds met the
presentation of dui* ge.leral -understanding.'" or who may haw little
esithelie. me:lawn for or sorra of idenuty with past personalities, Aft
ar,:rnorirtr,.; materials by rote to pass examinations and ticytt really "re-
&Acting' on the broad implications. Or a:hies mg a dcjic understandang.

fbr ro,,,,mitws of this broad understanding takin,.; pkee in a setting
other than the standard ilasstoorn bec=ie obvious to one of the authors
white aamenestaling a state pisenurni. trtiereshT program wit:nil years
ago. For scs.eral years previous to dut tiiptraene he had tried to thuerest
studeots of Arrttrkan history in southern pain-Ls hi assigiong T Harry
Wilkams Diagraphy ot Huey Loop. !students in upp.:r level limo)
:nurses reacted negausely to the hook It ss.As its) ItAig arTnnornattly

nine hundred pages and its detail W145 OrrIV5s1% e it, students .%-ith hmrted
cetipathy for the relationship between Failittes anti altmnistratite rtunipth-
lation. Quite ilogitallY asked why the. reeed.A to read wise hundred
pages to get the "infinnutnin". they thought iic hook 1/40)Ittainet4; (tic

-unthrstanding- the hook tout,/ hese prosi,k, Was simply unavailable
to all but a few,

A seminar for tulturTh titelergailuatt interns in state government
pros/sake. An interesting tv: All of the Interns sue iii situations where
they did nal work with .itiminismetors of got L.rturg:nt agent its reporting
411gTrtly to the govetn,n Thc, Into:ins $014C AU. Ire'. on a peTs<,nal and daily

" 0
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bleak of the inplicatims of 1,,,b,Trriatoria power throusli their internship
-assignments and not domes the ...-ro;ior or the writtcn material. When
the seminar leached the point d reflecting on the ro!'t of contemporny
govemocs. limey Long was agnn assigned_ The book took on new rde-
mace and meaning for the students. They could identify immediately with
hods Huey bang and his administrne environment They said, -My
ageocy would have reacted differently in that situ-At:ion," or *the governor
did that to our deparnnent,- indicating tilut each stradent .had a peg on
which to hang the information in his et h-t. Mind. Morecwer, the wealth
of,detair and analysis in the bock, formerly a 1iniderance, was now an.
20r...image... a thorough analysis of the milieu of one governor and one
states poiitkalisdnainistrative structure in the context of practical experi-
ence brought understanding. In other worth, the Unerns each had a per-
sonal expenerice with historical understanding; thry placed themselves and
their agencies in the context of a historkal eentrience. And this was not
a1ertArdaung -theory to reality,- of.en said to be the advantage
of internships. Instead they realiztd out this book. this history a-as in
fact part oi an ongoing reality. Historical consciousness dawned on sheer
when Huey Long became as real as their current governor; the only dif
femme was that they read about one and obserstA the other directly.

We =twain that our rationak sou much like iecent discussions
of the role ori social sciences as instrments of social or economic policy,
sometimes with disastrous implications. But for purposes of this discussion
wc are putting aside the debate ovet whether the humanities indeed
ahould become involved in society, feeling there is enough inern on the
:ids:: of universities arid colkges playing an active social and political role
to 'justify some experimentatien with the idea. In other words, in thh
program we take as an aim of education the promotion of the undefssand-
tog of the relationships between ideas arse problems and an understanding
of the impact of ideas On man.

DEVEI OPMENT OF THE PROGRAM

Based tvp th,f,e cnncerns allow lilvrai education and our interests
in vs.th errperierit!41 education as a revindizing force
within the ,-..oluen, the experimental Anterkan Ethic progrin Was
devised with assistance from the Lilly Endowment, Our broad cormerns
have, over the last year, ess.ed into more specific prograrratcc ,vs.

,concluded that we want.0 studencts to examine tube -ethics and
vakes of politic policy decisowornaking,- hoth as a potential ,benefit
for their professional or work4rit lives, and as an important considera.
Oen in their ot.trc as citizens, StAtdents in thr program pa.rtkipare in
internShys if! Ow .1t1,11t: sector in ,oirihnation with a strong reflective
tornponcnt. an interdiplinary senunar. By I 1,uing studefms in intern.
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ships with doelt respionsibitity, we hoped that they would be more
capable of understanding and integrating concepts than would be
students who were ta.ught relatively ak.tract concepts in a 'V .141.411M of

both pinch and inexperience. While the internships. are to provide
specific situations in which the ethical bases of decision-making can
be studied, the seminar provides the theoretical framework for ,,Jiscussing
the nature of how one -ought"' to -,ake decisions, and oriels social,
historical, and pinftosophical cintext,

The planning proces s. itself has been an important stage in that
evolution of the experim,-nt. What is meant by ethics, values, and
morality? And especially umoortant in a public university, how can
not structure a se-mina: which promises to deal with these basic issues
on both a personal and scic;rtal level without prescriptive miaral tone?
These concerns were approached in two ways. In-depth research was
initiated about :I year ago by the literature, bringing in
.:onsulunts, attending workshops and spocial courses, and visiting
universities with related programs. To icoohe the broader unisersity
community we engaged t'aeulty members, administratom'and students
in a dialogue about the nature of the liberal ans air role of experiential
education and the possible content of a program designed to relate
the two. I brainst, rnung ses,sions w.th individuals ranging from the

bairman of Otte Depaorment of ( lassies. to former student interns,
to the Director of the Harvard Center for Moral- Education, the
program began to take shape and allies were enlisted.

The review of possible pedagogical apprioches and rationales covered
.1 broad range of material. William Perry. on the intelkctual and
ethical development of colkge stuients; Simon. Rails. et al., on values

. dark-cation: jear, Po.ger on ,ognitive development; John Stewarr on
values/moral development; Erik Erikson or the life cch: Jane 1.,-,evinger
on ego do elor --ent; Milton Rolccaih on liuman values ( harks
llampdeo-Turnei n psteh0-soklal development: Lawrence Kohlberg em
the descloptiient of moral Judgment, and numerous I others. A month
at liars ard's (..enter for Moral Educatinii with St iral of the ilevelop-
mental ps!., holopsts %as the final eataly,t in t 4.10. I si in to AresS
a des elopmental approach to tilA: program . li--oause the program is

designed for students from All disitplines and aoi,tomic backgiounds,
and deals with individual %aloe systems and cthical codes, we ticanted an
appooach that allowed for as much individual interpretation as possible
a0 ,1 as rIL' lc rest rirtivy moralism.

from r.i.cult riumbco, inters uwed in our iro!,,O d: u,:kyns three
from c ar tr4; c,gr, itins b,it with cilnpat!tlk ci:ssc VI ri, s leaLd ti

di's! gi the first svtlippiar die 1n 'a.raii tiI nol for three semnsters,
with .1 7t,;!Vl .,,!;1111, of \tucletas and taught 1i} fnifcient tearoi of

1
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(itrify.) tht departments of politual stir-me. philosophy.
and social mid pkiiii,7wipha al studies -n edut.uion, the three met an
afternoon each week ovu- two moi!.::JS r0 reach a con WIISIIS about
thr purp,scs and obtectives of the sittmcar and to outline -nt
In preparing a syllabus that i-tfered not a synthesis of thi;.
virws, tt it".1.4 Viorktng compositc the dire( hose ti de.it i h

tari,k s as thr nature of iitizenship..interpretattons of the toncept lit
nix, the notion Of community, inartnipation in a democracy, :int]

alienation in the modern world. The course draws cm readings by Rawls,
Goodman. Berger. Pranger. Keniston, and Kohlberg among tqhets. lit
accordance with thy development .trproJAh and a desire to evaluate
by criterion standards ....taker than nornuttyr It At Is decided that there
would he no competitise tests. The student, arc gr d iiL the basis
of am individual paper and a thorough wurnal in which they must re-
spiind to rat h reading. the Lis', and their internship attivities.

But in addition to rather heavy atademic content. the iourse is
structured to promote tolletit sirs, and community arming its mem
hers. 'the instruitors opted for Its, freq, ;it, but longer and more
intensive sessiiivs than in the usual tiiurse mut. The initial meeting
WAS 1rr111.1:ed ,1% .1 hill daY role-playin:.- discussions
of readings. and presentation,. hy the f.0 uh Additionally. an experi-
mental tompone: of It'll% !irt onestcr is a onn wee!. trip tu Washington.
III. where student, are entourage,' to t lew the same ..sues in a

natiiin.ditintext. fkre the% attend group seminars, pursut iheir nidoidual
research. and in I)11.1t: .i'C'. % -,it 'rJnhi.it n sirnuLir t Hoist in whith
they are internin;..t. hut I A rutional malt

For this first sc: Ictr. .'te tufteen students we7e drawn fri.min across
the undergraduate populatuon and seitt.. !ii tin oi 'it interest-faculty
rctortimetid.i,nin.. and inters Icycs lice) reprt--ent an ;musical mix Id
atadetnic dist iplinc- marorin;;.: awiininiral (-ion/mins. education.
prelaw. atiounting, plohisiyhy. ft:n.11. ii t.11 Ork jOurI1Alls-111. hospital
administra.:Ion. urhan planning. poi!ital sc unit. and I'mghsli.

.;dditiur ti rauphrit.: with th ItIC roscd by lilt: ..emtnar. they
r, of course, es:petted to farther their knowledge I their fields

tnruugh the intcrlistoi's, and arc c.iih required to miulhll e these objectives
\lost work tolltime II their assiinnients and -Ire' .earning

tLll scriir,ter s aiadenin (redo L itnhiuiiitu t,C Nummar iredits)
with niangol intraitu nith taiulty fiiilCi' In disilehnes
IN:rot-lent ti iht r ridiv;dual .osigninents and objei rites Thc-ir intern-
slur Nl .1 lc ):144 17, uth ..dvocaiytypt

stmt tommi,sion on viornim, kgal sersue,
grout\ tlie 0 14 111:4:' t'It' I Ill y l.iitiiii1 ii1ISilI5Ii(i. the
lutal. pitt ouormation ono .1 LI rIn1:1 oorer.011t C, the

1-
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county health department, thr human rights commission, and a high
school.

As the program phnning has developed, we have I,ecome increasingli
curious about understanding what happens to participants. Will. as
we believe. ihe combination of an actual experience in public serlice
and a setninar that, deals with questions of ethics and values have a
greater impact than either could possibly have alone? Will the students
be more capable of interrelating action:and ethics in their lives if the
latter is not taught abstractly?

With the assistance of a small zest: grant from the Cooperative
Assessment of Experiential Learning (an Educational Testing Service-
based consortium of schiis involved in some aspeas of experiential
learning and interested in refining its assessment), we are now involved
irs claweloping a model for apessing the development of students in
this program. This is being de. :oroLfor_t_he most parr, by a political
science 'instructor who had been involved' in the project since its early
stages and who was intrigued by the relevance of developmental theory
to his own discipline. In attempting to create a means of understand-
ing student development in this particular program, he has drawn from
several relatecl scheme.- to aciiieve ao integrated picture. The resulting
"dimensioro, of psycho-polio, al development" will be used to guide our
assessment of the changes students undergo in this progrArn. These
dimensions deal- with such notions as concept of self, political con-
sciousne--;, personal identity, and moral complexity.

The methodology of this research effort is largely phenomenological,
for we felt the students themsches could tell us moch about the evolving
nature of their own ivricepts. A series of questions has b,gen designed
in Accordance with the dimension; of psycho-political development And
will he Adminotercl to each student before and after partnipation in
the program by a tra'ned. independent ii:terviewer. We anticipate that
the responses wit: contam structural significance relevant to the dimen-
sions. and. therefo. . will be usdid in interpreting development.

'4.hile this research plan is still in the formative stages and since
thr prcvain will run for three semesters, it is ohw ously impossible at
this point .o evaluate the total project. We do km v. th4 it has been
suc.cessfol n involving a signincanit number of tl.e niversiliy commu-
nity in its planning and noplementation, but tho we have not been
as specific as we would like ir &fir mg objectives tor thr os :n7ai: pro-
gram and for its individual i.,:to.ipants. But most ;mportantly, the
krt.; xt has not ooly stimu'. ' discussion in ---any s-ttors of the uni-
versity about the role of salues ano etc liberal arts, and experiential
(Ain at:on as - ttS4,1 1:q their instruction, but has provided a working
model o demonstrate this interrelationship. Our final objective, then
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is to age.t not only those individuals who directly partipart in this
program, but to use this prJam as a means of demonstrating that
the traditional values of the liberal arts can be taught :n a nontradi-
tional manner t h rough xperientul educat ion.

LIBERAL EDUCATION AND SOCIETAL NEED
AT UNIVERSITY OF WISCOSIN GREEN BAY'

The university of Wiwonsin-Green Bay (UWGB) is an innovative
institution which seeks to blend traditional liberal arts concerns, such
as for -human values and intellectual breadth, with ir emphasis on
social responsibil4 and career preparation in a manner that: will high-
light the importance of liberal education for contemporary students.

The basic premise of the university is that it. is -founded on the
onportance of commitment and involvement of students --commitment
to and involvement in -the world about which they seek to learn.
Knowledge leads to wisdom when it is related to purpose. Strong
purpose and dedication along with knowledge and abil:ty are the
ingredients from which dows a satisfying and meaningful life,- The
university seeks thus to bewme a part of the world rather than apart
from it. Student-, and fatiity alike,are asked fo Lndertake their activities
in the context of responsible social action for human betterment.

Since motivation is thc key to commitment and responsible involve
ment, the student's mot i% ation to learn is of particelir importance.
ILTWGB seeks to engender such motivation pros dirig an innovative
educ. 'anal alternative which helps studz-ats see t;te relatAinship be-
tween then goals and their studies and which takes a unicp..e appinach
to preparing them to address the world of the future.

Tn (Itir. this end. th.: institution uses 3 distinctive model. which
has three k elements: (I.) an initegrarzed, thematic approach to knowl-
edge. (2) th-- a,pflication of knowici to essing sixietal prbleb.
and (3) an intcrtlct:i-linary intelleuttai The theme helps students
relate the varkd parts of their .cducariona0 program to a ,comprehensible
purpose. s. that they fn3y better un,'..;...tand why tiles Jo what they
do. Aid, in a broade, ,stu!!xt the thematic Approach assists students to
develop a holistic view ot the world, to sce the relationships among
rather than the boundaries between tne t \ of the whole. in this
way, students may fn9-te easily achieve that sense of meaning and purposc
which gives dirc-ction to their lives. The specific theme thosen_for t'WGB
was e....logy the relationships among people and their various environ-
ments. ff was a tvnaikabls prescient choice in the Lite sixties, hut the
significance of t-';e appro.,: II transcends the theme ch.isen.
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The second nujor clement of LAVGB's academic plan is that

knowledge should be aliplied to the s,tiution of pressing societa1 prob-
lems. In addition to the compkte curt:Lair reorganization effected
for this purpose (ser below), the unisersity seeks tci achieve this go.l
in a variety ot ways. Faculty are encouraged to pursue applied research
projects which can include students and which laz, be integrated with
thei! clASSCS AS a part of thr normal instructional process. Students also
are encouraged to undertake. Applied resear0; recent project, on prob-

,
leMS IS Vaned AS antrob i.c. digestors and community noise have been
funded by NSF, Esso, and the Ford Foundation's Venture Fcmd. Field
work, internshi;,s. and practice are encouraged, with the January Interim
of the 4-)-4 calendar an especially appropriate time for such activities.
Faculty are encouraged to integrate into their classes the ser.ices of
knowledgeable persons from outside the university, Who are gins; the
honorific appointment of -communit-:; lecturer- and every graduate
student is expected to have, wh,zre possible, a committee member from
outside the university.

.:niphasis enhances student motivation, pi th.: student a4sistAIL;A:

in translating, know Rcige into tangible results, and not :nfrequently has
led direct4 t-t a challenging job for the studer- upon I.,raduation. Bat
problems seen-, seldom r- ,ibserve disciplinary boundarits, which result%
in the third element 6tf the model. an :::tedisciplinary intellectual thrust
and orgain/.itional str:-ture for the untsersity.

CURRIC1 LAR OROANWATION

The core program at the university is the Liberal Ldiacation Semi-tar,
recluire.i 18-credit package which runs througb thc si,Ident's career.

'the program has uiree omponeno, each of which rna;:.es A unique
contributioJ to the st.;,:ent libvril .ducatiim. In clic fresinan program
tile stuc:ient is ntroduced to the relationships possible bet wern hiumr
values ind hun.. iii actions. By taking four dden_rit
moduks, such as Resoive Utilization and American f. haracier or
Trchnolog% and ti.ama.; Values taught by I ..:t) fritin a..-..oss the

university. the stti-vnt Is introduced to the ecological unplicatioos of
our calues and the extt...nt to which our -,11;:es MOUciit our .01,ons.

int.:mediate LI.S. taken ;y students n, ei,ner their sopN.:61nore Or
juipor year, emphastees cultural contrast and off-campus stuth . Students

orunonk asked ro understand the elicit of ditlerim... :mural values

ai-i-roa..n different cui!ures have Coe solution

offIA 11 pr F :It students might. for exomple. examine e impact
had on the shaping ot our legal sytem, then

comparc with that Iii 4 ritrastin cultury To the

I
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extent possible. students are .entouraged to undtrtake field research
in another culture; the urnsersity offers instruction in a variety of
contrasting cultures both in this country and abroad dunng the
January Interim.

The senior component of the Liberal Education Seminar is designed
to be a capstone experience for the Stuactli's-oactaIaurcate education. It
draws students from across the university into an oltense mufl group
confrontat:on of A- major ecological issue which transcends the purview
of single concentration. The program has n-o- goals: students
shou14, on the one hand. strive to develop an intellectual frameworli:
through which to integrate the material they have learned and insighes
they have gained_ Secondly. stadents should coriront the Yak-le-related
questions pertaining to individual commitMent and social responsibility
which will become of increased signitieance as they brin: their per:Od of
formal study to a Close.

At UWGB. students do not major n a traditional discipline; in-
stead, they arc asked to apply themselves to the sdution of some pressing
problem facing society. To do so cfle.tivelv, they will have to bring
to bear Oil jilt problem insights from any held of Isnowledize which
7-ity prow !iseful and then seek to iltegrate those varied insights and

igies into a meaningful whole. For this reason the chief
unet at If WGB is not the discci,hnary department bur

the concentration. an interdisciplinary problem Jocus which serves as
the major for stuck- ts 'and the department for faculty. There are -
presently eleven contentrations-su,:h Js human adaptability, moderliza-
tion processes. population dynamics and uran analysis. Though based
in some broad tld of knowledge, such as humanities, the conceotrati,,.sns
encompass a wide range of faiculty expertise and sutject nut.er. UrE.en
analysis entphasizes th e. study uf social relationships, yet in addition
to its social tIelIL UItv it has incluciied persons wit', expertise 1n

'philosophy, literature. history, Ameritan studies. pllysio'ogical and
.t finical psychology. airchiteeture. plaiming, public hethh, ald mathe-
matics.

Both the reouot ' programs at the urnversi..y, the laber.d Educ Hon
Seniinar and the concentration, thus emphasite inte1k iteadth,
an unlerstanding of hunian values and the rolc of alues in human
existence. an in rJi. pl in ary approakh to environmental problem solv,
ing, and the application of knowledge to eressing s-icietal problems.
Since it i; the 'ime program the student necessarily follows ':torn th,e
b.ginning to the end of his baccalavreate career. the Liberal Education
Seminar also plays the role of an intellectual lifeline, to which the
student can relate 'e various ckimponents of 1 stt.flLc both within
the (MOM' dirld ncentration can perform i similar function,
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though over 1 somewhat narrower intellectual range and more liniited
time span, since students mar not have to identify with some concen-
trations before the end of their sophomore year.

Though the dominant intellectual thrust of the university is clearly
interdisciplinary, the disciplines have an important tole to play. In
addition to the interdisciplinary progr.uns just mentioned, l!WGB
offers instruction in the normal range of disciplines. Disciplinary

courses comprise about half of thr total university offerings in any
semester and often form the foundation from which students move
into interdisciplinary study. While all students are required to pursue
a major by taking at least 30 credits of jemior-senior level work ap-
propriate to one of the concentrations (or by constructing their own
personalized concentration), they have the option of combining that
concentration with a co-major in a specific discipline; thus a student
might, by taking a minimum of 36 junior-senior cre-dits. relate anthro-

pology to human adaptability.
The opportunity to relate '-eral ede.cation to career education

is another curricular innovah.t at UWG13. Students may do so by

pursuing collateral, representing a specific career or profession, in

fields ra...ging from environmental administration to social services.

Co !laterals must be .taken in conjunction with a concentrition and are
not available as a student major because the university feels that they
are belt understood in the context of a broader set of ccncerns. The
combination of a collateral and a concentration, of seicial services and

urban analysis. can provide an espeCjally powerftA cducation in which

the .stc.:dent -s aided in his pro.fessional development hy seeing the
extent to which environmental factors can influence the Fofession
and his practice of it.

CONCLUSION

Ultimately, any succinct effort to dehne or nen characterize liberal
edosation is likely to fall short; Ole concept is too complex, too subtle.

Two suth attempts. though. are revealing. Theodore Greene proposed

that liberal education slo)uldi 1)., tease the aHlity to be literate id

ar:i-ulate; increase one's knowledge about oneself, one's physical world
and sodal ensironment; increase one's sense of values; and widen onels

horizon through the relati)mship of the part to the whole. Jacob

Neusricr ,up.s7,!?, that liberal education requires -exploration of the
context in wtocic the self ;akes shape. Liberal learning branizs nc:. Out

of one's self d leads to 111 encounter with other people. their
and perplcs.:.'ies.'

l'Wt.,,Ifs goals and aprro at fi tit either dictum. The univercaty ern-
phasui, relating the pails ) toe whole and helping Student,: come
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to gni* with important questions of vue. It emphasizes increased
knowledge about oneself and one's environments, and thereby. the
context within which the human experience takes shape. Every all-
university requirement emphasizes stretching the self by encountering
diverse aspects of the human condition. And, insofar as possible, the
university seeks to teach not a body of facts which will soon Fe outdated
but a process and- spirit of mind whereby one can continue to learn,
evaluate.new experiences, and' address effectively the as-yet unknown
problems of the future.

UWGB's academic plan states: "Of fundamenul importance, a uni-
versity can highlight the importance of living with a purpose. a purpose
based on well-considered and well-conceived first principles." Tliibugh
its' emphasis on the application of knowledge the uniyersity seeks to
help students see the relevance of their studies, Throdgh its academic
plan it seeks to aid stu.ients in integrating their activities so that ther
may find meaning in theft..

'Becaus, of its curricular and pedagogrc innnvotions, students 'at
1.IWGB ha.ve dealt dimtly with "real world" issues in the 'classroom
and have experience with applying knowledge to societal, problems.
How better to improve society th.m by producing liberally educated
citizens with the capatity to apply knowledge to human problems and
the understanding to see the implicatiOns of their values and their
actions?

1.- Coordinator: John P. Nichols, S.T.L., Ph.D.
2. Prepared by Barbara K. Hofer and Robert F. Sexton.
3. Sidney Hook, Education and the Taming of Poi er (LaSalle, Ill.:

Open Court, 1973), 200.
4. Ibid.

5. By Forrest H. Armstrong. Associate Dean for Academic Affairs.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

In conduiion the author would like to reaffirm the main theme
of .this tre4tise :u-1d yt:t dose on an optimistic note. TO any objective
obsersex of thc conteniporary scene it thust be evident that 'even
if unexploded nuclear devices were.not hovering over the human
commupity mankind would today nevertheless be at a ?Leful
1:rossroad. Ha Vin.g 'viewed the evolution of the culture of the West
for some decades, and in mo,re reLent years of the other regions
of the human community, and having seen disorder succeed order,
incivility'replace reverence, and confusion of private and 'public
purpose supersede substantial agreement in our society, on desirable
ends of communal living, I believe that it is still possible to
reverse these trends toivard dissolution and the final eclipse of
the human ,enterrrise.

Even in the face of the rise and fall of all other preceding
cultures as depicted' so graphically by historians 'from Gibbon to
'Toynbee, I believe- there is in the nature of things no irresistible
destructive force to which mankind mu.,:t in inevitable cycles fall

. .

victim. Despite ubiquitous social dislocations and personal confusion
and disSatisfactions, I believe the leaders:of -the Enlightenment
were rihtin their Lonviction that knowledge and the reasonable
.and humane.use thereof is the only instrument available to mankind
to achieve the order and quietude essential to a satisfying life.

Eurther. it seems to ine that the competition our nation now
faces in the rising power and influelue ot another type of soci(ty,
as exhibited in China, can be met through the embodiment in our
educational system of the ideas and the ideals oL those who in
the ei4iteenth enturv put their faith ,in the .dissernination of
knowledge as the meat.;:., of our .national prosperity and ,individual
L-ontentment. Tifotic lit) have visited,China !Trrt.:their impression
that a sensed n4tional destiny prevails. a commitment to a common
set of objectives. a willingness to work Collectively for the common
good. sin inderliiwf; in personal and public life, and unfailing
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respect and courtesy among the. people. The improvement in the
lives of the citizens over a relatively shOrt historic iieriod..is
everywhere apparent. In fact, one ofiThs r mOst distinguished jo-ur--
.nalists after visiting Peking observed that the motives animating
the life of the country seemed remarkably similar to our own -
in Horatio Alger days. The one significIlt.'aifference between
their system ard ours, however, emanates from our- conteStion
of _the human being's ability to make his own decisions based on
all the available knowledge of the facts..

My own col omitment to the concept-of man as a thinking being
endowed with free will to make his own choices .remains unshaken
by the-aimlessness; disorder, and intergroup conflict in our society.
My lifelong dedication to the idea that a proper education is the
onlY Mears available to advance the human cause remains unchanged.
Our p-resent predicament, it seems to me, stems not from a. baseless
faith in these views concerning the nature of mankind- or of his
education, but rather from our failure to employ, them in trying
t'e cope with the admittedly complicated human condition:

Two Main weaknesses in our educatiOnal philosophy and practice
must, however, be corrected, and time is of th,t essence. Our-institu-
tions of higher education must reassume their primary fbnition
of disseminating knowledge among the people. To say this is
in no way to depreciate their other services of research, advanced
specialized teaching, and providing advisory services to government,
industry, and individuals. The .fieed. for new knowledge will be.
endless. The obvious fact i:, however, that a large majority of those
who have had the advantage's of hi/gher education are as ignorant
a many aspects of the modern situition as their less tutored.
contemporaries.. Not all citizens can possess Imowledge aboptali
aspects of .livingin this enormously complicated world. The majority
can, however, be better informed and intellectually more skilled
than they Are today, even after having spent four or more years
studying in institutions dedicated to the propagation of knowledge
in the liSeral arts and sciences...If these goals are to be achieved, :

however, as have attempted to sbow, the apparatus of learning
must be refitted to provide a broader, more general edtica6on for
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all 'regardless of- their personal inter6ts or vocational goals. The
.,:ourses Of study must be,made to bear more directly on the welter
of problems that now face modern man.

The other shift in policy relates to the responsibility ta treat .
the values on the basis of which Nve organize our personal ana civic
lives. No additional amount of knowledge, however widely dis--
tributed among the people, will help lift us out of the present
morass of conflicting goals and ambitions. We must again clearly
define what we want to be and do as a Peonte .My own conviction
is that this will not bc sildl a Herculean task .as may appear on
the surface. In the .1-44ea-ChristiAn and Greco-Roman philosophy
of life we have pritc, _.:Oes of living that combiro...d with the rationZ
use of modern can reset our ,vision On realistic and
attainable goal, not occur, however, unless the profession.s
of education .v.cr;. ;le challenge, revises some of its own goals
and ambitions, awl restores order in the house of learning. If it
does not do this i will spread the disease in our society it a,as
established The conditions of the d.w call for radical. L-e-

of learning.construction in enterPrise The members of the
profession a moral resPOnsibility expeditiously to undertake
the needed reforms. In this taxing effort they will need the unreserved
moral, financial, and spiritual support of all our people.
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